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The Scotch Diskette is no miracle product. It locks

in the data you feed it. It gives you data back, when
you need it. Simple, really. . .

But there's more than that to a Scotch."

Diskette. It doesn't cause errors. It doesn't lose',

vital information. It's totally reliable. That'swhy ',

we call it "the Key to Data Security".

Scotch Reliability

Ever since they introduced the first computer
tape, over 25 years ago, 3M have specialised in

magnetic media. Today, every Scotch Diskette]

comes to you 100% certified for error-free,

performance. Small wonder that 3M media has/
been chosen for use as the world-wide amplitude /
reference standard.

3M: Impeccable Service

It doesn't matter what sort of equipment you
have. If it uses floppy disks, chances are there's a
Scotch Diskette to fit it. And if ever you need advice

'
• , or help with product selection, handling or

storage, there's a nationwide network ot 3M
distributors to serve you - impeccably.

Whether your system uses computer tape,

disks, data cartridges, cassettes or floppy
disks, 3M has the key.

For the address of your nearest distributor,

contact Data Recording Products, 3M United
Kingdom PLC, 3M House, PO Box 1, Bracknell,

Berks RG12 1JU. Telephone; Bracknell 58502.

3M: Your Key to Maximum Data Security.

RELIABILITY
IMPECCABLY SERVED

Scotch

diskettes
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f^^MICROMTTE

The Micromite Fileserver

is a runaway success. When
you're serving CP/M* Apples
at faster than 78,000 characters

per second it's not surprising.

Whether it's storing 40 million characters

on a single Winchester disk, or moving off

dealer shelves into end -user environments,

Micromite is the fastest Fileserver offering full

File Lock security. And all in an attractive

desktop unit.

Fill in the coupon, and we'll

rush further information to you.

•Trademaritof Digital Research be

Micromile Computers, K'tijency House?,

2 Rockstone Place. Southampton SO I 2EP Tel (0703) 3.W 1 44

tell me more about your

Micromite Fileserver

Mame_

Position

Company

Address

Tel W



^ The new range of printer cards *@

to link your apple II to most popular printers

The Super Printmaster III is so advanced there is no
other like it in the world.

It means you now have the opportunity to operate

with all the features of a word processing system and
graphics.in colour. Sales letters will carry more impact,

even graphics displays such as graphs, bar charts, can
be printed in up to sixteen different colours and with a
simple command.can be printed 1 6 times larger than

normal size with as many copies as required.

&1GKEK
-L. mU •£. -*iJ TOTVM

The Super Printmaster III, as well as having many hi-

text features, also dumps from the screen both Hi-Res

and Lo-Res graphics.

In the buffering mode your Super Printmaster III will

'cue' up to 255 of your print files; in fact it will take

over the whole of your printer management.

So make the most of your Apple system, install the

Super Printmaster III. You certainly won't be
disappointed. The Super Printmaster III operates with

the following dot matrix printers

Black and White: Epson, NEC. TEC, C/ITOH,
CENTRONICS, ANADEX. PRISM

Colour: PRISM

., .,

It doesn't stop there! Used in conjunction with a
Ram-Master you will be able to store all the data onto
the ramcard, thereby freeing the computer during
printing. This allows you to use the Apple for other
functions — a real time saver. No additional software
or hardware is required.

Dealer

Enquiries

Welcome
c-

Drpet. Suot Prmimniw III. SirmrwrmMt 80. *ntf RtfnMnt—
in rridfnwti o' Own* tlntmiwi'imn utl Ape* n *

traOwnar* at Apptt (ompulm liKwp^yiiKl

L _/ / r

Pkasv tend nw
Super Prinimnitr in BW £105 _ a
Sopor PnminaHtr III B/VV Prtvn only f 139 | |

Super PontnuMw III CoUxif Prten only flW T
Furtrwi Uifoimaiioof

-

Ptlniw Mortal ^___
Name _^_^^^^_^^^^^_^_^^_^^__^^_

i

AtWfCB_

I PTKlOH'

my cheque
(or E

Port Co0«.

Payable to
Dipt** llnte.njiional) Lid.
Add 15% VAT PAP FREE
Cwd.

,

No
T«*tphon« Order 0403 66550

DiguM (imtrfuttorull Ltd.
37c Wcti SiiMt, Horiham
WmiSu*»*,RH12IPP
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Honeywell Control Systems Limited

Citibank N.A.
Stoke Mandeville Hospital

Bradley & Foster Limited

University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Lombard Tricity Finance Limited

Sherborne School
The Civil Service Benevolent Fund

Hertfordshire Library Service

George Salter & Co Limited

Birds Eye Wall's Limited

Barclays Bank International

University of Manchester

All you've ewer wished for In an
information management system.

OMNIS wis new sjanrtards in database programs and levels, of performance

that you never believed were- possible on .i microcomputer

• OMNI5 is written in UCSD Pascal* . this means a better
structured, faster running set of programs than could ever be
possible using Basic—We believe that UCSD Pascal * is the best

microcomputer language available—OMNIS proves it—

• OMNIS is structured around powerfur file handling
modules. These modules give you the flexibility to store and
retrieve your information in the way that you want. Full multi-

key indexed access is available to all your database files, you say
what youwant—OMNIS does the rest

.

•OMNIS provides you with a versatile report generating
module that enables you to define you own reports, lists,

mailing labels etc.

• OMNIS has unparalleled search facilities to allow you to be
selective. Those hours of fruitless searching through rows of

card indexes becomes a thing of the past.

•OMNIS lets you design your own screen layouts for data
entry and inspection—youmay have up to 1 screens per file

A
few
well
known
names
decided
on
OMNIS

OMNIS has an application

w.iiting lor it m every business,

wnool and laboratory and work-
shop. Wherever information

needs (o De stored and retrieved

OMNIS is available for boih
APPLE II and APPLE III We can
also supply OMNIS for use on
APPLE microcomputer networks
(yes, witb true multi-user record

Icxkinq) Trade enquiries vt/el-

All registered users of OMNIS
will be seni FREE BACK UP diu

and you will be kept informed) of

all updates and upgrades. Free
help will be given to all registered

users v la an OMlNlfS hotline

OMNIS -All you ever wanted
APPLE II* version -
£174.00 (incl VAT & pp)
APPLE III* version-
£225.75 (incl VAT & pp|

The best advice
you II get.

BLYTH COMPUTERS LIMITED
f Wenhaston, Halesworth, Suffolk IPI9 9DH

24 rx>ur phone service

050 270 565'——-• *>•
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Introducing . .

.

the SubLOGIC line of quality
software for
your Apple II

A2-FS1
FLIGHT SIMULATOR - Combines superior flight simulation with

the best animated 3D graphics available. Practice take-offs and
landings, other aerial maneuvers, declare war on the enemy. 16K
cassette, 32K disk.

A2-PB1
PINBALL
pinbaii game with the ball and flipper precision to make increased

skill pay off. Includes 1 different play modes and 100 user-adjust-

able modes. 4SK disk.

lv| { . ? "i
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A2-SG1

ESCAPE! - A challenging game of skill and strategy. You've
broken out of your cell and now the electronic guards are closing in

fast. Can you escape? DOS 3.3 Applesoft 48K disk.

A2-3D1

GRAPHICS FAMILY - State-of-the-art 3D graphics. Define 2D or

3D wire-frame objects in any size and orientation, view them from

any perspective. Offers variable field of view, color or hi-res

(280 x 192) line generation, object instance nesting, and indepen-

dent object manipulation. Graphics Editor lets you add 3D text to

your scene, superimpose 2D text labels in upper- or lower-case,

and recordyour entire presentation forplayback . A BASIC interface

is included to aid in the development of your own control programs.

DOS 3.3 48K 3 disks.

A2-2DA
SATURN NAVIGATOR - A hi-res 3D adventure simulation of a
space flight from earth to Saturn. Maneuver your ship into orbit

around the ringed planet, rendezvous with the Saturn space sta-

tion. Available as a complete package or as an adjunct to the A2-

3D1 graphics package. Applesoft 48K disk.

(LofeLOGIC
See them todayatyour dealer
or contact SubLOGIC for further information.

AppW is M»e regelated iradtmvk of Apple Computer lac

Communications Corp.
713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820 USA
(217) 359-8482

Telex: 206995



ENGLAND
AVON
DalaHnk Micro Computer Systems

-

Decimal Business Machines
Tei 0271

Delico Information Sy slams
M 0272 33352ft 2994
GuestelL.Id.

::? 377461

BEDFORDSHIRE
Computopia Ltd.
Tel 0525 3766O0

BERKSHIRE
Cascade- Computers
lei 0635 201591
Data Supplies Ltd.

Tet 02814 2359
Decision- Support Systems Ltd.

lei 0628 7688 7/8

Floodrealm Lid.

Tel 0734 583886
Lynx Computers Ltd.

Tel 07535 5632?
ME Electronics
lot RoadniflBsrks (1734 669480
Personal Computer Palace
Tel: 0734 589249
Thames Valley Systems

.Berts. 0734 581829

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AcUondelaLld.
Tel 0494 7161 '1

Bits 1 Bytes Ltd.
,

.... ^

Chlltarn Micro Computers Ltd.

Te) 02813b''
Computer Modelling Ltd.

Tel 0494B1 I

Milton Key nee Computer Centre Ltd,

Tel 0908 668611
Neath Hill Professional Workshop
Tel: 0908 66

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Eicon Research Ltd.

M 0954-81825
OIS Computer Services Lid.

Tel 0733 47191

CHESHIRE
Fair hurst Instruments Ltd.

.

Mid -Shires Computer Centre
Tel OS

'

Northern Computer*

3SL System Support Services
TeJ 09367 3

U-Microcomputers Ltd.

Tel 0925 54117/8

CLEVELAND
Micro-Technlc Computer Systems
Tel 0642 221501

OEHBYSHIRE
Oatron Micro Centre
Ti'l 033? -380085
Don nlngton Computers
Tel 0332 49672
Impact MicroComputer Services

'3831547

DEVON
Devon Computers
Tei: 0803 526!

JAD Inte-grated Services Ltd.

Tel O-'
1

Southern Computer Systems
A Services Ltd.

Tel 0803 212957

DORSET
Computacenter

sol 020? * 76951
Deverlll Computer Services Ltd.

ESSEX
Clacton Computer Centre
Tel 0255 23160
Colin Grace Associates Ltd).

Tel 074'' i'?532
Compusklll

'08 751906
Essea Computer Centre Ltd.

Tel 0245 35670?
Mlcrocore Ltd.

15 64230
Strident Computer Services Ltd.

HJ 4 7693"

I

GREATER MANCHESTER
Advanced Business Computers

514 7

Eclipse Computer Services Ltd.

Professional Date Systems

Quodport Ltd.
.

HAMPSHIRE
A J Hales Computers
I(?l 04?lf»6?36ui7
GAM Management Services Ltd.

Id. 0703 30664
Grist Business Services Ltd.

lei 0703 39061/332145
Mitt-on (Electronics) Ltd.

I&612

HEREFORDSHIRE
Farmplen

• .

HERTFORDSHIRE
HG Services Ltd.

t?9
Jarman Services Ltd.

lei 0442 6; 1 '

Local Business Technology Ltd.

"I24 661S7
Lombardy Computers
Tel 04427 4247

HUMBERSIDE
Savlllo Data Systems

ISLE OF WIGHT
Island Computer Systems Ltd.

KENT
M D Wright Dele Services Lid

l

Microspot
^753

Protocol Computer Products
I

'541

LANCASHIRE
Pete A Pam Computers
Tel 07 2/3

Style Systems Ltd.

.54 51051

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester Computer Centre Ltd.

<3 556208

LONDON EAST
The City Computer Centre

Tel 01 586 5537
Computacenter

' f.? 8 3040
CSS<Systems)Ltd.

'54 92934
Gueslel Ltd.

Tel 01-5832255
Keen Computers Ltd.

* 248 7307
Personal Computers Ltd.

Jul 01-37 7 1200
System Look: Ltd.

Tel 01 -9ft I 7311

Tim eA People
Tel 01 2424706

LONDON NORTH
Computech Systems

,'94 0202
Microcomputer Spat* Dome

(689002
Pear Computing Systems Ltd.

Stirling Microsystems
To! 01 486 7671

Liaison Microchip Ltd,

I
8071558

LONDON SOUTH
Advanced Micro Products Ltd.

CWP Computers

Logic Computer Systems

Mister Calculator (CSS) Ltd.

Planning Consultancy Ltd.

IhI 01-8393143

london west
Albion C omputer Co.
r. , , ,

Applltek
ld6

SPEAKTOUSANDWELL
SOONH^/EYOU

TALKINGTOANEWAPPLI
The above are just a selection of

the many helpful Apple dealers around

the country-

Most offer training courses as well

as a complete back-up service, and
many will lease you an Apple for as little

as £70 a month.

Remember, whatever you do you'

do it better with Apple. And with a

dealer network like ours it's easy and cor

venient to get started.

Everybody should have a friend

like Apple. flftopph
Apple <b 3 trademark ol Apple Computer Inc. USA

8 WINDFALL February 1983



cans of Kensington
' J37 7896

(etcher Denny, Systems Ltd.

| |

eneral Microcomputer
•ystems Ltd.

I

mice Instillations Lid.

lank Xerox Ltd.

he West London Micro Centre
I I

MIDDLESEX
-letcher Dennys Systems Ltd.

•: -'i'.i

lexagon Services

el 089 I

Jicrosoh-e Computer Services Ltd.

Hi 01 951 021BJ9
)xwise Computers
el 01-429 ioeo
lent. Xerox Lid.

re! 0895 51133
iimmons Magee Computers Ltd.

fel 01 89t 44

rwickenhem Computer Centre Ltd.
"91 1612

NORFOLK
lorrold Office Equipment
Ifl 0603 6i '

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
^o-ComputeLtd.

40TT1NCHAMSHIRE
<een Computers Ltd.

(01:0602413777

OXFORDSHIRE
Micro Mark

'926

Oxford Computer Centre
Id: 0865 49349

RoconLtd.
lei: 0335 24306

SOMERSET
Taunton Electronics Ltd.

STAFFORDSHIRE
Gardner Brown (Computers) Ltd.

!83 36I6V2
Micro Applaca lions Ltd,

"85 43415

SUFFOLK
Blyth Computers Ltd.

Tpl 0&0 27;

Database
reJ 0638 73 I

Harrem Computers
I'll 02/8488 534
Micro Management
rel 047357871

SURREY
Fergusson Computers Ltd.

J D Financ ial A dvisors
li'l 0!

Micro Facilities Ltd.

Fel 07*8

Microlmas Computers Lid.

II

Rothwell Data Systems Ltd.
'.2 519441

Symbiotic ComputerSystems

Vega Computers

SUSSEX
Computer Centre (BMS) Ltd.

Tel. 04 24 439190
Crowborough Computing
Tel 08936 630 70

Datatech Ltd.
I 23 36268

Guestel Lid.

Hobbyist Ltd.
^•34 5

TYHEAWEAH
Office Equipment S election Ltd.

WARWICKSHIRE
Impulse Micro Systems Ltd.

Templeman Software Ltd.

Tel 0789 66237

WEST MIDLANDS
ABM Computers

Micro Applications Ltd.

Micro-Bueiness Centre
lei 0902 72568 7

Second City Software

Stewart C omputer Services Ltd.

Westwood Computers
I o32 &d?4

YORKSHIRE
Oatron MicroCentre

DMS Electronics
•

Natcom Computer Systems Ltd.

RAM Computer ServlcesLtd.

Superior Systems Ltd.

55005
Taunton Electronics Lid-

'3 45881H
Wharnctiffe Bu siness Systems
rel 0?i'fi 79860!

SCOTLAND
BORDERS
McQueen Systems Ltd.

Crirfel Micro Business Syslrms
Tol 03oVG9l5W2
GRAMPIAN
Abie* Computer Systems Ltd.

[(-I 0334 55007.:
HIGHLANDS
Black Isle Systems Ltd.

Tel 0381 30.

LOTHIAN
McQueen Systems Ltd.

Tel 073122: .

Scotbyte Computers Ltd.

Tel: 031-343 1005
STRATHCLYDE
Masons Computer A Business
Equipment Centre Ltd.
Tel 0563 30985
Scotbyle Computers Lid.

Stralhand
11 552 6731

WALES
GLAMORGAN
Cardiff Micro Computer

Croeso Computer Services

South Wales Computers Lid.

.

GWENT
Acorn Business Systems

GWYNEDO
IOC Computer Services

NORTHERN IRELAND
CCM Micro Computer Systems Ltd,

[el 0232 431

Ime* Digital Ltd.

1661

Medical A Scienlific Computer
ServlcesLtd.

I

TH« Deeier list nDowe is not a mm o* ml autnonsea Apme Dash
Poiflcom(Hclclnlv.nletiiA()|ilnCom(H(lor(OKHimitcT<lE.iitmnnWiy
Hon-»iHomr.*te»d.H. i>ost
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VisiCalc was a good idea

for then.

Multipian is a great idea

for now.
The first generation electronic worksheets were a

good idea. They were early software management
tools that could eliminate a lot of hours with a
spreadsheet, calculator., pencil and eraser. Enter
Multipian, the next generation electronic worksheet
that's as easy to use as it is useful. Compare
Multiplan's powerful user-oriented features to any
electronic worksheet on the market. If you've been
using VisiCalc, Multiplan's ability to directly utilize

your VisiCalc files lets you easily upgrade to

Multipian.

MULTIPLAN - THE ELECTRONIC WORKSHEET
FOR NOW £159.00

TRIPLE YOUR DISK
ACCESS SPEED
No hardware modification requited

FastDOS
Fast Disk operating system lor Apple II

computers.

Completely compatible with DOS tin**

loads and saves standard DOS tiles

Completely compatible with all

DOS/APPLESOFT programs that access

DOS through standard hooks., including

f ID and MUFFIN

Executes all standard DOS commands

Comoaralnre timings DOS
BloWing integer basic I D set

Lal»log<nga 12 AM US* ? i«
Sating i 10 wcloi piog'am li IK

Saving i 1 00 lector ptoQiim 34 wc
LoaAng a 1 00 secioi pageant 24 set

fitgui-H 4SK

FOOS

3»«
I IK

7sec

ens*

THE SWEET-P
Graphic Plotter, for graph

processing, chart processing,

engineering graphics and
overhead transparencies.

£595

MICROSOFT FLIGHT
SIMULATOR FOR IBM PC

£30.95

Mf

DESKTOP/PLAN II

from Personal Software

A programming language tor financial

analysis

£149.00

m
RANA SYSTEMS DISC DRIVES

Elite I
- C259

Elite II C339
Elite ill C399

•k
SPECIAL OFFEH

PRICE

ALS Supercalc E59.Q0

v

£99.00

THE NEW CENTRONICS COMPATIBLE
PARALLEL BUFFER FROM ORANGE

MICRO

FOR THE IBM PC
PAPA/RS232/CLOCK CARD FOR IBM 23900
CLOCK CALENDAR CARD FOR IBM 119.00

PROTOTYPING CARD FOP IBM 25 95
PROM BLASTER FOR IBM 129 00

DBASE II FOR IBM 3M.0C
CHAMPIONSHIP BLACKJACK (I BM> 24.95

ZQBK I FOR IBM 25,95
ZORKIIFORIBM 25 95
DEADLINE 32.95

EASYFILE R FOR IBM 249 00
EASYPLANNER FOR IBM 125 00

EASYSPELLER FOR IBM 125.00
EASYWHITER II FOR IBM 225.00
MATHEMAGIC FOR IBM 59 95

GRAPHMAGIC FOR IBM 59.95
WORDSTAR FOR IBM 195.00

MAILMERGE FOR IBM 65 00
CALL TOARMSFOR IBM 1595
SUPERCALCFOR IBM ?2b 00

5UPERWRITER FOR IBM 24900
I/O IBM INT. |? SER.PARA. a GM I 195 00

JOYSTICK FOR IBM 39 95
VISICALC 256K FOR IBM 150.00

VISIDEXFORIBM 16000
VISITREN D/PLOT FOR IBM 210.00

VISIFILE FOR IBM 2*0.00

FCL6000

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL MICRO
BASED ON THE APPLE II

Dust, dirt and splash proof.

Capable of operating reliably In

aggressive industrial, laboratory

and process plant environments.

Supplied with the

FCL AUTOPROM card, which In

many control situations.

eliminates the need for the often

unreliable disc drive.

FCL Industrial Apple Processor
E1850

FCL Autoprom E180
FCL Industrial Apple Keyboard

£160

•$£& •$£&• 4£& •&,: >Mk- jgSfe
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UTILITY PROGRAMS
DOS TOOL KIT 41 GO
SCRIPT HI 64 29
MENU GENERATOR 25 95
MACRO SCREEN ED 1 fOH 33.95
PROGRAMMING AID5 3J 49.95
MCAT20 1595
CRAE2 15 95
ALD SYSTEM II 4995
ALD SYSTEM FOR APPLE III 49 95
EDIT 6502 G9 95
TASC lApotaoli CoiidiIp'I 109 00
LISA ASSEM LANG DEVEL. SYSTEM 59.00
SPEED-ASM 2595
EXT PROG FACILITY IV 5295
EXPEDITER II- 75.00
BAG OF TRICKS 25 95
MON- 28 BB
SUPER DISK COPY III 1995
DISK RECOVERY 1895
DISK ORGANISER II 18 95
MULTI-DISK CATALOG III 1595
APPLESOFT • STUCTUREDHASIC 15.95
DOS PLUS 1595
QUICKLOADER 1595
APPLESOFT PROGRAM OPTIMISER 1295
APPLE SPELLER 4495
IMAGE PRINTER 7595
THE BUG 3795
BUILD USING 19 96
EDIT SOFT 19 96
ACE <A[i(ti«Milt Command Edi'urh 2595
APPLE DOC 2596
ASCII EXPR CSS 44 95
PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES 13 95
LI5T MASTER ?595
DISK DOCTOR ICP/M D RECOVERY) 70 («)

HIGHER FONTS II 95
DIRECTORY MANAGER 71 95
PROGRAM LINE EDITOR 75 9*
SOFT 5EVENTV i&M
INTEGER BASIC COMPILER 99 95
GLOBAL PROGRAM LINE EDITOR K96
PRO-GRAM LINE EDITOR IN ROM 39 95
KRAM B9.96
SUPER KRAM 09 95
THE MANAGER (Memory MGT SWRE i 19 95
APPLE EXTENDED EDITOR H 1

FASTDOSIINC DOS ACCESS SPEEOI 19 95

/* THE ^X
WILDCARD

SOFTWARE
COPYING
SV&TEM
£99.00

1AM
BPO

16K and 32K BUFFERED PARALLEL
OUTPUT PRINTER INTERFACE

CARD FOR APPLE II and APPLE II

PLUS COMPUTERS FOR OKI, EPSON
ftANAQE;;*

WIZARD BPO 16K
WIZARD BPO 22K

E149.Q0
El 69.00

ITS OFTEN BEEN SAID THAT THE
SIMPLEST IDEAS ARE THE BEST -

AND JUST LOOK AT THIS ONE FOR
PAPER STORAGE.

Pele & Pom Computed Suits

sir lout lev* which wn be

initilled on io youi Epson

MXHI) in seconds - giving you

loom lor 3 inches ol paper

E&Jfi

stilts

APPLE CARE
MACHINE COVfRS

APPLE II 5.95
APPLE & 2 DISKS 795
APPLE & 1?" MONITOR 7.95
APPLE, 2 0K& 12" MON. 9.50
APPLE. 2 DK&9"M0N 895
SINGLE DISK 3.45
2 STACKED DISK 4.45
9" MONITOR 495
EPSON MX80/70 b.Ab
PAPER TIGER 445/60 7.95
APPLE /// INC. MON i 2 96
MX 100 895
OUME 5W/TRACTOR 10.95
NEC 12" MONITOR 7.50
HITACHI 12" MON. 7.50
DECCA RGB MONITOR 8 95
SIRIUS KEYBOARD 4.45
SIRIUSPROC&MQN 12.95
MEAD CLEANING
Clean read/wnia »m>»». iha way 'Ml 1 1",

CIB.9S
DISKS ft DISK BOXES

i.

10li»F17.90 50 la C84.&0
lOOin. (159

Kiiuciie tio>Jqp ti «.45

Products available (torn dealers

throughout the UK

BOOKS
i

APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE HI 95
PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR APPII CI 045
APPLESGFT LANGUAGE £7.66
INTIMATE INST IN INTEGEH BSC f 5 55

APPLE BASIC fOR BUSINESS £11.20
APPLE PASCAL GAMES £1 1.45

PROGRAMMING THE BS02 M.70
6502 APPLICATION BOOK £10.25

6502 GAMES C10JS
6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN £5.50
fl50? APPLICATIONS £9.70
CP/M USERS GUIDE £4 95
APPLE INTERFACING IMS
CIRCUIT DES PROGS FOR APPLE £11.16
APPLE II USERS GUIDE £1095
VISICALC HOME & OFFICE COMPN £11 50

THE POWER OF VISICALC VOL 1 £695
THF POWER Of VISICALC VOL 2 £695
KIDS AND THE APPLE £1395
GUIDE TO PROGRAMMING IN ASOFT EM 50
SCIENCE SENG PROGRAMS {All) £11.50
ASOn BASIC DATA FILE PROG ffl.SS

ASSEMBLY LANG PROGRAMMING £950
OSBORNE L7PM USERS GUIOE £3.95
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II
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ocbut-npple.Head Office:

New Hail h*v Road, London Office;
Ros»f»dale Lanci BEM 6JG Horvrtgw Agent

,035 R|e9boiougn Ro4d
Ptinir (()/ntii 77/ The Norwegian Software Home London. SW16 6DL
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S Telephone 47 2 64 55 77
Pncei do no! include VAT please add 15% lo you' reminanc*

Postage and Packing FREE
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Intelligent Printer Buffer for the Apple II

DESCRIPTION
Printing documents, a major computer
task and a key part of any business

activity, wastes time by tying up your

Apple until printing is complete.

The IPB-1 6K is designed to receive data

to be printed from the Apple at high speed,

save it on the card then send it to the

printer at the lower speed required by the

printer.

The Apple is now available to continue

other processing typically saving 1-20

minutes of otherwise wasted time.

Compatible with Apple II & II PLUS.
Two interfaces in one - same card drives

serial (RS232) and parallel (Centronics)

printers,

Full 16.383 character capacity.

Own on board low power microprocessor
Serial baud rates 110-9600 Baud. XON/
XOFF feature also.

Software switching between serial and
parallel outputs.
Full paper formatting features make an
ordinary printer look like a top of the range
model.

***R.R.P.£1 29.95"*
Ex.VAT

Business svsiEms ltd.

48Hedley St., Maidstone, Kent. ME14 5AD.

Tel: Medway (0634) 666496
or Maidstone 679595

IPB-1 6K
British Made

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE I NVITED
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NOW: you can make the most ofyourApple II and Visicalc.

Thai's right, 80 column display with

bigger memorv lor Visicalc, now.
The Visicalc Expand Gold Pack

includes either 32K, 64K, or 128K
RAM cards, an 80 column display card

which is fully compatible with other

Apple software including Wordstar.
Applewriter 2. PASCAL, CP/M) and
our own Versa Visicalc Expand
software.

All our own products!! i

Apple, trademark Apple Computer Irt»

UK
CP/M, ludemark I>igital Re^cjrch Iru..

VEGP 32. Comprising 32K RAM
card. SO column card and Vena
Visicalc software. £280,00

VEGP 64. Comprising 64K RAM
card. 80 column card and Versa

Visicalc software. £369. (KJ

VEGP 128. Comprising 128K RAM
card, 80 column card and Versa

Visicalc software. £450.00

\'.\l rxtraf add £1.00p&p

[/-Microcomputers I id, WiiiM.nili/\ IiKlu-.in.il I-Suu-.

Long Lane, Warrington, Cheshire, WA28PR, England,
Tel. 0925 541 17 l elex r>J l»::<> ITMICROG.

U'-Miciocomputen; Inc.300Brojd Street. SumKnd.
' onnecdcui 06092, USA. Tel 203 J59423
Toll Free SOO 234 2475 Telex 965999O&SSTD,



LIST HANDLER
The List Handler is, withoul doubt.

much more than a mailmerge
program.

Presto! List Handler turns your
Applet Into a quick response tile cab-

inet with room to grow storage space.

With List Handler you can hold up to
3000 records per drive so that 24000
can be kept online at the same time
with multiple disk drives.

These records can be addresses if

you choose, but here's where the ver-

satility and flexibility come In.

Put what you like on those records!

• inventory • product lists

• form letters • short newsletters
• mailing lists » personnel directories
• invoices labels

The list Is endless.

The List Handler will run on one or

more drives, read and write DIF for-

mat and has unlimited sort fields.

List Handler can stand alone or as an
Interface with your Word Handler (or

most other word processors) for the

Simply the best. .

.

most efficient word processing duo
around.

The List Handler will surprise you,

but the first surprise will be the price!

At 89.95 the List Handler is the best
and the only buy of its type around.

The enormity pf Santa's job may have

you skeptical of Santa's exist-

ence—but when you see the List

Handler you might just believe in

Santa again! See your Apple dealer
for the List Handler.

Apple ii a rvgiite'ed t*«d«nv»i*

01 APPLE COMPUTER INC

Silicon Valley Systems
U.K. Distributor— Pete and Pam Computers

Head Office; New Hall Hey Road. Rossendale. Lanes. BB4 6JG Phone; (0706) 22701 1 Tele: 635740 Petpam G
London Office: 103-5 Blegborough Road, London. SW16 6DL Phones: 01 -769 1022/3/4 & 01-677 2502
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When I need words . .

.

I use

The WORD HANDLER
It speaks for itself!

The Word Handler is the easiest

word processor around, .also

the most sophisticated. The Word
Handler is a single-key command
word processing program that runs

without hardware modi fications to your

Apple*, or Apple compatible computer.

Words can't describe how much I love the

Word Handler but

let me tell you the

Word Handler gives

me unlimited tabs,

incremental spacing.

vertical spacing and

a two character

format. My Word
Handler comes with

a simple-to-understand

manual, complete customer service and free, yes,

free upgrades.

See your Apple, or Apple compatible computer dealer

lor sophisticated simplicity. . . The Word Handler.

Let it speak for you.

»rr< -jm at a |

hold

'

Apulr- 11 • tpgiitDied nadorxH'* ot ARPlE COMPUTER. INC

Simply the best. .

.

-Silicon Valley Systems
U.K. Distributor— Pete and Pam Computers

Head Ottice: New Hall Hey Road. Rossendale, Lanes. BB4 6JG Phone: (0706) 22701

London Office: 103-5 Blegborough Road. London. SW16 6DL Phones: 01-769*022/3/4
15740 Petpam



I run out of memory?/#

Most people do run out of memory
with only 18K VisiCalc' workspace.

But you can expand your Apple II*

to 177K VisiCalc memory! You
can also get 80-column display.

lower case letters, and hard disk

support—all withoul buying
a bigger computer.

The Saturn expansion system lor

VisiCalc consists of a preboot dis-

kette, one or more plug-in RAM
boards, and an optional 80-column
display board. You can put the

Saturn boards in any slot. And w.ith

all that memory, our software lets

you save files on more than one
diskette.

Each Saturn RAM board includes
add itional software for other pro-

gramming applications. So your

BASIC. PASCAL, and CP/M pro-

grams get an extra bonus.

Ask your computer dealer for

more details about the Saturn

memory expansion systems. See
how much bigger and better your
models can become!

HC

AvatiDtu.rt

fete&RamComputers
NEWHALLHEV (*OAD.
BOSSEHCttLE.LANCS BB4 6JG
Tfe* ftssendate (07061 22701

1

Tete*635HO PETPAM G



WHAT'S NEWS...
By David Creasey

Best kept secrets
of the micro war
ONE of ihe most remarkable things aboui
Apple's now products - reported on Pages
51 to 53 of this issue - has been the com-
pany's success in keeping the wraps on
them unfil the last minute.
The micro industry has boon full of

rumours about Macintosh, Lisa arid Ihe
Super E for nearly a yoar, and the trendy

micro press has made n habit of slating

Apple's slowness in bringing out a now
product to keep the company not just

competitive, but olive in the micro market

(oil this despite the continued sales

success of the Applo II and the improving

performance of the III).

But no one was able to gain con
firmation of what the products ware and
when they were to be launched. Apple
themselves refused to commit anything to

paper lest there should be a loak. and
although various Beta test sites and
priviloged dealers were given sneak pre-

views in the months preceding the launch,

nothing emerged which would seriously

detract from the impact of the launch.

"We wanted to make quite sure that

everything was ready and that our dealer

and support network was completely pre-

pared for the launch, before going public,''

8Bld an Apple spokesman.
The first official indication of what was

in store came a month before D Day
when Apple sent out a restricted circula-

tion document to their UK dealers. Even
then it didn't toll tho full story.

"Apple is soon to mak* a tremendous
leap in personal computing concepts,
bringing innovation and ease of use to

today's computer user.'' it said.

"Apple will completely lead tho field -

we haven't spent literally millions ol

pounds on research and development for

nothing'

"We believe the revision to the Apple II

Plus will be in strong demand in pre-

ference to the existing successful and
competitively-priced Apple II,"

British

invasion
A MOV£ into the American market is

proving successful for the British manu-
facturers of the Ramex 128k RAM card.

Vergecourt.

The company started a nationwide

advertising campaign in the US last

August and is now selling around 400
boards a month there iat $499 a throw)
according to managing director John
Parvin.

It in also selling well in South Africa

and Germany, and Parvin says he expects
to have sold 5,000 boards worldwide by
May.

Mice are
multiplying
A NEW generation ol software that lets

any micro user work easily with a number
of application products at one time has

been launched in the United States by
Visicorp.

The company claims that Vision
which should be available on the Apple in

the spring, will become an applications
environment standard and will herald a
new generation of micros.

Whether li will take ihe wind out o1
Apples sails (and salesl by offering

worthy competition lo Lisa is difficult to

say at this stage. However it incorporates

a mouse control similar to Lisa's that can
be used as an extension of tho user's arm
to move Ihe screen cursor.

Multiple applications can be displayed
on Ihe screen and worked on
simultaneously, such as a spreadsheet, a
partial text of a document being
developed through word processing and a

tine or bar graph. The user operates
the system with only nine English com-
mands and the mouse control.

By moving the cursor to a particular

cation window on screen and press-
ing the select button, that application can
be worked on. while any previous
applications data is automatically saved
and stored ready for later use.

Windows can be framed, expanded),

reduced and positioned and separate
windows for similar processes and infor-

mation can be combined to provide sum
mary results.

Visicorp is so pleased with its product
that it is planning to modify all its existing
applications packages for compatibility

with Vision It will also encourage inde-
pendent software vendors to develop their

own applications on licence, and inviie

equipment manufacturer-; to licence Ihe
product for use with a variety of

processors and operating systems.
The company says Visi-on is not an

operating system, but designed lo run on
top of a vendor's operating system, the

link between the two being the Visihosi
software layer. Above this layer is the Visi-

on tior which is said to be machine and
operating system independent.

48k and
three aspirins .

.

FOR those who always wanted to be
doctors, but who hod to settle for being
moro programmer/Apple users, a now
type of educational game from Syner-
gistic Software might appeal.

Microbe: The Anatomical Adventure,

combines the best elements of fantasy
adventure, arcade action and accurate
medical science. It involves a miniaturised
submarine injected ioto the human body -

remember the film? - with tho task of

ridding it of disease and repairing damage
to the brain.

it surgery is necessary, the vessel's
crew (a captain, navigator, technician and
doctor) must perform it,

The captain steers the sub through the
veins and arteries of the body, following
the advice of the navigator. The technician

performs repairs both inside and outside

the sub and the doctor must identify any
attacking organisms, provide the appro-
priate treatment, monitor the patient's

condition and insure his health.

The game involves strategy and has
three different levels, depending on the
educational level of the players.

At level one il is a classic adventure,

the goal being to explore, overcome
obstacles and solve ihe medical problem.

On the second level players can learn

facts about health care, personal safely,

anatomy and medicine, while the third

level iS for science and medical students
who must itnow what drugs to prescribe

and what immunity levels, blood pressure
and heart rates are healthy or dangerous.
Who knows, perhaps this game is an

unwitting prediction of the future — when
computers have become so user friendly

that they are operated from Inside the
body I
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Dogging those Down
Under lookalikes

THERE is little doubt that the new Apple
crop will be dogged by the same look-

alike competitors who have caused so
much trouble to the company's other
products throughout the world.

It will be interesting to see just whore
the first Lisa-lookalike will appear - unless
Apple has managod to make aspects of

the new machine uncopyable in the same
way that a few vital ingredients of Coca
Cola have always remained a secret.

Meaning
business
UP to 40 dealers are expected to take
stands at the Apple Business Show in

Manchester next month. A spokesman tor

Apple UK says they will be taking the
business market by storm this year and as
a result the show will be purely business
orientated.

Apple's own stand will be at the heart
of the show with "a vast array of Apple
equipment and software - much of it

new", he added. "And we'll be backing it

with advertising and promotional ovent$."

The show is open to the public on
March 9 and 10 at the Forum Centre in

Manchester. Dealer day is the 8th.

Children
the winners
ROUND Table wins at Round Table =
Apple for charity. That unusual formula
derives from the activities of the Hornsey
Round Table which, in conjunction with
Bromley Computer Centre, recently
donated an Apple II to the London
Borough of Haringey lor use by quad-
raolegic children.

The borough already has an Apple

IB WINDFALL February 1983

Meanwhile in Australia a restraining

order has been issued by the Supreme
Court of Victoria prohibiting the sale of

Apple II copies by Micro Pro Computers of

Melbourne.
It Is the first action resulting from

extensive investigations carried out by
Apple Computer Australia - and the com-
pany says It will continue to seek out and
identify not only stockists of fake Apple
machines, but also their sources,

which handicapped children can control
literally by the blinking of an eye. using a

pair of glasses with a light source and
photocell.

The Homsey Tablers won a cor in a
competition organised by anothet Round
Table branch and when they heard that

the borough wanted a second Apple they
sold the car to pay tor on*;

Now if only
Rolls would
APPLE now employs nearly 3,000 people
throughout the world and more than half

of them have Apples In their own homes
under the company's "loan-to-own"
scheme. Most are Apple Ms.

Employees qualify for the free loan of a
computer afler their first six months at

Apple - and they are given the machine
after a further years, employment. They
also have the option of buying Apple Ills

at about 15 per cent of the retail price.

The scheme was started in the United
States soon after Apple was founded, and
it has been going in the U K for just over a

year. SlWy-tWO of the British subsidiary's
100 staff now use Apple lis in their

homes.
They all had to pass a computer com-

petency test (after several hours of free
training) before being allowed to take tho
machines home.

Burt Rutan .
,

"a unique project"

High-flying
Apples
LIKE most newcomers to computing, light

aircraft designer Burt Rutan bought his
first Apple to handle his firm's mailing list.

But he soon found it could do much more
than just print labels.

Now ho has a squadron of thorn at his
HQ in California's Mojave Desert, creating
intricate engineering drawings for the
planes which ho exports to 40 different

countries.
He uses nine Apple lis, each with

monitor, two disc drives and printer, plus
an Apple Graphics Tablet.

The success he has achieved with his

hard-working Apples has led him into a
unique project which he says will revolu-
tionise the testing of new aircraft.

He has started producing low-cost,
scaled down versions of commercial and
military planes which are then put through
their paces by test pilots - bypassing con-
ventional wind tunnel tests.

Said Rutan s chief programmer
analyst. Pat Storch: "We've surprised a lot

of people. They didn't believe we could
design, build and flight-test models for

less than the cost of a wind tunnel.

Testing this way gives us accurate
fllghi data, as well as qualitative data from
the pilots that you cannot get from a tun-

nel."

Running
Wildcard
A NEW copy program on the market is

living up to its name and literally running
wild in terms of sales performances.

Elite Software manufacture the
Wildcard package at plants in the UK and
the USA (soiling it for C99 and S14&
respectively) and claim that they cant
produce it fast enough.

"We launched it at the Minneapolis
Fair last October and sold 300 there." said

Mike Hardwicfc of Elite. "Then at the San
Franscisco Apple Fair we sold them at tho
rate ol 300 a day over lour days - and in

the US we can't keep up with demand.



WHAT'S NEWS...

even though we are manufacturing thorn

at 300 a day
"We expect to sell tens of thousands of

the packages."
He said his company is selling 1 5 cards

a day in Britain. "People aren't buying
them for piracy reasons.'' he lold Windfall.

They get them primarily because they
want to make backups of protected
software.

"They are also fed up with having to

cope with the various parameters inherent

in other copy programs."

Too hot
to handle
THE trusty Apple II has always been a

viciim of the chickon and the egg
syndrome.

"It has sold so well because of the

extraordinary volume of software available

for it." is one line of thought.

'It is such a good machine - and that

is why there is so much software written

for it," is another way of looking at it.

Both are irue.

Which makes a tetter published in the

January issue of Personal Computing
Today seem rather strange. It said: "I

recently bought an Applo II . so far I

have not come across any good (in fact,

hardly any at all) games and educational

programs. Could you please offer me a

helping hand by adding a software list for

the Apple II."

Even stranger was the editor's reply:

"We did look at including the Apple com-
puter In our software checklist, along with

the Pet. But after seeing the length to

which the provisional checklist ran it was
decided to drop it in favour of a greater

amount of software for a variety of other

machines.
'

We are not sure from that whether PCT
felt there was too much or too little Apple

software - hut thanks anyway for recom-

mending Windfall as a solution to the

reader's prohtem.

The other
heavy mob
A SMILE for the New Year from Stephen
Kear writing in Accountancy magazine.

who noted that the micro computer in-

dustry now ranks alongsrde crime as
Britain's major growth industry.

Now all we need is for someone to

produce figures relating to the growth of

crime within the micro industry. Sta-

tistically that could be a winning combina-
tion.

Meanwhile, in the Silicon Valley
heartland Apple Inc is reaping an un-

expected benefit from the theft of 200
Apple Ills.

A Cupertino judge has ordered the man
identified as the mastermind behind the

theft to lecture Applo security officials and
employees on how to prevent further

thefts of the firm's products.

The man. a former dispatcher for Apple,

was sentenced to a year in prison, three
years probation and 100 hours of com-
munlty service work. He was also told to

warn his former Apple COltoagUW about
what could happen if they get involved in

high technology theft.

The judge noted: "You can get a little

wine out of vinegar sometimes."

A cademic
approach
NEVER mind unusual applications for

Apples, we have discovered an unusual

use for Windfalls

A lecturer from the University ot Man
Chester Institute of Science and Tech-
nology visited Estonia recently and was

amazed to discover a copy of Windfatl in a
science laboratory there.

The eastern bloc academics told him
they had heard of Apples, and Basic and
used Windfall to help their students learn

English and familiarise themselves with
English computer terminology and usage.

Cash in on
a modem
HOW would you like to use your Apple to

operate your bank account ? Lots of Apple

users in New York will be doing just that

later this year as part of a novel develop-

ment in electronic banking.

The pioneering Chemical Bank of New
York - sixth largest bank in the world -

has been conducting a pilot scheme with

3.000 customers who own Ataris. They

need h $200 modem and pay a user fee of

up to $10 a month.
For this thfly can link by phone to

Chemicals computer centre in New York

and pay bills directly to 250 shops that

have joined the scheme so far

This year the network will spread to in-

clude those bank customers who also own
an Apple. Xerox or IBM Personal Com-
puter

Plea to professionals
A PLEA for professional data processing
people to become involved in the InflUN of

micros into the business environment was
made recently by Oavo King of Apple UK

We are movinfl very last into a DP
environment that is where our future

he said.

"The Apple isn't a typewriter and to be
incorporated efficiently into a business
environment it needs someone qualified in

software and hardware."
King said that two and a half years ago

micros were criticised as being toys
Apples in particular had outgrown that

tag he said While mainframes tended to

benefit the organisation and not the in-

dividual. Apples were able to bring the

power of the computer to individual

business people
We complement what is offered by

the professional mainframe DP depart-

ment we would neve* hope to compete
with them Bui the tragedy is that the DP
fraternity didn't actually exercise control
over the growth of micros in the early

days.
Users need advice and they do get

that from the dealer network. However
our future lies in the DP department
because they have the qualifications to
provide effective co-ordination of micro
software and hardware."

King was speaking at a one day
seminar for businessmen and computer
professionals in Leeds, pan of a week-
long Apple UK roadshow which visited

major cities in England and Scotland.

Referring to Apple's new products, due
to be released this year. King said that
Apple invented the micro industry and will

continue to maintain its position as the in-
dustry leader.
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LOOK! ... A NEW NAME IN

« All items fully guaranteed for one year « Immediate delivery
« Free postage and packing within UK « Many more items avoilabh
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D<jil** Pnnlmiiitr IBASICCPMVTASCAll
[hfirrt PnalmoHtr III with "wner> ming
Gupplii i <(ptoiVAn*d*ut*fll/)Btt)

IPB 16K iBufln & Sonol t on c*n»

MBP IBKIEBianlUklttai)
W-rtid 16K Bull.. A g.itfeu tpMttfll . 143 00

90 COLUMN CARDS
Oigtitk S(ib»~Mit«» B0 I 85 00
'•minm-i 14900
UTrimUc ik-hmod SfonttdiloO 11600
Mn intunctill 83 00
V*. rvncw Strip lr« (nhincti III 48 00
Vidoi lnv*»« forom 1845
Vid<> UWitr Oik 1m torn Mno> am 24 45

V.d«. VnbahMm 1 99 00
Viiicelc prttmi due ISO i*l v*ih vidiil 32 00
ViwonBO 1 B500
MONIIORS/COIOUR CARDS
Olfitrt Colour bid liu.ll.nt

caNui N IV}
Mmomin mloui monlo'

MiertwiK ralour tiff (uw wl* ilovi
1

PlllKt 1 7* Gl«tH K1MH
7*n»h 12' GrMH Kim* I

fMdvolu.) .

GRAPHIC UIILimS ft MUSIC
A.U*.M.(h.n« fg.-MitoMtn.il

Anin OiUfnti

Bfl Silk IRBtMVBl
BwuaN. C*.« (517 .517 6 64k Ron.)

Oigiiun II

ft 0f«v> 3 i (*<ull*nl guplut ulilrtt)

Ruliniii "in 30 uliln, plui nunc!
bntkit wcUft Sublogit

IJuriiUil 30 pnk) 74 75
Gtiolbic Piocwiing S.iltm (Piol I 64 00
M.(ht. r.ii ll (iMin *H Nnti.

iuw. colli 25 45 2921

41135
571 lb

78 35

8825

136 86
7IJ5
187 85

112.70
143.75

110 40
164.45

712 75

171 35

132.26

9545
bilQ
2127
29 12

194 35

38 40

7.1Z75

95 00 109.25

7 75 00 3H2S
3600 40 25
10500 12075

7900 9015

23 50 2 7 03
33 00 3715
74500 291 7S
3 75 00 43125
18900 21735
25 95 2f.B)4

43 00 49 45

85 96
71 SO

Mhff

SCREEMMASTER 80
This nevv 80 column card is the most
advanced available with features like: 9x10
matrix. 3 scrolling speeds, shift logk, user

definable graphics, supports all Applesoft
commands and ApplewHter II. C1B5.QQ •

VAT.

SMITH CORONA
TP-I DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER

THE BIT STIK
GRAPHICS SYSTEM

A large smooth tracking hemisphere with
adjustable back pressure, and probably the
most powerful Microcomputer graphics
software available. C245 • VAT.

A microprocessor controlled high quality
punier which delivers fully formed
executive prim at a spaed of 120 wards/
mln. Pries £429 * VAT.

MICROVITEC
14" COLOUR
MONITOR

Besides offering a crystal clear display in

either lexi. fii-ros or low-res modes. It also
Includes the following featurns. 16 teat
colours, b/grd colours. 80 column card
compatibility. A superb colour monitor for

€275.00 * VAT.

Pliul Annul-on

Pikjt Ajumitiori Iwli ...„,.,..

VtiMwntf r Igtiolix dtgium I

VfHtMiim ci|Mnlion Pjc 1

Jnom rjiiln liiimlir to room on Oil Still

Alt Mutu Sviiom 19 vote*)

tarts

Eltcliic OvM lerutn 7 toe -tui.d

f.nt 14 <\>itn A 9 ncinti

Howe M>chir» 9 Voko (Vnul
Mouc Sfllwn iMonni«n OmpuNr
1BV8K8)
Wiiul Voifloi

SAM Cuwch lynlhtKil

Ztmk Sound EHkii ft Muik Ourf .

UIIllTlfS

AWoi (OAflnofl iliuclifiid Kind
Apologui'd liornnfi proioctMn)

AuamMi long Dm IB502.

2B0orS060l
BafalTntk* .

8ESI {(nhAwMSotlwiiIwII
.

BuiU Uimg IprevoMi 'print

unng inmmoiMI

Dik Oocior IOP/M dew ncOMrrl
Dm libtarr l>nd CF M A i'ni.li

Doi33 loelKil

Edn SoN fpowwrtal m«cio lint oditoi)

FwiOOS
uNbol Piogrom lino Editor

I luppom 80 ml)

imjgt Pnntir cpion IMhimi ibi-tif dump)
ln» IAii»cibt( ling An lyiloml

In* lEduc.lioml ifilfln)

Liil Mum |mc imiil itnuinMring)

luctimith 4 I 1k>imm Im mil ducil

Wiiiin I/ojcid AuaimtWi iiditoi

ft MHOhI
Pimlogidplw Cluppoii *>moii

•ny idoiii
I

SpMd 8ttf <c*mpiUi 1700

linn ptr ram

)

Sopor Din Copy I"

Supci > ii -i

Tut Canpil.1 lhindl« v.r> Nrft

Mogtinni

rh» Bug limmttfy Imnjuibji dBBuBieil
TM IniMCi.i -(due inoapti

«oodi16keord|

Iht Roulint Mkti-h Imiilim.

Uhm routinnl

41 00 47.11

4100 471!

165 00 189 7!

24 00 27.ftt

23 95
0500
1495
1895
15.95

B90Q

27W
S7.7I

17 IS

21.7!

1834

79 31

n 247 06
6100 7015
7500 8825
58 00 84 40

IB 96 2179
175 00 20175

75 00 88 25
2495 2869

23 96 27M
2395
6100
3500
41 00
1995
1945

34 50

3200
57 00
7500
23 95
61.00

45 00

27 95

76 00
70 00
87.00

95 00

38 00

35 00

36 45

27.54

7820
4025
47 15

7707
22 37

3BBI

3610
6555
88 25

2754
7015

6175

3214

8976
73 00

100 05

108 75

4370

4025

4192

IPB-16K SERIALPARALLEL
INTERFACE & BUFFER

Now voj need only one infertac* card to

support both your daisywlieei and dot
matrix printers plus ihe benefits of a 16K
buffer to speed things along. €12 9 • VAT.

92- PRINCE MOMITOR
Feoturos 24 M/Hz bandwidth, giving a very
clear display, and contained in a neat Appk
compatible case, available with either

Green or Amber Screen. €105 VAT
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0274 575973
SYSTEM EXPANSION
IW Rwncard Digital

1 6X. Atmc»n> Rmhi
1 6K. Ramcanl Simi»m
JJ.KRimtad'Siltjro

1?B> flimend Si turn

12?K R»m*i tud

Caal Hack inoldi 7 diva &
mwmi • Ian)

00Sdwk)ii>!I3 7id3]i
fZ*N>rllj»mtroeWt>1»i«4*rt

KfTfvi Nvmoc »r|lM
Iswti Cim «d«»l« Wr'iWi 1*7.1
Part d<p on lm

Ran CirO

IIn Hill 6809 with P»cal ipeMl <W
VC E.piBd'-BO H to 1*5* Vtiicdc

& 80 call

VC-Eipand Ranm UoMi 11S«

Wl » ?0 letl

?ta cart Uiw»
kimoni,)

ZN) cart Mitmaft iCP/M A Maaakl
7car«li«c CP'M&Supt-Mld
ZCirtwiHiCP-'HSoHwiri)
1ANGUAGES
%>•-

75 D»
OS Oft

5S0D
13500
2tU0
2J50O

65 00
3600
11.45)

B3 0O
34 00
48 00

I69 0O

66 25

74 75

63 7b
15575
J4J65
31125

74 75

41 40

1X17
S46
35 10

52 M
6/BS

71 7«

65 00 7*75

40.00 4S.0Q

as:HOICP/W
Fonk II Ibtuiai on*) .

fall" M ICftVl

TtitifM lOfo

Tunilonh ^lull Moaimfl point fo»lhl

MISCflUtNfOUS ITEMS
One O'im IFulh/ *#** CcmMtiWa)
Dnc 0n« CoalroHei Car*

One Haad Claimo. Kit (50 dim flwij

Dnc tray 140 dues A kKkaUit

Jen!** (Sail Caitttnim)

R|« Caid utility (dhobu i/ntia bwlupl

Hntf Diianoilx Out
PlMUt DiwBot IIOdKJl

TffMf Tufw II

W.bMn5 35C.»n(a*<keM0)
Wiidotd iprnMi taftnn ittor)

70 00
179 00
179 00
11000

11500
145 00
79 00

14680
3900
103 00

9500
en oo

I9B0O
54 00
1995
17.45

3846
3H0O
5900
48 OO
7 50
1495
17 95
93 00

1050
20565
?05> Bb

17.850

13225
168 75

9015
358 7S

4415
11145
IDS 25
1*20

228 85
62.10

22 94

20 07

1422
4376
6765
5WI1
261
IMS
2064
10815

Ofdota Itom CcHlngus and
Go-yprntncni Dapts. etc welcome

Ptosta ttiahrO your ofdoi by completion the coupon
and >a turning lo ut - « you can phono DAVE o<

SHEHIOAN OH 0274 575973 and you< anquiiy

will receive a tnendly and s-peodv (eiiionw

PACE-SOFTWARE-SUPPLIES
Rose Bank. 130 Clayton Road.
Bradford B07 2LY. Wesi Yortcs.

Please rush me the following items.

C p

]

2

3

4

5

TOTAL

/ enctose my ctuhtju' mad* payoblf to PACE
SOFTWARE
(Export licence arranged I

Name

Address.

Town
I
I
| County

Postcode. Tel. No.

WF/20

j More than 1,000 #pi*=

programs described in detail

The only complete, up-to-date

directory of all the latest

Apple software from
the UK and
the USA
* Business programs,

from invoices to

tax records.

* Utilities, from

assemblers to

3-D graphics.

* Educational, from

administration

to science

simulations.

* Games, from

astro

adventures

to strategy

games.

PLUS! £11.95
A unique guide
to hardware add-ons
— data storage, graphics
tablets, interface cards, input

devices, monitors, printers,

i music and speech synthesisers

f**y.

"

Please send me copyA;opiesof Appleware '83 at C1 1.95

Postage 90p TOTAL

Payment: please indicate method (/» CheQ^P0 ™da
1 '— payable to

N ame.

Address

Database Publications Lid

pi lu'ocanl

H.mSiiviJMtV^<i

Card No

Signed. Expiry Date

POST TO: Database Publications, Europa House,

68 Chaster Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.
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PLUG-IN
VERSATILITY

VERSATILITY FOR YOUR MONITOR
RGB COLOUR INTERFACE
THE HIGHEST QUALITY COLOUR AVAILABLE
* Fully saturated Apple colour sat
* Alternative hi -intensity colour set

* Software selectable full flood background colour
* Software selectable text (foreground) colour
* Duochrome mode * Anomaly "filter #»»**
1 80 column compatible' Z. 120

MULTI-COLOUR TEXT ADAPTOR
* A hardware add-on
* Allows individual words to be produced in any of

16 different colours C*iO

80 COLUMN DISPLAY INTERFACE
* Normal and inverse character sets standard
* Compatible with Pact RGB colour card
* Compatible with wide range of software m*±
' Supports Basic • Pascal • C/PM etc. £149

VERSATILITY FOR YOUR PRINTER

SERIAL/COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE
• The one card for all RS232 applications
" On board serial and communications protocol
1 Options for specialised firmware
" Full handshaking features
1 Generates all standard Baud rates CQQ

SERIAL PRINTER DRIVER
* Low cost serial card for dedicated serial primer use
" Baud rates from 75-19200 P , Qtoo

PARA-GRAPH
The card to choose for parallel dot matrix printers

Features many word processing type text commands and

hires graphics dump commands ...

PARA-GRAPH +

The one card for all parallel printers

Load the onboard alterable ROM to suit your particular printer

from the disc supplied. Under normal usage the firmware wilt

remain indefinitely. However, should you wish to use your
Para-graph + with another printer, simply reload with the

appropriate firmware. fac

CLIP-OIM FAN
MODULE esc
CTHE PREVENTATIVE

MEDICINE)
Avoid costly and time consuming system
malfunction due to overheating

Apple and fan powered up simultaneously by
illuminated switch on front of module

" Silent Minimi
i]

• Robust case
* Simple clip-on module pact Installed in seconds

Integral mains lead

Impcdence protected

Further de-tails Irnm Pact Electronics Ltd,

?24 Edgware Road, London W2 1DN.

71 WINr-FAU F-h. l(efy 1963

Teiei'l'one 01 402B84?'6103
Tele* 22861

American Express Access



THINK
TANK

. . . the Windfall platform for
anyone wishing to agree with,

improve, disprove or generally

discuss specific articles in
Windfall. Write to: Think Tank,
Windfall, Europa House, 6a
Chester Road, Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 5NY.

So who's bugging
Humpty Dumpty?

CONTINUING the "non-running" saga I

started recently, writes Andrew Oldacre,
you will bo pleased to hear (worn yon')

thai in the Humpty Dumpty program by
Max Parrott on Page 42 of the December
issue of Windfall another example resides'

I chocked several times my typing in of

the listing and found all to be OK but on
RUMning it I lound that after the first brick

fell from the wall the little man vanished

and the programme "hung".
Investigation showed thai the

checksum did not agree with thai printed

(180 less) and that the number of data

items was one too many lover the amount
required to be "read" I. Any suggestions'

In passing, I just know that -you will be
pleased Bo hear that in the same issuo of

Windfall Scram by Michael Hambly
exhibits some strange goings on now and
again. Just occasionally a "ferocious blob"
eats up part of the wall and sometimes
pops out of a wall most unexpectedly after

the run has started.

I can see no obvious error in the
program, in fact it is a very good one. Mr
Hambly is lo be congratulated. Inci-

dentally, the two 'flat" notes in the rendi-

tion of "Greensleeves" can bo corrected
by substituting the value 1 50 for the LAST
occurrence oi the value 1 56 in the two
lines numbered 40240 and 40250. Great-

ings to all at Windfall and thanks for such
a good publication.

Mux Parrott replies: You ask for

suggestions about the non-running'
Humpty Dumpty program. My first is that

no matter how carefully yoo have checked
your listing, check it again' You do have a

typing errorl

The program listing on page 42 is

correct It was printed directly from a
working version of the program by an
Epson.

Here, unfortunately is one possible

problem: the (5's appear very similar to the
s. The symbols in lines 410. 430. 450.

470 are zeros, those in other lines are O's

(lines 20. 60, 70, 80, 1 1 0, 1 20, » 30 220.

4401.
However, I do not think that this is

where ">*. tvi»ing error lies because ie

seems, os if Humpty, the man, and the
bricks are correctly drawn and you do not
mention any sounds emanating from (he

Apple.
The number of DATA items and the

checksum provided are correct on the

printed page so it seems to me thai the
program is hanging when the routine at

770 (line 1 50) is CALLed because there is

an incorrect instruction there.

Please carelully check line 600. You
say that the checksum is 1 80 less than
the giiven number of 13728, which
suggests to me that somewhere you have
typed a full slop instead ol a comma,
missed a comma out completely or

reversed two or more ilems, in the DATA
list.

If line 600 is correct work backwards
looking for a full stop or space or Item
reversal. Because the checksum is 180
down on the right value I think that you
may well have done this more than once.
If you cannot find such an error please go
inio the monitor {CALL- 1511 and type
302L You should soo the following:

302- AD 30 CO LDA $C030
305- 83 HEY
306- DO 05 BNE $030H
308- CE 01 03 DEC $0301
30B- FO 0? BEG $0316
30D- CA DEX
30E- DO F5 BWE 40305
310- AE 00 03 LUX $0300
313- 4C 02 03 JMP $0302
316- 60 RTS

your version then I don't know where you
have gone wrong.

I would have sent you a tape with the

program on it but unfortunately you didn't

put your address on your letter. If you care

to write in with it I will post it to you
straight away

I have played Scram a little but have
m..v .

. noted 9 blob popping out of the wall
unexpectedly, nor eating it. Perhaps you
have played it much more than I

- or
perhaps there is another typing error.

Praise

from Brussels
CONGRATULATIONS lo Paul Smith for

his article about the Apple II DOS and
Apple Pascal operating systems, writes J.
Drnbbe, of Brussels. Line 12 (on the

right) ol the Procedure Print directory

.(Windfall, March 1982 - page 32).

If (Track < >0) and (Sector < > 01

seems lo be too restrictive. I suggest it

Should be replaced by

If (Track <> 0)

Bubble
from Budapest
I HAVE found the bubble sort routine

published in the January issue of Windfall

very useful, writes Laazlo Koronyi, from

Budapest. We have used it a lot and found
that the DIM(< 2551 constraint can bo a

serious limit to its use. Hereby I enclose a

listing of a modified bubble son which is

identical to the original one except that it

doesn't have this constraint.

It should be used in the same manner,
ie, the (string) array is assumed to be the

The rest of the screen could be filled

with anything. If this routine is correct in
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THINK TANK

first one in ihe program, because no check
Is made for its name. Ii can be
dimensioned to any number of elements
(within the limits of the memory).

I hope this modification will be useful

for other Windfall readers as well.

• Line 032 E refers to th« decrement
number ol bytes and lines 033F and
03BA are double byte decrements.

03 AT AA 03C3 AB oB AflVPTR 3 DC CHKFLG
0380 CHXSTR ojb; COMPARE D3S*. COHT1L D 3CB CONTIH
ess: rp END El Ft AC CETML'M

033C HOOP out JCOUNT ilftF JIOQP 15 JPTR
8371 LOOP 0307 NOD EC 03E» NUMSTR 01E1 PENULT
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•300 3E3

0300- AQ 02 18 Bl «B 65 ftB 8D
0308- El 03 C8 Bl &B 45 4C 3D

0310- ES 03 38 AD E4 03 E9 Oa

0318- 8D E« 03 B0 03 CE E5 03

0320- cs Co. C& Bl 6B 3D E6 03

0328- 8R P! AR RD E7 01 3fi ao
0330- Eft. 03 E9 01 8D E6 03 B0
0338- 03 CE E7 03 AD Eft 03 F0

0340- Ofc CE Eo 03 4C 55 03 CE

0348- Eft. 0} CE E7 03 AD E7 03
0350- 10 03 4C E3 03 AD Eft 03

0358- 6D EB- 03 AD E7 03 BD E9

0360- 0} RD E4 03 85 B5 AD E5

03fi8- 03 95 04 A9 00 85 E3 AO

0370- 05- SI 85 99 FA 00 SB 10

0378- FS AA E4 FD 90 02 Aft FD
0380 - AO 00 Bl FB Dl FE 90 2F

0388 = F0 02 B0 OR CB CA DO F2

0390- As- FD C5 FA B0 21 A0 05

0398- es EJ A5 FC 91 R5 Bfi A5

03AO- FB 91 BS DB A5 FA 91 as

03A8- IA A^ FF 91 85 IS A5 FE

0380- 91 8$ 88 A5 ro 91 85 AD

03B8- E* 03 DO 07 AD E8 03 F0

03C0- IB DO 08 AD E8 03 DO 03

03CB- ce E9 03 CE E8 03 U AS
03D0- B5 E9 03 B5 85 B0 02 Co

03DB- 84 18 90 93 A5 E3 F0 03

03EO- 4C 30 03 40
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Little Genius presents

Play against the computer Built-in dictionary

For 1 to 4 players Play at 4 levels

ONLY £24.95 (inc VAT)
Requires Apple II with 48K and one disk drive.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED

NORTHERN SOUTHERN

«JW^I
Mail Order & Distribution:

New Hall Hey Road,
Rossendale, Lanes., BB4 6JG

Phone: (0706) 227011
Telex. 635740 Pelpam G

1 5 Jocelyn Road, Richmond
Surrey TW9 1BR.

Telephone 01-948 0461 (24 hours)

SCOTLAND

TURCAIM RESEARCH
SYSTEMS LTD.
39 Rowallan Gardens,

Broornhill, Glasgow, G11 7LH
Scotland.

Telephone: 041-339 9409

COMPUTER SCRABBLE produced exclusively by Little Genius Ltd.

SCRABBLE trade mark and copyright licensed by Scrabble Schutzrechte und
Handels GmbH (a J.W. Spear & Sons PLC subsidiary).

' The SCRABBLE program was written by Peter Tuccan of Turcan Research
Systems Ltd.. as part of a PhD rosearch study into word structures and their

analysis through 1979 1982

22 Inverness Street, London NW1
Telephone: 01-267 7679 Jjttle

Genius
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This sories by SEAN OVEREND
takes the lid off assembly language
and machine code programming,
by describing the purpose and
structure of a sophisticated
assembler written in Basic.

The assembly
process in action

GIVEN the source coda, ihe task of the
assembler is firstly to ascertain where in

memory ihe programmer wants the
machine code to reside, and then 10

translate the source code into Its byte by
byte equivalent.

This may sound simple but the
occurrence in oporends of symbolic labels

before their numeric definitions may make
it necessary lor the assembler to pass
twice through the source code before the
task can be completed.

Look at listing 1. Although lines 10 and
20 present no difficulty to the assembler
on the first pass, line 30 cannot be fully

translated first time found. asSUBI is not
yet defined. It is not until line 60 is

reached that it is possible to work out the
numeric addrass of SUB1

The convention adopted in the author's
assembler is that the occurrence of an
EQU starts the machine code program.
Subsequent EQUs override the last, and a
tresh base is then assumed.

The program thus starts at $302. as
defined in line 20. and so the first byte of

the machine code program is placed in

R4

R3

R2

R1

no

t/a) RA$ random access ilisc file

S03O2 - see the assembled hardcopy in

listing 2. line 30. Line 30 is translated into
three bytes of object code (20 nn nn -
where "nn" is yet unknown).

Lines 40 and 50 are 1 byte each (EA
EA) making the beginning of lino 60,
which is assigned to SUB1 . $0302 . 5
S03O7.
On the second pass through the source

code the assembler will be able to substi-
tute the address $0307 for SUB 1 where it

Listing 1

m
•0*

iAl iM

I

I] .

5U1I

(»}

im>i
f*S W MCHl it COM FMSW CF K C*6 (

Ml ;
. ,» KCOG^-

Listing 2

m
-

itsi

Si»r

Dl

U
« «C 0! Ml
li

HI Ml
w
w
lM rtsr

QC

•IS

Wl tVfii WIIMpit
i.W »e iCCftU MB tf W-IX CMf W&IM - C IK 'BM- COMII»

Ml IS Hit <E' EH Sf» M» O. *5*nfct'

fsi i- v.? n .!* to

-Is /N

Line nr Record nr
*

Pointers to random
access disc file

Jlbl JX% array

appears as the operand of line 30. remem-
bering that the address will be Lo-byte,
hi-byto in the object code. It is in the
second pass through the source code thai
lidying-up of this nature is performed.

Fundamental structure
From the point of view of assembler

design, one must decide how to store the
source code and its translation, in both
intermediate and final form, bearing in

mind that some degree ol permanence is

essential. A solution is a random access
disc file, each record of which contains all

the relevant information for one line of

source code and its related object code -

see fig 1(a).

As the assembly process continues, so
each record of the file is progressively
completed with the information available
at the given lime.

In order to give iota! flexibility for the
input and edit facilities, an internal table is

kept in RAM of the number of each record
in the disc file and ol the source code line

number to which it refers. This table is

. -IS

Address Label Line nr

i

Byte count

Ucl LA% array iworkiablel
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ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE

constantly sorted into line number order

as fresh lines of source code are entered.

Figure Kb) shows this table (the \X%
array).

In this manner the disc file records can
subsequently be accessed in the correct
order during the assembly passes and the

sequential listing of source code on either

screen or prinler is possible.

A further working table is also required

to associate each defined label with its

numeric address. In order to do this, the
table has to have additional entries tor

each label, its source code line number
and the total number ot bytes between It

and the previous labelled byte.

In the case of an 6QU label, its numeric
address can be inserted immediately. In

all other cases the byte count since the

last labelled byte has to be calculated and
added to the address of the previous label.

This table is shown in figure 1(c) - the

LAS array - and is also sorted into line

number order ai the conclusion of entry of

every labelled line of source code.
The LAS array is completed in one lull

pass through the source code, and all final

translations occur in the second pass. The
information in the table makes the
calculation of operands in "relative

addressing mode" particularly easy (more
on this later in the series).

The two arrays IX% and LAS can be
stored in a further disc file at the end of a
session and recreated when required.

Input/editing
My screen lay-out. fig 2, is based on

the principle thai the combination of key-
board and screen can be used to

advantage in an interactive manner. The
screen cursor is under total software1 con

Irol and skips from the end of one field to

the beginning of the next, when the
RETURN key »s pressed, blanking out all

unwanted characters (such as the "T left

by the INPUT command.)
As each new field is encountered, the

bottom of the screen displays the com-
mands available for that field. Screen
scrolling is limited to the working area.

Initial syntax checking
It is important that the assembly

language programmer does not leave it to
trie end of a complete assembly run to
discover that he has made a simple error

while inputting the source coda.

The assembly run takes time and
nothing is more frustrating than to be told

ai the end that an error has been detected

.

which on inspection turns out to be a
simple typing slip.

Many errors can and should be
detected by the input software when
source code Is being entered. The sort of
"syntax checking" of source code that can
be built in to an assembler at entry time
includes:

Labels - duplication, or simple in-

validity, such as length.

LINE LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENT

10
20
30
40
50
60?

START EOU
LDA
CLC
ADC
JSR

768
E10

E1 b

SFDEO

CF ORG
10 IN A

• 15

PRINT

XINENR/-LINENI
ELSE >PRIMT/I

IETURN ALONE TO ACCEPT
.IST/ASSEMBLE/END

*'

SCROLLING PART
OF SCREEN

AVAILABLE COMMAND
DISPLAY AREA

Opcodes invalidity, e.g. STZ instead
of STY.

Operands incorrect addressing mode
format, or selection of an addressing
mode that is not available tor the

particular assembly language opcode.

Information displays

It also does not help the programmer to

discover after assembly that the assem-
bler has selected a machine code opcode
that requires a two byte addressing
operand, when one {i.e. a "zero-page",
address) would have done the job more
efficiently.

The authors assembler caters for this

firstly by having an optional display of the

selected machine code opcode, together

with the totel bytes for each line, and
secondly, »y providing a heinty w force

the assembler to choose a zeru page
addressing mode in a situation when it is

not obvious on the first pass (achieved by

ding the source code opcode with a

"Z"). Where a zero-page address has been
previously defined, the "Z" is not required.

Another feature is an optional display

of che effect of the current opcode on the

status flags ot the 6502.

Editing
Individual assemblers use different

maihods for editing source code. Mine is

to provide an automatic liny number in-

crement ol 10. which can be overridden to

Interleave ot replace lines already created.
Deletion is achieved by typing a negS-

tive line number in the line number Held. A
current line can also be edited, field by
field, using a special character "", which
backspaces to the previous field and
allows overtyping of the previous entry.

Ihe assembled output usually can take

two form* The hard copy is of the type
shown in listing 2 and another disc file

containing only the machine-code and the
numeric addressing information (the M/C
FILE) can also be nenerated. TKts ditt Me
is subsequently used with a short loading

program to load the code into memory.

• Next month's article gives
further illustration of the -assembly
process with particular raforenco to
soma aspects of the Basic program
and to some uaas of the assembler
itself
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Spread
out those
lists

fV It has often irritated me that
**• when printing catalog lists of disc

tiles the titles are all along one side
of the paper, wasting over three-
quarters of H. and requiring an
excessive amount of paper padding
out the filing cabinet.

For those with Dlgitek's Print-

master card and the IDS 440 (and

other Paper Tigers no doubt) the

listing alongside will enable up to four
columnations of listings on 80
character paper - 9Jin wide. Other
printers driven by this card may
require different CTRL characters to

set print size, line 90.

A word of warning: Should any
files have cm a in their title the 440
will leap into enhanced mode and
columnation will be scrolled round
the page, probably printing on top of

a different list.

Peter Brogme

10 IIUHI
'.•0 VlrtH lO: HTAt* 10: I'KIHI "016K CrtlrtlOC MSIIMCS'
SO iiiiMi : fkimi : PBl Ml 'WHICH t'I'INIIK !.l 111 TM CM i B

*0 1-ttlNl i f-hlNI - 1 MSI hi U1SK & PRESS UN-: I.I 1 Rt
10 IIMWI -lb 111! t M'l l{ ft

(.0 II. IM1 -HHAB in 1 "Of'GIM T (WO. Of SPACES)-) IMPU1 i

>6 INl'UI -giifti OU v Mil TB IUT*
HO lit ini mi-* 14; i-l-m-ifs; I'tn PRlMltN cunikui ii<(in wriiiiH litis

VP PRHfl (Hid m )

VI hi* !il IS till lilt 4 40 III GnALltSI CIIAKftC TEN
100 PIMNI (MUi ( v km; -l 1 EMM (?4)1 Ml" MIO I'HINIMASTIK CAftli 10 CIVI MM
110 PftJNI I'll

120 in i liiki ( 4)
1.10 PKIN1 liil-lftiftiou-
i to rniHi hi'pmi -

: mm M timtfi H| BBMH !i 1(1 SCRICN DM i

ISO Mtlttl : iniwi •amy mini * */«-: tn r«: ir «t . •Y" '"It* *0
160 I'MNI : PRIN1 -i IN 1SMI i.-

3.3 105 TOLCT1 3.3 DOS TOOLKIT 5.3 DOS TOOLKIT

DISK ULIK W2 MS UOLK W2 DBC lHUrE 002

M 014 rCLLO IA 014 tCLiO IA 014 HELLO

IA 003 EDAS". W003EDASK M003EDA9!
*I 033 IKTEMSK II 003 IWTEDASH II 003 IKTEQASK

IB 093 EMSH.OW IB 008 EMEU .DW tt 006 EWSK.OBJ
iB 03.4 ASSH »: 036 AS9I IB 036 ASSK

IS 016 E5IT0R IB 016 EDITOR IB 016 EDITOR

II H2 ASHH6TOT IB OK *SNIDST«P ttOvZASHlBSTUrF
46 005 RlOAIi IB 005RL0AD IB 005 flLOAO

IB 003 RKD1 IB W3RBQ0T IB003RKBT
i* 0:9 apa tt 019 APA tit 01? APA

IA 003 LOADAPA IA CO J LOADAfA IA 003 LOAftVA

WOlZrROJ 1* OtfrPtt tftOtfffifX

If) 0J4 LOAMSC IA 004 LOAtWCC

Neat syntax sifter

dHere Is a short routine that

could save you much time and
frustration when trying to remove
syntax errors from a new Applesoft

program. Just append this routine to

your program, set the first line In the

program to perform an onerr GOTO

63000. and that's It.

Every time a syntax error is

encountered the routine takes over

and automatically lists the offending
line. In case the syntax error Is in a

PAINT statement, the window width is

reduced to 33 characters (POKE 33.331.

thus removing the possibility of

adding extra spaces to the statement,
and reset on exit

Be sure that you type trie lines

63080-6312O exactly as shown.
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436 lo IP r ih TlCW CUD
^EEi (2iej . PEEI :

'" » 236
< . • <X1
II l £N <l«i 5 TMEU K« •

• *: GOTO 6.'

wo rem : mc*c
630&0 15,33

•' VYAH 1 -: PRIN1 .... t c

RQfv IN
i »; CHRI 17)

636Q0
1 1

• .'54.

63090 FOR I - 1 10 5
631OO Hill CURR • 7B • I, ASC i «ID»

<l», I. 11 t

611 1" M
63126 LIffT ODUOOi END

otherwise you can corrupt the
program, with unpredictable con-

sequences.
R. Phillips

f4 Here are two modifications to

%M the Apple Toolkit EDASM
package that I have found very
useful.

First to the edaswobj file. Change
the command at SCU from L0A SSFI

tO LDA SH7J9

This makes the package run from
the slot that originally called It, rather

than the boot slot, This allows me to
run the package from a RAM128
pseudo-disc, giving much faster
assembling and loading of multiple-

file' programs.
Secondly to the EDITOR file.

Change the command at SIBZ9 from
JSfi sfoib to JSR sxxxx where XXXX IS

the address of a KEVlN-type routine. I

use this to jump to a modified
monitor which allows me to enter
lowercase comments immediately
into a source tile (only, however, in

the EDIT line mode).
For saving the two files after

modification, the parameters are:-

EIUSMOBJASCOOASBGC
tOITOHASIIFf ISE0I

J.P. Lewie
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Loading FID
automatically

dA GROWING number ol Apple

users use a 16k RAM card,

usually tor languages such as Pascal

or Integer Basic. The card may also

be useful In storing a program "out of

sight" until needed, rather like a sott

disc.

I tend to swop programs trom disc

to disc a lot, and therefore use the

FID program on the 3.3 Master Disc

quite heavily. To avoid repeatedly

BLOAOing FID. I have written a M/L
routine called by the "&" sign, which
automatically loads FID from the

language card and runs It.

To set things up, the program "FID
routine" must be typed in (it makes
a useiul boot program) as should the

M/L program I have called "Fid-

patch". It Is typed in through the

monitor, and saved by a "bsave

FIOPAICHAS300.15O

Your disc should, apart from these
two programs, also nave a copy of

FID.

When run, the Applesoft program
loads FID into the language card and
fidpatch into location 768. and sets

up the "&" hooks to call it. Anytime
alter that when FID is needed it will

be up and running with a simple "5"

from Basic.

Duncan Longford -Allen

Turn for

the better
ft So why does the SCALE com-
M9 mand in Applesoft rotate the

shape defined when drawing con-

centric squares? A user noted that the

first five Iterations were OK, then the

shape rotated approximately 10
degrees. He did 10 more Iterations

and it rotated another 10 degrees.
The reason that this happens is

tied to the ROT factor. At small

scales the only angles that Applesoft

can do are 0. 90, 180 and 270

degrees. As the scale increases
Applesoft can better approximate

the desired angle.

The way to stop the rotation Is lo

put in HOT a

100 REM (C> DUNCAN LANSFORD
110 TEXT : HOME : SPEED- 20
! PRINT "DUNCAN'S FID ROUTINE

SPEED= 255: J = .'55

1 50 :

REM WRITI I NABLE CAI
150 I = PEEK CJ) a] PCD <J>
160 •

170 REM NOW LOAD FID
1 BO &* = CHR* (4): VTAB 5
190 PRINT "LOADING FID INTO LANG

UAGE CARD
PRINT D*"DLOAL m

210 ;

.
i AND WRITE PROTECT CARD

j =
i ci i cj + i)

i f 1 II I : PL-Ill 1 -LOADED: NOW L
1 IDPATCH

:

REM LOAD THE M/L PATCH
PRINT D* ,, DLOADFIDPATCTI

;

290 REM FINAL.] .
, SET UP

POI 1 LO 1 ', 76l POI 1
l 01 •!.'>: POI

1015,
510 PRINT : PRINT "DONE.

END

•300.
A9 I 2 35 Ol A i0 B5 OO

108- A? 1A 85 03 A9 03 85
10- A9 13 85 04 AD 83 CO AO

03 IB- 40 YM 00 •
1 02 83 CO FF

or 20 Di I C6 "» FO 06 CA
0?28- C6 03 DO ED AD 82 CO
03 50 03 OB

Bugs in Pilot Animation
f4 Bugs have turned up in the Pilot

%9 Animation Tools. The system
won't boot II ihere <s a Pascal or

Pilot-formatted disc in the second
drive of the system.

The Maxwell data file on the disc

wilt not work as advertised. He
doesn't walk across the screen or

wave. The example Maxwell demo in

the manual works and can be used
to recreate the file as it should be.

When an animation sequence is

created it says "Animator file

(fib mm| saved.". If the disc Is write-

protected the tile is not saved,
although the message is displayed.
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Apple Appeal from Cumana is no windfall!

Cumana Quality Disk Drives

sell on sheer performance*

forApple and Apple Compatibles

The AS100 low cos! Apple Compatible Disk Drive
is silent in operation dependable in performance.

The AS1 00 interfaces to Apple II and all Apple II

Compatible Micro's. It operates all Apple Software
including 1 12 Track Software. Storage Capacity is

l 43360 bytes at 48 Tracks per inch

Note the 'performance of the DA 8035 which
offers over twice the capacity per drive in the 80
Track Mode. Capacity is 327680 bytes on each
drive. Please add VAT to all prices Delivery at
cost will be advised at time of order

Cumana Ltd
Unit 1

.
The Pines Trading Estate. Broad Street.

GUILDFORD. Surrey GU3 36H
Telephone: (0483) 503121 Telex 859380

A low cost Apple and Apple look-alike
Single Disk Drive ... a really quiet,

dependable unit.

A BIG PLUS!
includes
SWITCH UNIT
for 80 or 35
track use

Apple is the Registered Trade mark of Apple Inc.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. WE OFFER GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS
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Scrabble is the world's most pop-
ular word game. Involving skill,

judgement, knowledge of word*
and an element of luck. National
champions hip • have been
organised in several countries and
th o game has risen to near the level

of chess In tarms of popularity.

PETER TURCAN, who de-
veloped a program for playing
Scrabble on the Apple, explains

soma) of tha problems he
encountered In designing th«
program and describes tha
implementation and testing of
soma of tha strategies Involved. He
also reviews the system and Its

performance to data. Next month
we will be reviewing the com-
mercial end product: Computer
Scrabble.

on the
Apple

THE program consists of two main sec-

lions. In the first, the controller handles

(he human player's moves, the drawing of

the board on the VDU screen, the random
selection ol letters, scoring and all other
facilities required to model the game. In

iho second, the program player selects the

computer's move from a given vocabulary.

Unlike other word-games, such as
Lexicon, an anagram search using the
letters held in hand is of little use unless

the words found can be connected to the
structure of words on the board. Many
words can also be played which use
letters already placed on the board. In

fact, the only time an anagram search is

appropriate is when making the first word,
when the board is empty!

Much depends on the structure of

words placed: the search system
developed considers, in parallel, the infor-

mation held by the board structure, the

Q 1 E L 1. V, I B
T ^

1

\ C 1
\ J '\ R

A : M G B ; L !

programs "rack" of seven letters and the

known vocabulary.

The search has the following general

capability and will find every move
possible given this information:

• A vocabulary of words, of any size, in

any language.
• A set of letters held in its rack; any

number and any selection.

• Any situation on the board, no matter
how complicated.
• Any board size, with any distribution of
premium squares.

To make the program independent of
the vocabulary size, a window and block-

read system was implemented. The
window can be of any size that the

machine can hold, but typically 256 or
512 words.

The vocabulary is held in separate files,

one for each word length, so if there are

2,346 words in the seven letter word file,

then four blocks of size 512. followed by
one of size 297, are read in.

After each block is read in, it is scanned
to find possible plays which can be made.
If one found is considered) "better" than

the best one found so far. then this

"better" one is stored as the "best so far".

The vocabulary is searched in decreasing
order of size under the assumption that a

long word would be of more value than a

short one.

This was done in case it was necessary,

due to time restraints, to stop the search

when a word of sufficient value was
found. However, in practice the program
was sufficiently efficient to search the
entire vocabulary (nearly 9,000 words of

between two and eight tetters) in less

than two minutes per move.
Only one word is stored outside of the

window (other than those on the board!).

Being considered the "best so far", it is

stored along with its co-ordinates and
score.

The program player used as the basis

Fig I: The use of singJe letter extensions. The situation shown
occurred between two program players, showing the use ol short

simple words in "hooking" longer, higher scoring words to the
structure. The pJay proceeded as follows;

Player-

1

Player-2
1 ACE {101 2. QUELL andLA (2BI
3. ALONG andLAG (15f - ..,„ ...„ ,-,,
5. BEET and WEB (20, *' WEB and WE (2"
7. TAUandQUA 1211 B.AJARandAT (39)

for future testing and comparison has the

following basic strategy (called Player A).

D Play the word with the highest score.

Q If no word can be found, then all seven

letters are exchanged with a fresh seven
from the pack of remaining letters.

Despite the apparent simplicity of this

strategy there are underlying features

which make its playing characteristics

more complicated Shan might appear at

first sight.

The importance of words which can be
extended by a single letter is a major con-

cept in Scrabble. The most common letter

used in an extension is 5 but all allowable

extensions are of use. Their value lies in

the fact that it is possible to make more
then one word in a single move only if

words already on the board are extended
by one of the letters from the word being
placed.

The score for these cross-generated
words is added to the score of the placed

word; it would seem that the more words
that are made, the higher the total score

for thai move.
The importance of two-letter words in

Scrabble (especially obscure ones! is their

use when forming a longer word, which
needs to make crosswords to fit the pre-

vailing word structure. Fig. 1 shows a

striking example of this situation.

It follows from this that words can be

formed on tha board which were not
themselves placed but were entirely or

partially cross-generated. As these words
lead to high scores their occurrence in the

vocabulary significantly affects the perfor-

mance of the players and the structure on
the board.

Fig, 2 shows an example of a very tight

game where many crosswords were
formed, some up to five letters long, The
maximum word length currently held is

eight letters, allhough the program is

perfectly capable of finding all words of

greater word length up to the maximum of

15 letters.

Consider the word PRELATESS (a

female high ranking ecclesiastic I): it could

be entirely cross-generated, as the follow-

ing are all words, being single letter exten-

sions of the preceding one: AT, ATE.
LATE. ELATE (puffed up with success).

RELATE, PRELATE (a high ranking

>
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SCRABBLE
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Fig 2: A tigtit game. With a dictionary con-
taining many obscure two and three letter

words, two program players produced (he
final board structure shown. The words
PANTS. FA re. DAK. ONE. JOW and GAD
were entirely cross-generated.

ecclesiastic), PRELATES (plural of pre-

late), and so to PHELATESSI So far. how-
ever, Ihe longest recorded entirely cross

generated words are of live letters.

Typical extensions made include QUA
to QUAD to SQUAO to SQUADS, where
the D, S and S respectively are contained
in words placed at right angles lo QUA.
Fig, Z shows a number of these se-

quences.
Placing all the seven letters held results

in a bonus of 50 points added to Ihe score

for that move. These plays are often game
winners but are difficuh tor a human to

find. The program, which has no difficulty

finding them if one exists in its vocabulary,

played one , on average, every two or three
games. The record so far is four in the

same game.
The main restriction here is the limited

number of Mven-and eight-letter words
known. To place all seven letters, either a

seven-letter word must be found and
hooked onto the board structure by means
of a single letter extension to a placed
word, or an eight-letter word can be
played using one letter already present on
the board.

Fig. 3 shows one of the more
spectacular examples of the latter case.

The record highest scoring bonus word to

date is SQUALID for 1 10 points.

The ability of Player A was judged on
two sources of information.

O Observations made while playing
human opponents.
Q A series of 20 games, when the

program played both hands, and recording
the Individual moves, scores and final

results..

The program played consistently well

and won most games played against in-

terested fellow students. It very rarely

"passed", averaged over 20 points per
move and often made the board too tight

for the human player to see high scoring

opportunities. However, it suffered from a

few notable shortcomings.

D It opened up triple word squares for

(he opponeni (but (he program was quick
to make use of them if its opponent did
not).

D It occasionally wasted an S or blank for

only one or two extra points when they
were better saved
L: Ii was occasionally left with the Q un-
playable at the end of the game
D It did not usually finish first, being left

with a few unplaced letters.

CI Although it rarely scored fewer then 10
points in a move, it always made the
move rather than the possibly more
beneficial choice of exchanging all its

letters, especially if it had a rack full of

vowels.
The vocabulary held 9,750 words of

two to eight letters in length.

As with all measurements and assess-

ments made in experiments involving an
element of iuck, a sufficiently large sample
should be taken to ensure a reasonable
degree of confidence in the results. How-
ever, there is a vast amount of collectable

data from the game Scrabble, each requir-

ing a different size of sample to be con-

fident of the results

For example, to give an average movo
score. 20 games (appro*. 600 moves)
should give en accurate assessment
whereas to find the value of selecting the

X may require a sample of 100 plus

games, or to find the significance of an in-

dividual word in the vocabulary may take

thousands of games.
The policy adopted was to lake a

sample large enough to be confident of

average scores achieved, but to make
what is not more than observations on the

significance of strategies, words in the

vocabulary, letters held and other interest-

ing but complicated factors which would
otherwise require a huge sample of

games.
This policy is justifiable as the com-

bination of score analysis and observation

can be the basis of the tuning and refine-

ment of the playing strategies.

To implement any strategy within (he

program, a clear definition of (he strategy

is needed as well as a method for taking it

into account, possibly with relation to

other strategies also relevant to a

particular play.

For example, a word may waste an S

but avoids using a U when the Q is held.

Some method of combining the effect of

strategies is required; (his. combined with

any given words score, should give a good
indication of its usefulness.

To give values to any strategy,

numerical figures must be calculable, as
direct comparisons must be made. So for

each word found, its usefulness can be
assessed by an equation of the form;

VALUE! word ) = SCORE * SI * S2
+ S3 . . . +- SN

where- SI is the numerical value (positive,

negative or zero) for the words useful-

ness concerning strategy S 1. The VALUE is

called the PLAY-VALUE (PV) at the word,

thus the "best** word can be chosen as the

one with the highest PLAY-VALUE found.

The deficiencies in Player A can be
roughly divided into three areas - letter

control, positioning and the endgame. The
following summarises an initial investiga-

tion into the theory behind each, and its

inclusion in the Scrabble equation.

To save an S or a blank for later use.

when it accounts for only one or two
points in the current move, a negative

value is given lor each one used. For
example, three points could be deducted
from the PV for each S played in a

particular word
PV( word J SCORE - 3 (number

of S's used)

This has the effect of saving the S if

another word, scoring a few points less.

but not using it has been found.

For example.
PV(STUMP) SCOREfsay, 20) - 3(1 117
PV(PLUM) = SCOREfsay. 18) - 3(0) 18

So PLUM, scoring 18. is played in pre-

From a series of 20 games tiw

following results were obtained:

The average score tor a player at the end ol the game 322.0
The average combined score (both players total) is thus 644.0
The average number of moves in a game for the starter - 15.4
The average number of moves for (he second player 14.9
The average score for a single move = 21.3
The highest score for a player at the end of the game 404
The highest combined score (both players total) 706
The highest individual move score = 78
The lowest score for a player at the end of a game 265
The lowest combined total (both players totals) 565
The longest game (in moves) = 36
The shortest game (in moves) =* 25
The total number of times any player exchanged letters

The total number of bonus scoring words played G
IGASOLINE-65. OMITTED-67, NUMERAL-67. STOUTLV-72,
ACQUIRES-74. EDGEWAYS-75)
The averoge number of triple-word-squares reached * 5
The average score of words using triple-word squares 26.0
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SCRABBLE

ference lo STUMP, scoring 20.
The worst sin of Playor A was when

holding a Q and a U. to play ihe U but not
include the Q. as a higher scoring word
could bo made without it. A Q is worth
—20 points at the end of the game if it is

not played, so it is worth getting rid of I A
heavy penalty is therefore imposed if a U
is played off in this situation, and a small
bonus gained if ihe O is played. For

example, assume the rock holds;
QULAINT
UNLIT scores 23 and QUAINT scores 15.

PVIUNUT) = 25-12 (use of U) = 13
PV(QUAINT) = IS * 3 (use of Q) 18

So QUAINT would be played unless
another word 'found scores more than 18
points and it uses neither the U nor the Q.

Positioning is the most complicated of

the problems, concerning only the triple

word score ITWS) squares in this initial

study,
There are three ways of opening up a

TWS, defined as follows;

Direct — A word opens up a TWS
directly if, by use of one of its letters, a
TWS can be reached (e.g. placing a word
in column three, starting in row one).

Indirect - A TWS is opened indirectly

if a second hook word is required to reach
it (e.g. a word placed in column three, row
two).

Extension — If a word can be
emended, by say 1NG, onto a TWS, then
the TWS has been opened.

There is a considerable problem in

working out whether a word does or does
not open up a TWS. It depends on a
number of factors, Including the opening
letter or letters, whether the opening is

direct, indirect or by extension, and the

structure of words around it. For example.
a word is harmless, even if it enters say
column 1. if there are words already there

blocking access to any TWS. In practice,

most of the TWS squares were obtained
directly so only this case is considered
here.

To indicate whether a square can be
used to reach a TWS, there are two flags

(UP and DQWN, or LEFT and RIGHT) in-

dicating which, if any, TWS squares can
be reached directly from it, The flags are
set on initialisation and reset on the
following conditions;

(a) A letter is placed on the appropriate

TWS square

(b) A letter is placed adjacent to this

square
(c) A word is placed between this

square and the TWS blocking the path to
it.

At any one time a square may have 0, 1

or 2 set flags. It follows that a value can
be deducted from a word's PV. for each
set flag it covers. A value could also be
added if a TWS is reached, thus prevent-

ing its use by the opponent.
PV( word It = SCORE- 3 (number of

TWS flags covered)

PVI word ) - SCORE 3 (for each
TWS obtained)

In the closing stages of the game the

emphasis changes, from making high
scoring words to getting rid of all the
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Fig 3: Bonus scoring words. Placing all

seven fetters results in a bonus of 50
points. It happened four times in this

game; PARODIES (scored67LRESINATA
I62K LAIRIEST (82) and OUTRANGE
(701.

letters held. This is to gain the extra points
of the opponent's remaining letters. A
simple strategy could be to put a small

value on each letter placed, and a large

value on goiting rid of all the letters held
when there are none left to refill with (i.e.

the game ends). If the pack of remaining

letters is empty -(or at least nearly empty)
then:

(a) Nullify the effect of the previous
strategies (except the OU one)

lb) PVI word ) = SCORE + 1 (number
of letters placed)
* 10 (if all letters

placed)

In the process of trial and error in refin-

ing the -devised strategies, more than 100
games were played and observed, both

dual program players and with human
opponents. One of the most important
assessments is, of course, how well the

PV system works when two or more
special case situations prevail.

When a combination of considerations
apply to one given situation, the PV must
balance properly to make the right deci-

sion. Combining strategies is one of the

most difficult situations to deal with
successfully in programming] games. A
variation by just one point to the values
given can significantly adjust the playing

characteristics of the program In general,

the heuristics which performed best wore
those in the two clear-cut cases:

D Witholding the U for the Q
D Playing a word which uses all the

remaining letters.

In these two cases the alteration to the

PV is so dominant as to force its

occurrence. The other strategies, although
making reasonable decisions in some in-

stances, suffered from some hindering
side offects.

The positioning heuristic suffers
because of the sheer complexity of decid-

ing whether a word can be used to link to

a TWS. It is in the nature of the game for

there to be high-scoring areas on the

board, where a number of good words can
be placed. Sometimes when this area is

near one of the edges the program avoids
placing one onto the edge but places one
within one square of it. which could be
extended to a TWS anyway. This Implies

that a good positioning heuristic would re-

quire consideration of the very complex
area of indirect openings of TWS squares.

The simple device of adding one for

each letter placed in the end game has an
undesirable feature. The most easily

placed letters are all disposed of quickly
(e.g. the A, E or T) but the more difficult

letters are left unplayable.
This leads to the conclusion that in the

more subtle strategies of play a device
less rigid then the Scrabble Equation is re-

quired. One recurrent problem was the

variance in useabiltty of the letters. This
could be partially overcome by ordering

ihe vocabulary so that words using the
least playable letters come first, and the

most playable letters (including the SI
last. This would have the effect, where
two words scored the same, of choosing
the one with the least playable letters.

simply because it was found first. This

could be done without any explicit

strategy within the program.
Tho end game is one of the very few

areas in Scrabble where a lookahead
search is feasible. So if a word cannot be
found which uses up all the remaining
letters, find the shortest seojuence of

moves which will. There is of course the

confusing factor of the opponent's moves
to be considered.

The complete search of all possible

moves results in a powerful player, which
is difficult to genuinely improve on. Clear

cut special case situations can be ade-
quate expressed quantitatively in the form
of a Scrabble Equation, but the more
subtle areas require a less rigid device.

The problems found in trying to
quantify these areas of judgement in-

dicate how complicated the game really

is. The power of the program lies in the
ability to make two. three or more words
in a single move, which has the effect of
producing high scores, and using its

letters to good advantage. It also makes
the board difficult to a human opponent to

play. Its current vocabulary is small
(9.150 words) compared with that of a
good human player.

The current area of research is into the
ordering and content of the vocabulary
files. It is possible that a simple "find

highest scoring word" heuristic, with a
minimum of special cases but with a
larger more carefully selected vocabulary,
would simply overpower a good human
player. "Not so good" players are over-
powered as it is.

References: Chambers 20th Century
Dictionary.

Bibliography: How to Win at Scrabble.

Orleans and Jacobson. Pub): Hodder and
Stoughton; The Scrabble Book. Hlnch.

Publ: Pan.fi



VISICALC

Command that
II

BEFORE concluding last month's article

on cashflow, let us look at Visicalc's

storage command - DIF. It can make a lot

of difference to your business modelling
efforts as it will enable you '<> produce
models on a 48k Apple, which other
Visicalc users would find requites at least

128k. DIF stands for Data Interchange
Formal, and you will find more about it on
page 3-66 of your Visicalc manual (May
'81 edition).

As a practical approach to learning DIF.
I would suggest that you start by copying
the sales forecast Exhibit I. Nole that
columns F and G. as well as row 16, are
calculations. The rest is straightforward

data entry. Note also that column G is for-

matted to /FS (ie two decimal places), and
watch out how you respond to the
Visicalc's prompts when you replicate cell

G6 from G7 to G14 (should be- R followed
by N).

Save the model Exhibit I with /SS.
under a file named SALES FCI. or any
Other name that you wish to choose. This
model contains specific information that is

required for inclusion in other financial

statements produced by the Billetl com-
pany, so let's save such specific informa-
tion in various DIF files.

The first item of information that we
want to transfer from the sales forecast

for use in other financial statements is the
total quarterly sales figures. Place your
cursor on cell B16 and type/S*tS (NOT to

be followed by RETURN!) Visicalc then
asks you for a name for the DIF file.

Respond with : SI DIF gr any other name
that suits your requirements and press
RETURN. (The suffix OIF in the name of
the file does not have to be there, but it

serves to remind you that this is a special
kind of file.)

Visicalc is now prepared to save your
file starting from where your cursor is

positioned, but first it asks you how far to
the lower right hand corner do you want
to save the model. Respond by either

keying-in or pointing the cursor to Ft 6
and press RETURN.

Respond to the next request by press-

ing the letter R (for Row), and when you
hear your drive whirring you know that

you have successfully created a DIF file.

By NICK LEVY
Principal,

Interface Management

Nest move your cursor to cell G6 and
again press /S*S (NO RETURN! However
if you could not suppress your natural
tendency to press RETURN after the
second S, press CTRL C - together - and
start again). Call that file S2 DIF and now
press RETURN. Point the cursor to G14
and press RETURN followed by the letter

C (for Column). Aoain when you hear the
drive whirring, this is a sign that you have
saved another file in DIF format.

Clear the screen |/CY) and let's carry
out a few simple experiments with our
two DIF files. Put the cursor anywhere on
the screen and type:/S«LS1 DIF RETURN
followed by the letter C (for Column). The
quarterly sales figures which were saved
in a row will now appear on your screen
under a single column.

Again position the cursor anywhere on
the screen and key-in : /S*tLS2 DIF
RETURN followed by C This time the %
sales figures which you saved in a DIF file

will reappear on your screen.
If you place the cursor over any of

these figures you will note from the Entry
Line (the very top line on your screen* thai
all your formulae have disappeared bul
you are left with the results accurate to
ten decimal places.

Now try keying /SBLS2 DIF RETURN
RETURN (this <ime pressing RETURN for

a second lime instead of C) and the %
sales column will appear on your screen In
a row instead of under a single column as
you originally saved it. Responding with a
second RETURN instead of a C or an R
acts as an instruction to save or load the
DIF file in a row But you will not be able
to turn a row of figures into a column if

you saved that row by pressing RETURN
twice instead of RETURN followed by R.

Clear the screen 1/CY) and copy only
the following portion of the Cost Of Goods
Sold statement shown as Exhibit II; Rows
1 to 6, row 1 6, columns A and B from row
7 Co row 1 5,

You cannot calculate the cost of the
goods sold unless you enter into ihis
model the quarterly sales (in row 3), and
the percentage of sales each product
represents (in column C). So proceed by
placing the cursor in cell 03 and type: /
SttLSt DIF RETURN R. Next position the
cursor in cell C7 and type /S*tLS2 DIF
RETURN C. The % sales figure should now
appear in column C. and you will now be
in a position to complete the left portion
of Exhibit II.

The figure in cell D7 should bo 68% of

30% of the quarterly sales of 70000
(similarly the figure in E 1 is 60% of 1 0%
of 8200). To perform this calculation
place the cursor on D7 and type:
. D3'B7»C7/1O00O RETURN. Having
entered that formula once, the rest of the
sntriai up to cell HI 5 can be entered by
using the Replicate command.
One way of doing this is to replicate 07

from D8 to D15 and then replicate
column D7 . .

.
D 1 S from E7 to H7. With

practice in replicating, end provided one
does not get confused with the 'R' and 'N'
responses, it should be possible to com-
plete that portion of the model in less than
a mlngte, The formulae required in rows
17 and 19 should be self evident.
The cost of goods sold calculation will

have to be used later in the P&L Account
so we need to save row 17 in a DIF file.

Place the cursor in cell D17 and type:
/SfctSCl OIF RETURN R. Cl DIF is the
proposed name lor the DIF file, and the
last R stands for saving by rows.

Pan II of the COGS model (Cost Of
Goods Sold), shows how to calculate the
weighted average COGS for a whole
range of products. As you can see from
our particular example (Exhibit II). the
production cost of one of the products -
HZ14 - is 10% higher than the selling

price (fortunately this accounts only for
2% of the sales and is probably carried out
to keep some good customers happy.)
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On the other emremo. the production

cost of CN48. which accounts (Or 1 5% of

the annual sales, costs only 55% oi its

selling price. So what Is the average
weighted COGS'1 According to the cal-

culations in column L this average
amounts to 69% The formula In cell L7 is

B7'H7/lOO. Replicate that formula from
18 to L15 and calculate the total of

column L in cell LI 7. Note the formula In

cell L19. II reads: <ri IF<(<7 ISERRORIL17/
H17"100».O.Li7/H17 B iOtW.

Basically the formula is L17/H17'10O.
but when the model does not contain any

data (ie when used as a template awaiting

data to be entorod) LI 7/H 1 7 calculates 0/

0, and produces an ERROR answer, which
does not look good in a model. So what
the formula in L19 does is to substitute a

in place of the ERROR message. If.

however, the formula in LI 9 contains

errors other than those arising from divid-

ing jgro by zero, thon the substitution will

not work and the ERROR message will

persist until the mistakes are corrected.

Next we shall look at an equipment
schedule and calculate the depreciation
on each item of equipment. We shall find

the total depreciation and save it in a DIF
tile ready to be transferred to the P&L
A/C

Firsi we need to select an appropriate

depreciation method. The one most
widely used in the UK is the straight line

method. If you have to depreciate C 1.000
over five years you deduct every year

10000/5-C20O from the annual profits.

An alternative method popular in the USA
is known as Sum-of-the-years method.
This enables the company to write off a

larger proportion of the cost of an asset
during [he earlier years of the life of the

asset, and a smaller proportion during the

Idler yoars.

It works as follows. Suppose you want
to write off E 1 ,000 over a five veer period.

First you add up 1 *2 + 3+4*5=15. Then
you calculate the depreciation for the first

year which would be 1000"5/15 333
The depreciation for Ihe second year

would be 1000*4/15-266. On the third

year you would depreciate 1000*3/
1 5 200. and so on.

I shall use this method for calculating

depreciation, not because It Is in any way
more scientific than the straight line

method, but because it makes a more In*

roiC'sting and challenging excercise in

Visicalc.

Copy the firsl six: rows of Exhibit III as
woll as row 17 and columns A.D.E F.G.H

from row 7 to row 16. Enter 1 in B7 and
In 88 enter <A8-B7. Replicate the for-

mula in B8 from B9 to B16 (all Relative).

Then enter the following formula «n cell 17;

<>ilF((,iAND(G7>-0,H7>=0i.H7-G7'
F"7/tt?LOOKUP(F7.A7... A16H/4.0).
What this formula does is to check that

the opening values and the salvage values

of the equipment are not negative figures

l("AND(G7>-O,H7>=0)>. If one of these

figures happens to be a negative figure

then Visicalc will respond with 0. If not
the formula calculates the depreciation
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cosl ol tho equipment lopening valuo less

salvage value), multiplies that sum bv Ihfl

number of useful life years of tha equip-
ment (column f) and divides the results by
the sum-of-vears.

The LOOKUP command looks at the
entry in cell F7, then searches column A
for a number equal to the number in L7
and having found thai number the formula
picks up the figure in the adjacent coll in

column B for use as tho denominator m
the formula.

Having correctly entere-d the formula in

cell 17 replicate it from 18 to 115. (As you
can see the computer due to bo purchased
In 1 983 is not due till the middle of the
second quarter so the formulae in row 16
have been adjusted accordingly.) Enter
• 1 7 in J7.K7 and in L7, Then replicate J7
... L7 from J8 to J15 (Relative).

II you have managed to get this far

with entering the formulae in the model
you will have no difficulty in completing
the calculations and then saving in OIF
format row 1 8 from column 1 10 column L

(inclusive). Call that file D1 DIF. If how-
ever you are "stuck" just read on.

The object of this month's article is to

learn about DIF. so if you have any
difficulties with the formulae in the

models presented so far, just copy and
save under different file names the three

Statements shown as Exhibits I. II and III.

The main thing is that you should be able

to save in DIF format row 16 and column
G from Exhit. I. row 17 from E. hit. II and
row 18 from Exhit. III. Having created the
three DIF files you can now compile a

P&L A/C made up of the three DIF files.

Proceed by copying the whole of the
first seven rows of Exhibit IV as well as
row 16 andcolums A.8.C.D up to row 1 5.

Now put your cursor in coll E8 and
/SttLSI DIF RETURN R. Next position the
cursor in cell E9and/S*LC1 DIF RETURN
R. Finally position the cursor in cell E13
and /S#LD1 DIF RETURN R

You should now have a P&L A/C con-
taining three lines each from a different

financial statement, This should give you a

fairly good idea how and when to use DlF
files. If you have a very large model that
cannot be contained in the memory of
your computer, break it down to smaller
statements and use DIF file to transfer key
data from one statement to another.

No discourse on DIF would be com-
plete without mentioning that you can use
DIF files to transfer Visicalc data for use
on other software packages and vice
versa. Take, for example, the
Visitrend*Visiplot program. K you want to
draw graphs from any of your Visicalc
models using the above package you will

havo first lo save your model in a Dl F file.

In this month's examples we only
saved single lines or columns in DIF files,

but you can also save whole Visicalc files

or blocks from within VC files in DIF
format. Try saving VC files in DIF format
and then reload them. The results may not
appear exactly as you would expect

None of the figures are wrong, but the
entries may require reformatting, and

some of the lines would have to be
redrawn. In short, you must be prepared
to do a bit of cosmetics to your DIF file

after you havo loaded it. And if you want
to have some fun make a DIF saving of a
file (with no more than 60 rows) saving it

in R (rows). Then reload it in C (Columns)
and see how your model looks lying on its
side.

We shall now conclude last month's
article on cashflow. Exhibit V is tho con-
tinuation of the model shown on page 56
of the January issue of Windfall, Cell B98
is - £83. B99 is +F83 and so on. In other
words column B98 to B19 is a copy of
row 83 from column E to P.

You will recall from last month's

discussion that for a cashflow statement
to be of any practical use it should show
separately three steams of cashflow: The
cashflow from operations, capital cash-
flows and financial cashflows (eg interest
received or paid. Corporation Tax - if any
- dividends received or paid etc). Exhibit V
only shows the figures for the operational
cashflow.

The capital and the financial cashflows
can be entered via OIF fifes in columns C
and D respectively. Column F shows tho
difference between the net cashflow aris-
ing from tho entries in columns B.C.D, and
the minimum desired cash balance re-
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quired by the company as shown in coll

DB9.
Tha model works as follows; Assuming

that at the end of January the net cash-
flow is C7905 (cell B98) this amount is

£405 more than the E7.500 desired

minimum requited t>y the company to be
held in cash (call F98). So the company
can invest the C405 ai 9.5% p.a. (cell

G95) which will provide a one off income
of C3 during the month of January (cell

G98).
In February the net cashflow is f6080

Add to this the E405 deposited in

January, this still leaves the company
C1015 (cell F99) short of the minimum
cash requirements of C7,500. So the

company, borrows € 1.0 15 at 18% p,a.

(cell H95) which for the month of

February costs £15 in interest charges,

and so on,

By ihe end of the year, according to

Exhibit V, the company made E337 profit

(call Gl 13) out of depositing cash at 9.5%
although on five months out of twelve it

had to borrow money at 18%. (column H).

The reason for this happy state of

affairs is that the model does noi show
any cashflow movements under the

capital cashflow column (column C ) or
the financial cash flow column (column
D).

Exhibit VI shows what would be the
cashflow situation with capital and
flancial cashflow summaries entered via a

DIF file into columns C and D.
The following is a selection of key for-

mulae used in Exhibit V. For a complete
listing of the two parts of the model, write

to Windfall and ask for the January 1903
listing of the operational cashflow model,

enclosing a stamped addressod envelope.

F98; (nSUM(B98 . . D98)-D89
F99: <"SUM(B99 .

,
. D99)-*F98-

089. Replicate F99 from F100 to F109
G98: <-tlF(F98>0,F98'G95/100/12,O).

Replicaio G98 from G99 to G109
H98: felF F98<0,(nABS(F98-H95/

100/12,0) Replicate H98 from H99 to

H109
(Note the use of the function («ABS in

the last formula. Without it the figures in

column H would appear as negative. Ie

preceded by a minus.)

Finally, a tip which most Apple users

probably are aware of bin which is always
worth repeating. If. while in the middle of

working on a Vi&icalc model, you acci-
dently hit the RESET key instead of

RETURN and you find that Ihe life has
gone out of your model, then a minor ad-

justment to your Apple is required. Switch
off, remove the lid and search for a small

switch tucked away on ihe left some-
where under the keyboards between the

numbers 6 and 7. Flick the switch over,

put back the lid, reconnect the electricity

and load Vrsicalc. If you now press the
RESET key you will find it has gone doad
while your work remains alive.

The RESET will only function now if

pressed together with the CTRL key on
the other end o1 the keyboard. For this you

will need two hands - unless you can
span your fingers like Liszt, who was
reputed to have the largest hands in the

business. I wonder how many people con
press RESET and CTRL with one hand?#

A unique experience for those who love a challenge

SPITFIRE SIMULATOR...
Fly a 360 mph Spitfire fighter • Pursue and attack 3-D target

aircraft • Eight target types (Me 109. Fw 1 90. etc.) • Scores
for targets hi! arid successful mission completion

• Aerobahc (loops, rolls, stalls, eic.)

« AIRSIM-I pilots: SPITFIRE SIMULATOR
can use AIRSIM I scenery 1

*

$4000
Mass residents,

odd 5% soles tax
Overseas shippma
addS300 For

Apple II or H+ with
48 K RAM Applesoft flOfvJ

or equivalent One I

Game paddles or joystick

See you' aeaie
contact us dire

AppBBaliodrjrnor*oiADp»cornoui»»i mc
ARSM a o tnxtemark ol MriOSystems Co'Dcnj'o"

Mind Systems
Corporation

P.O. Q*506
Northampton.MAOI06l

v (413)586-6463
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Sorry, no

on the
road to IMuggyland

WHAT'S tbe point of going abroad if

you're just another tourist carted around
in buses surroundod by sweaty mindless
oats in their cloth caps and their cardigans
with their transistor radios complaining
about the tea - "Oh, they don't make it

properly here, do they, not like at home" -
and stopping at fvlajorcan bodegas selling

fish and chips and Watneys Red Barrel

and calamares and two vog ... So I

went on one of Honest Bobs discount
World Tours to Rungistan.

For those of you whose knowledge of

geography is as bad as mine. Rungistan is

in mid-Africa and is distinctly unfriendly to

tourists. Consequently, you wake up with
the worst headache of your life in a dank
jail cell and are due to be shot at sunrise.

Not surprisingly, your task is to oscape
from the cell, cross Rungistan and make it

to the border into friendly Nuggyland.
Once you have escaped from your cell.

you'll find that the topography of
Rungistan is surprisingly varied. It ranges
from desert to jungle via snow-covered

mountains. You'll encounter the in-

digenous flora and fauna, as well as some
of the inhabitants, some of whom are
more civilised than others.

Although the drawings in Escape From
Rungistan are less elaborate than many
adventure games, this is more than com
pensated for by the frequent use of
musical interludes; and the several occa-
sions when animation is used. For
example, while you are sat in your cell, a
mouse runs across (he room and you have
to respond quickly before the mouse runs
out.

The game can be saved at any point.

but only a single saved game is possible. It

is saved to the game disc (so you don't
need to remove the disc during the game)
and can bo restored from within the game.

As in all adventure games, there are
plenty of dangers and plenty of people
ready to kill you if you make a wrong
move. If you are stuck at some point and
ask nicely for a hint, you might get some
help but you'll still have to use your

imagination and ingenuity, not to mention
fast typing and arcado game skills. The ski

run is a really nice piece of animation
which requires fast reactions if you ane to

avoid a fatal full of splinters.
Although the musical interludes can be

shortened or turned off. I enjoyed playing
Spot The Tune. The tunes are appropriate
to the graphics they accompany and often
make an additional humorous comment.
You can probably guess what is played
when you meet the rutabega farmer, and
if you've played the Olympic Decathlon
you'll recognise the anthem at the end of

the ski slope.

According to some recent publicity

material from Sirius. Escape From
Rungistan was "rated the number one
adventure for Appto Computers by Softalk
magazine". I certainly enjoyed playing the

game. It Is difficult without being
impossible, well- written, well-animated,
and tunny tool What more can you ask
for. apart from your money back from
Honest Bob?

Cliff Mc Knight

Tit/a: Escape From Rungistan.

Author: Bob Blauschild.

Pubfisher Sirius Software Inc.

Requirements: Apple II with 48k
and one disc drive.

Basic, but
not boring
THERE is nothing fantastic about County
Fair - no mystery, no futuristic space
scenario, dramatic graphics or alien
attackors In fact on first sight it seems
remarkably boring. It is just a simple
arcade shooting gallery game - but that
simplicity might explain why it is so
popular.

It is easily assimilated (a five-year-old
finds it instantly rewarding) but it doesn't
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pall too quickly {I always seem to come
hack to it after a break) and it provides
complete challenge-, relaxation and enjoy-
ment in a short space of lime A quick
game can be slipped In at the end of a
lunchbreak, rather than taking up tho
whole of the period.

The game requires a 48k Apple with
paddles or joystick. On booting you are
treated to a fairground Iheme played as 9
background to a display of (he various
targets and (heir values, Press the games
button and you are given in quick succes-
sion your supply of bullets across (wo
lines at the bottom of the screen, your
pistol, which fires vertically and is aimed
by use of the game controller, and four
moving linos of targets.

You score points for each target hit. ihe

game ends when you have tun out of
bullets and the object of tho exorciso is to

score as many points as possible. Your
score, plus hi score, are on constant
display.

I thought I was doing well when, after

six months I topped the 1.500 marie
Howovor tho litoraturo says you have to

top 2.000 to be known us a true sharp-
shooter. High scores are built by

repeatedly clearing the screen of targets
and thus earning an extra round and a re-

supply of bullet*.

As with the traditional fair shooting
gallery the goodies are always at the back,
difficult 10 got el snd screened by the front

runners. In this case if you manage to
shoot a way through the first three tows
of targets you have a chance to win bonus
supplies of bullets, although you also risk

forfeiting some of your own.

The game's appeal derives perhaps
from the challenge presented by three

features:

• Among the targets are numorous
ducks. Instead of following a conveyor-
belt motion as with the others, the ducks
drop down through (he range, unless you
shoot them first, and gobble up your
supply of bullets. (Very annoying.)

• At the top of the screen in a

roctangular enclosure ore 10 moving tree

targets, which also have to be cleared
before you oarn an extra round. There aro
only two small entrances to the enclosure
and with insensitive paddles it can be a
frustrating business lining up shots.

• Time as well as ammunition supply Is a

factor. Once you have cleared the non-
tree targets you have only a limited period
before they reproduce themselves.

And for straightforward pleasure/
reward/gratification (not to mention bonus
points) if you do manage to clear all the
targets you are allowed to uso up your
surplus bullets in a fast and futious duck
shoot before moving to the next round.

It is a particularly good emulation of
the game sometimes found in electronic
amusement arcades. It can be compared
to the space Invaders genre and will

appeal to those who enjoyed the simple
destruction oi alien invaders in such
programs.

County Fair is long in the tooth but not
short on ontertainment. It is so simple that
it ought to become boring after a while,

but it doesn't. It is compulsive

David Creasey

TitJe: County Fair

Author: Oan lllowsky

Publisher: Datamost
Requirements: Apple II with 48k,
one disc drive, games paddles.

Free Fell. The goal In this one is a hole
in the ground! That is the only place thai
you'll be safe from deadly showers of
needles, guns, bombs and other hazards*
You have to manoeuver your man from
the top of the screen past the obstacles
/most of them lethal to touch), and safely
into the holes. (Sirius Software)

Star Warrior: In this Starguest you
are a star-faring knight, a mercenary with
a cause. Armed with nuclear missiles.
bfaster and power gun. you're on a search
and destroy mission against a military

dfctatorship. Two different scenarios, with
ptay in reaf time. (Automated Simulations)

SCOPE
PtPPLEi. LEFT
SHAKES LEFT

- 3
DHL UE Llfl
LE"EL : I

Snake Byte

in action,

fast reactions

are of the

essence

Rescue at Rigel: You've got 60
minutes — in reaf time - to free 10
prisoners from a mare-like alien moon-
base. You've got limited energy and the

aliens are everywhere. Can you get back
to the rendezvous point in time?
(Automated Simulations)

Sherwood Forest. Robin Hood needs
your help. He doesn't seem to remember
who he is or that he was supposed to
marry the beautiful Maid Marion today. It

must have been that nasty bump Off tho
head he took while fighting the Sheriff of
Nottingham the other day.

It is up to you to help Robin win the
hand of the elusive Maid Marion, After oil,

he is in your hands - you control his ac-
tions by teJ/ing him what to do. (Phoenix
Software)

"WHAT has 48k and is addictive? Snake
Byte from Sirius Software. The game
sounds deceptively simple. You control
the movement of a snake and your task is

to eat apples. The apples only appear one
at a time unless you don't oat one in the

allotted time, in which case three penalty
apples appear. That wouldn't be too bad
on its own, but each time you eat an apple
you get longer and faster.

You'ro not allowed to touch the
perimeter or yourself, but when you've
eaten the last apple a narrow door opens
through which you must pass in order to

proceed to the next level. You think this

Snake
sounds simple? Well, once you get off

level one. a variety of obstacles appear to

make life more difficult. On level two. the
obstacle is a bar across the middle half of

the screen; on level throe a cross shape
complicates life, and the obstacles get
more complex as the levels Increase.

If you think that still sounds easy, you
can complicate the game even further by
choosing either one or two purple plums.
The plums add an extra element of

difficulty because they bounce around the
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Having
a whale
of a
time, and
feeding
well . .

' BCTCHA cant plav just one garnet" is

the challenge on the pocket of SnacK
Attack ttom Datamost. I'm glad I didn't

lake their bet because I would have lost.

Its. like sitting at a bar and Irving noi to

eat the crisps.

It you are a Pac Man addict, you'll

probably <ool the same way about Snack
Attack. Yon control the movement of a

whale around a maze, eating gumdrops as
you go and avoiding the Gumdrop Guards.
Ealing one ol the (our magic stars means
that 'or a few seconds you can ent the

guards too. but you II have to run 10 catch
them. Occasionally an apple appears, and
eating »hat gives extra points, but il only
appears tor a tew seconds.

There are three mazes, and eating all

the gumdrops on one moves you onto the
next Those three mazes keep reappear-
ing, but. each time they do the speed in-

creases, making the game progressively
harder. Real pros can start an one of five

higher speeds it they want to impress their

friends.

Although the game can be played with
keyboard, paddles or joystick, I found key-

board felt better than joystick and I

couldn't gel the hang of using paddlos.

Each time the disc is booted the set of

Futiy
• but hungry whales are not given to stopping to have their pictures taken

control keys is changed to help prolong
ihe life of the keyboard.

The gumdrops come in two colours
which are indistinguishable on a mono-
chrome display, but since they are only
worth either one or two points each (and
you have to eat them all to proceed to the
next maze), nothing is lost by not having
colour.

The big points are scored by eating the
guards and tho apple. You can tell if you
still have the power to eat guards by tho
prosenco of a clicking sound, and it 'J un
canny how the otlotctng stops just as you
catch up with a guard* Various other

whirrs, clicks and chomping noises add to
tho enjoyment.

I gave up smoking 10 years ago. and
that was easy compared with having to

stop playing Snack Attack in order to use
my word processor lor this review Maybe
I'll play just one more game

Cliff McKmght

Titlo. Snack Attack
Author Oan Miowsky
Publisher Datamost
Requirements; Apple
one disc drive.

with 48k.

Byte can be catching
screen, and contact with the snake's head
causes instant death.

The four keys controlling absolute
direction of movement and the two con-
trolling relative direction can be specified
when the game first boots or at tho start

of any game. This means that you can
choose your favourite keys, or even
specify diftorem keys on each game to

spread the wear and tear on your key-

board. Tho game can also he played using
an Atari-type joystick connected via a

Siriuti Joyport. but I haven't tried it in this

mode.
Snake Byte has 28 levels, of which I've

only seen 14. I say "seen'' rather than
"reached" because it's an achievement for

me to get past level three. My preschool
daughter, on the other hand, has reached
level 14 and has a current high score of

19480. In fact when I wanted to
photograph of ihe screen during play, I

spent halt an hour trying to get up to level
throe before I called her from her bod.

Although the graphics are simple and
the sounds are pretty basic (the best one
being the noise which signifies a bonus),
Snake Byte is a great game which should
keep you busy for a long time. I started

with a quote Irorn the instructions, so I

might as well finish with one: "Fangs alot.

Sinus Software". _„„ _, „ . .

Clrrf McKnight

Title; Snake Byte
Author Chuck Sommerville
Publisher- Slrius Software
Patjuirements: Apple II with 48k,
one disc drive.
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THE WILDCARD - IT COPIES!

What is the WILDCARD?
It is a peripheral card that copies memory to

disc. With the WILDCARD you can backup just

about any core resident program - including
64K software,

What do I need to use the WILDCARD?
48K + any RAM card + DISC drive. Just plug

Ihe WILDCARD into any slot - no straps, no
chip pulling.

What sort of copy does the WILDCARD
produce?
A standard DOS 3.3 disc that when booted
restores your original program. Many programs
can be turned into standard BRUN' able binary
file that can be transferred to hard disc drives

or other disc formats. BASIC programs can be
recovered as standard A/S file.

Do I need the WILDCARD to
use the copies?
No, and in some cases you don't even need a

RAM card.

Additional features:

Screen displayer - display, blank, recover each
screen.

Built in disassembler - displays code and text,

to the screen or printer.

Auto patcher - finds DOS, resets RESET, etc.

Wildcard price £99 + VAT (C1 13.85)
16K RAM cards £70 + VAT (£80.50)

Available from Peter & Pam and SBD Software
or your local dealer.

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY
2 Almorah Road, Heston,
Middlesex, TW5 9AD
Telephone: 01-572 0453

apple cla»iFiGd}
Disc drives I

apple cla^iFiady

ApplelllJ floppy discs

Classified ads can only be accepted
from private readers, not companies.

The cost is 20p per word, with a

minimum of 10 words pre-paid.

Your ad will be printed in the next avail-

able issue of Windfall.

Your accompanying cheque should be
made payable to Windfall.

ham*. UdfH

Ads can only be accepted on this form
lor a phoiocopy of the form).

There is no maximum lo Ihe number o1
words you include* in your ad.

Ads too long for ihe form should con-
tinue on a separate sheet of paper.

Ensure your phone number or address is

included in the ad.

tO *ord» fiOo

(>. C3 00

20 worcM f«00

?h «oiiii rsoo

W IVOffe IS 00

Cheque cnckuM fo< f_

POST TO: Appl. Ci.sa.l>.d.,f u,op. M DU«f, 6? Ch*ft*r Roed, Hm* <3-9-», St oO.po-1 SK7 5NY.

MANY PROGRAMS, mainly games

Decathaton. Eipeditei etc As new
Around hall price Also Integer card

£50. Ring Kidderminster B50554 tor

details

APPLE COMPATIBLE PROTOTYPE
P.C.B. cards 7" x 3" including gold

plated edge connector, wll lit Apple II

interlace sockets £8.50 each including

UK postage C.WO. JW Paul. S

Fountain Lane, Haslinglield. Cambridge

CB3 7U.
APPLE II EURO-PLUS 4BK as new
Complete with lower case chip.

modtiiaior and manuals t'400. Phone
Holey 01-422 3276

LANGUAGE CARD €50. Integer Card

£40, Doublevrsion 80-Cot £95. Oigitek

IM Card £70. Pascal System £75
Applewnler £15. ITT 2020 £320. in
Disc Drive with Controller £ 1 95 Epson

l/F Card £25 Bracknell (0344) 84423

THE FILEHAND a Pascal intrinsic unit

giving 'filer' commands under program

control, includes a sale disc to disc copy

routine. £15. John Pennell. Meadow

House. Bunwell. Norfolk

CPS MULTIFUNCTION CARD £100

Phone Deve Stevens 081-430 6277.
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APPLE'S last significant •nhoncr*-

ment to Applesoft was tho DOS 3.3
Toolkit, released mora than 18
months ago, and itnca than oihar
companiea trying to make inroads
into this market have produced a
wide range of powerful utilities.

On* of them la Structured Basic,
written by Patrick Buckland of
leland Computer*. It combine* the
ease of uaa of Applesoft Basic with
the features of Pascal, giving mora
reliable software, feeter de-
bugging and more relleble code
than Applesoft alone.

Here HOY STRINGER reviews
this, one of the most powerful pro-
gramming tools for the Apple.
Essentially a machine code
program, It provide* 31 new
Applesoft commands accom-
panied by 14 new error messagee.
Ita Interpretive nature make*
program development much
simpler.new lease

of life for Applesoft;
HAVING the main features of Pascal
within an interpreter is a great advaniage.

particularly to novice programmers who
can lose a lot of their enthusiasm by being

made to wait white the computer com-
piles their source code before each test of

the program.
Although line numbers are still required

with Structured Basic for the purpose
of editing, no line references
<GOT0:G0SUB:0NERR:GOTO) are re-

quired at all. Instead subroutines are
called by name with the command 'DO'.

subroutines themselves being defined
with PROCEDURE' and FINISH' state-

ments, while conditional branches are
handled with REPEAT ... UNTIL'.

"WHILE .... ENDWHILE' and 'IF . . THEN
. . ELSE . . ENDIF' statements and varia-

tions thereof.

FOR . . NEXT is still fully implemented.
The complexities of Applesoft's ONERR
GOTO' command are simplified and made
more understandable with 'ONERR
ERRSTART , . ERREND*.

Many of the PEEKs. POKEs and CALLs
most commonly usod in Applesoft are

replaced with simple commands, and a
set of completely new development
utilities have been included.

Some of the new commands deal with
graphics and toggles:

M/C: The same as CALL-151. used to

obtain access to tho monitor level of the

Apple.

LORES: Switches the graphics mode
ro 40x4O mode without setting all of the

other toggles associated with the GR
command. Equivalent to PQKE-1 6298,0

HIRES: Similar to LORES but sets

high resolution display. Equivalent to
POKE-16297.0

FULL: Sets the graphics display mode
to all graphics and no tent lines.

Equivalent to POKE-1 6302,0
MIXED: Sets mixed text and graphics

mode. Equivalent to POKE-16301.0
PAGE (n): This allows you to change

between pages one and two of HIRES.
LORES or TEXT displays. I have used
parentheses lo signify that a parameter or

expression is necessary for this function.

GRAPHMODE: Tells the Apple to

display the currently defined graphics

mode, (HIRES or LORES with either FULL
or MIXED display in either PAGE1 or

PAGE2I
TEXTMODE: Opposite to GRAPH

MODE as this switches off the graphics

display and sets the to*t only display.

SCREEN (n): Used to specify the

screen to which all VDU output com-
mands will be sent ie. you can display

HGR while drawing on HGR2.
FILLWITH (n): Used to fill the current

HIRES SCREEfSI with the colour given in

(n>.

SUPERIMPOSE: Used to super
impose SCREEN2 onto SCREEN 1.

Most of the remaining commands are

concerned with flow of control within the

program
REPEAT

(statements)
UNTIL (logical exp>

Here I have used (statements) to

represent a list of any Applesoft or

structured Basic commands. This routine

has obvious origins in Pascal and will con-
tinuously execute the (statements} UNTIL
the (logical expression is true. When this

structure is used within a program the
(statements) must be executed at least

once before (logical expression is oven
tested.

WHILE (logical exp)

(statements)
ENDWHILE

This structure is very similar to REPEAT
UNTIL and also has a very similar

counterpart In Pascal. Here though, since

the logical test is made before (state-

ments) are executed, if the logical test

fails then the (staiements) will not be
executed at all.

IF (logical exp)

THEM
(statements!

)

ELSE
(5tatements2)

ENDIF

IF (logical expl). (log. exp2). . . (log. expN)
CASE

(statements!)
CASE

(statements?)
CASE

(statementsN)
ELSE

(statements)

ENDIF
This is an extension of tho IF . . THEN

and ON GOTO commands in Basic and
the CASE . . OF command in Pascal.

Structured Basic lakes features from each
and uses them to provide two methods of

using the IF .
. THEN structure

In the first version the sal of (state-

ments) corresponding to the first true
(logical expression will be executed leav-

ing all other (statements! unexecuted. If

none of the (logical expressions is true

then the (statements) after ELSE will be
executed instead. The second version is a

standard implementation as defined in

Pascal.

PROCEDURE (procname) (.paraml)

(,param2) LparamN) (rlocvarl) (.locvarN)

(statements)

FINISH
These commands are used to define a

subroutine within vour program, When
vou call a procedure into use (see belowl
the {statements) within it will be executed

and then program flow will return to the

next program statement after the position

from which the procedure call was made.
When procedures are called, every
(.param) must be provided with a value

otherwise a syntax error will occur.

The (,param)s and the (locvar)s are all

locally declared variables which will not
affect the values of any variables in use

outside of the procedure which use the

same variable name. By giving the proce-

dure a name at (procname). calls to the
procedure can be made by reference to

that name.
This simple change to the method of

calling subroutines improves the
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STRUCTURED BASIC

readability and ease of comprehension of

a program listing immeasurably.

10 PROCEDURE L> I N EOFCHAR, L$ , 1. ; 1

20 : :REPEAT
30 : : ;: PRINT L5;
40 ; : : : 1-1 *1

50 : :UNTU 1-1.

60 : :PR INT

70 FINISH

75 L5-"KRED": L*99i 1-100
60 DO LIS. ."'-",) I

90 PHIMT LS.L, t

[UK

99 100

Program 1

If ihB above lines are typed in as far as
RON then the output you obtain will be as
shown. This demonstrates Iho preserve'

tion of variables since the procedure
LINEOFCHAR uses L$. L and I for passed
parameters and local variables. Note that

the first line of code to be executed was
line 75 since all previous lines were recog-

nised by Structured Basic as being pan of
a separate procedure.

The effect of this mechanism is far

reaching. It allows you lo write programs
with almost complete disregard for
duplication of variable names (accidental

usage of one variable name in two
separate parts of a Basic program must
rank 3s one of the most common bugs
and is perhaps the most difficult to track

downji and it also allows the gireat

advantages of recursive programming to

be put to use.

10 PKOCKUUHE FACTORIAL, A

20 : : I F A

10 :j::THEN DO FACTOR I At., A-l
40 :::::::: C-C*A:
30 ::::ELSE C-l RKH C IS GLOBAL
6-0 : [ENDIF
70 FINISH

Program 2

The most g&otul thing about local

variables is that you are able to load pre-

written procedures from disc into your
program without having to change the

variable names used by it.

Structured Basic automatically loads
from disc any procedure which it does not
already have in memory. This means that

Example 1 could have been written as. just

lines 75 to 90 provided that a tile called

PROC.UNEOFCHAR was stored on the

disc in the system drive (the system drive

is determined by the operator or defaults

to S6.D1).
If this program were run then

Structured Basic would load the proce-
dure from disc, moving Bhe variables
currently in memory up to make room as it

did so. The procedure would then be used
as though it had been there all the time
without any interruption to program
execution other than the disc reading.

This feature can be put to best
advantage by maintaining a library of

) HUN

425 REM THIS PROGRAM DF.HUNfiTKATC S MANY OF TBI
[LI1IB8 OF STRUCTURED BASIC

4*0 Li ST
soo REPEAT
501 [ LET LINE - LIKE 1

505 ! LET COLUMN -
5 06 1 REPF.A1
508 :: LET COLUMN • COLUMN 1

510 : LEI NUMBER - RND (H) • OOO
WO 1 ; DO NJUST.NUMbtR, COLUMN, 10

540 1 UNTIL COLUMN - 3

550 : PBIHt
bOO UNT1! LINE - 10
625 LI ST 650 -
650 REM PROGRAM VRITT8N OP TO HERE ONLT
655 REM REST OF PROGRAM LOADED DURING EXECUTION (CTRL-J CTRL-J

)

H.5 9*5.94 890. 989
556. 7 589. 1 1 685.632
889. a 262.44 450.347
876.0 569.5-2 150.2 8D
6*0.2 230. S9 4). 147
5 71.* 566. 9N 834. IBS
32B.9 6J4. (VI 43-512
6BI .2 5S8.4B 172.920
539-8 9*.

M

903. 492
17*. I 338.40 833.449

*.5o I BM PROGRAM WRITTEN UP TO HERE ONLY
655 REM REST OP PROGRAM LOADED DURING EXECUTION (CTRL-J CTRL-J)

665 PROCEDURE NJU ST, N, NP . fV

670 DO HAKENUH.N.NF
675 UO RJUST. FV3, FW

680 FINISH : REM

690
6 9V
7110

705
710

720 i

725 :

730 :

735 !

740 :

745 :

750
755
760
765
775
7 80
7R5
7 90
7 45
800

PROCEDURE HAKRNUH.N, II

IF NOT LEW (ZEROSS)
IK S THEN FVS - STK

S

ELSE fVJ - " "i ENDIF
IF NP
: THf.M
:> : DO FIHDCIC. FVS."."

THEN 2KRO-S5 - "0O00O000O":
(H + 5 • HI * - (NP * 1)1

IHD ] !

FVS
FVS

HP.P <

FVS •

I. i. I T B

FVS »

NP
LEFTS
(FVS.

ST8S ( 1HT f H > )

: :: : IP P - 0.

P

I II II CASK |
f'V S-

: !! : ! CASK
: CASE

: : : : ENtUF
: ; ELSE
I | I .FVS -

ENDIF
FINISH
PROCEDURE FINDCH. FS. CHS;

I

REPEAT
: : I - I * 1

; IP - { LEN <FS> - I) « (CHS
UNTIL I - LEN (FS> 08 P
FIR I S II | R EM

(ZEROSS, HP
LEK CFV5) -

RICHTS (ZERO:

- 1)

P t NP)
- r>

- MIDS (FS. 1.1)1

810 PROCEDURE RJ11 ST, FS. FU ; 1

815 IF LEN (fS) > FU - I

820 : THRU FS - LEFTS (F5.FW - I)
825 ENDIF
830 IF FW - I - LBN (FS) >

835 THEN
840 :: roR [ I TO FW - 1 - lcm (FS)

til PRINT ' ";

i KEXT
KNDI

F

660 PU INT ¥ }; I F| tNl " "
;

865 F1MSH : REM

Program 3
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STRUCTURED BASIC

procedures on a master disc and simply
writing your program as though your

procedure calls were intrinsic commands.
When (he program is RUN, all required

procedures will be loaded into the

program and the program can be saved
complete.

This is much less time-consuming than

using utilities for merging programs
together, since no renumbering is required

and no interruption to your programming
is inflicted upon you. See Example 3 (or an
example of a program which did this when
I ran it.

DO (procname) (.paraml) (,pBram2)

LparamN)
This Is the main command used to call

a procedure as shown in the above
examples.

USE (procname* (.paraml) (,param2)

(,paremN)
This is the only other command for call-

ing procedures. USE and the rest of the

commands covored hereafter are on a pre-

release of a new version of Structured

Basic due to be released soon.
It has an extension of the disc facilities

of the DO command which, when exited,

will reset the end of the program pointer

back to its position before the procedure

was loaded from disc, thus releasing the

memory that it USEd for any other disc-

based procedures that the program re-

quires during execution

This makes ihe chaining of programs
unnecessary since a main menu program

can download each main routine from disc

as and when required releasing it again

after use.
STORE (procname)

This allows you to STORE any proce-

dure in the program you are writing onto

Ihe disc in the system drive with the

filename PROC. (procname). Vary useful

lor updating your library with debugged or

modified versions of procedures.

LOCATE (procname)
Tells you the line number at which the

procedure (procname) begins. If the (proc-

name) parameter is omitted then a list of

all procedures in your program is

displayed with linenumbers. If (procname)
is not in memory than Structured Basic

will attempt to load if from disc in the

usual way.
LIST (prod), (proc2)

Lists your program from (procl) to

(proe2) inclusive. There are a number of

ways to use this command. Either or both

of the (proc)s can be omited and either of

them may be replaced with a line number.

There are also a number of other little

utility commands built into the system.

The most attractive aspect Of

Structured Basic is its compatibility with

Applesoft and DOS 3.3. which means that

there are no difficult new systems to learn

before you can get your teeth into the

language proper. Indeed Applesoft is still

the main interpreter while Structured

Basic is in operation.

When you have SB active you simply

qppkztip—t Here's a useful routine from oneU of Apple's technical support

people in the States, a WPL program

to send out tormletters. There are

two variables to put Into the form-

letter, (address) and (flrstname). The
rest is totally tutorial.

START rSX I

NY
kd
PPft ?hit file La uaad to print sinale »h««t docuacnt
PIN or ar»»«Iop*a - Continue (Y/M)T -SA

?CB /SA/H/
PCO QOIT
PCS /$A/n/
PCO QUIT
P»R
PIN Uae which nln document (I.*. *n rialat t«r > ? -SB

PPB
PIH Us* which addren list (I.e. oallMat )? -5C

PPR
PIN Uae a particular address (Y/N)? -5*

PCS /SA/Y/
PCO AODB
PCS /4A/y/
PCO AODB

use the Applesoft editor in the normal

way. typing in your new commands with-

out any additional "quotes" or
ampersands or any other annoying varia-

tions.

Structured Basic tokenises your new
commands in the normal way, lists them
back again whan the program is listed and

executes them whan the program is run.

This means that the whole system is com-
pletely transparent to the user.

As a guideline to the learning time for

Structured Basic I was using it in anger

within 45 minutes of opening my first

disc, which Included time to flick through

the manual. If you have been able to un-

derstand this article easily then I am sure

you will be able to get the package up and

running in the same time.

Schools and colleges should jump at

the opportunity to teach structured

programming without the hassle and

expense of Pascal. It is only necessary to

give the students a disc and a manual
each and they should almost teach
themselves, building upon what they

already know about Applesoft.

Use of the package should also help

software houses cut development time

significantly and end up with a user

friendly product which can be easily

maintained and improved. I understand

that nun time licences will be offered at

about CIO per user which compares with

C 1 49 which has to be spent on the Pascal

language system (excluding the RAM
board) by anyone using a program written

in Pascal or Fortran.

I am a firm believer in the "art" ol

structured programming and have always
despaired of the complexities of doing this

with a language like Basic. I also feel that

schools should not teach students Basic

as a first language without also giving

them a good understanding ol structuring

techniques. Perhaps in Structured Basic

we have a new definition of the language

which will set standards for implementa-

tions of BasiG on other machines.
Since I received my first copy of

Structured Basic I have used it intensively

and have done very little work in

Applesoft without it being resident. I

found a number of bugs in the first version

which were a little irritating, such as
Structured Basic itself becoming dis-

connected from the system when calling

certain large procedures off disc, and

STORE writing procedures to the last

accessed drive instead of the system disc.

But many of these were cleared up by
Island Computers within a few days of my
notifying them.

The new version of Structured Basic,

which will include a targe reference

manual, a fully documented library of pro-

cedures (some of my own included) and a
number of demonstration programs, will

retail at around £90 which compares
favourably with Apple Pascal. Apple

Fortran, Apple Logo and Apple Pilot. af
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COMPUTECH for floppkz
Authorised dealer, service centre and

system consultancy

SPECIALISTS IN SELECTING THE RIGHT SYSTEM AND
THE ftlGHT SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLICATION

DON'T DELAY

CONTACT COMPUTECH
FOR APPLE II AND APPLE /// SYSTEMS

AND
COMPUTECH FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGES

Payroll

Invoicing and Stock Recording
Sales. Purchases and General Ledgers

£375
£295

each E295

PLUS

£20

£45

£30

from £130

COMPUTECH UTILITIES DISK
for reliable error checking copying, diskette scan, interpret and patch, etc.

COMPUTECH CHAIN MAIL
a mailing merging document processor which may be used with text files,

including random files and Applewriter 1.1 binary files.

COMPUTECH GRAPHICS DISK
for printing Apple pictures and graphs on Epson and Microline (free with

printers purchased from Computech).

COMPUTECH TERMINAL UTILITIES
Apple to Apple or Apple to Mainframe.

ALSO
Visicalc, Applewriter and other Apple Software (Prices on request)

COMPUTECH HARDWARE
DIPLOMAT Video Digitiser - store a frame from a video camera in a fiftieth of a second, process

and print images. *- 195

DIPLOMAT Parallel Interface £80

£85DIPLOMAT High Speed Serial Communications Interlace

DIPLOMAT RAM 16 Memory Expansion

DIPLOMAT Clock/Calendar

Lower Case Character Generators including Applewriter enhancements

MICROMUX Data Exchange (Max 16 Ports)

MAXTRIX Printers, Microline and Epson with graphics and up to 200 CpS

Microline Optional Character Generators

DAISY WHEEL Printers, Olympia, Qume. Ricoh, etc.

£95

£80

£50

from £850

from £230

£15

from under £1000

Prices exclude VAT, Carriage and Packing. Trade enquiries welcome.

FOR FULL DETAILS PHONE FOR COMPUTECHS PRODUCTS AND PRICES PACK
AND A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Apple National Accounts Dealer

We provide quality service and support to small businesses and to major national and inte«national organizations

and government departments

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168. F.nchley Road, London NW3 6HP. Tel: 01-7S4 0202
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IT is difficult 10 ignore the name of the
author of a software package when it is as
well known as that of Paul Lutus. This in

turn leads to a sense of anticipation, for he
is the author of such pace making
packages as the original Applewriter — a
simple though amazingly versatile word
processing program at a budget price, and
Apple World, a 3D graphics package that
brought to the microcomputer the
facilities for the creation and display of

three dimensional images that had pre-
viously been available only on mainframes
or minis with graphics terminals. This
again was sold at a very low price and is

still available.

Theso are only two examples from his

prolific output of high qualify software
tools, which includes versatile assemblers
as well as animation packages for games
designers. However the microcomputer
software market place is maturing fast

and products have to offer more and
better features at a reasonable price to

compete. Paul Lutus has shown himself to

be more- ihan capable of keeping up with
the pace of change. Applewriter II. for

example, though costing twice as much as
the original, is such a powerful and
versatile word processor thai it can com-
pete with products that cost many times
its price and includes its own word
processing language to allow users to

build in any facilities that may hove been
left out.

So what has all this got to do with
GraForth? Well it means that we should

expect a very well designed piece of

software that offers a new and higher

level of performance lor its price, it should
be superbly documented and it should
achieve its objectives with a minimum of
fuss-

GraForth certainly lives up to Insoft's

Fig J
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Putting the cart
before the horse

By ROBERT BARR,
University of Manchester

claims (see panel) and should not
disappoint anyone looking for ALL these
capabilities - but there lies the rub. Few
users are likely to want the entire
package, and most of the individual cap
abilities of GraForth are available
elsewhere.

Two dimensional graphics arc largely

conventional, though a FILL command
allows rectangles to be filled with colour.
Turtlegrophics are provided and the
Squiral (Fig. 1) was plotted using the

command bolow it. As in the LOGO
language shapes can be defined as Forth
words and Ihen used in further com-
mands. However all commands in Forth

use Reverse Polish or Postfix notation
which will be familiar to users of Hewlett
Packard calculators or to Forth
afficionados. Though

I do not find this

notation particularly difficult to use I have
always had an aversion (or it as it seems
to put the cart of machine efficiency
before the horse of programmer
convenience.

The very presence of this notation is

likely to dissuade users from using
GraForth as a LOGO substitute with
young children. While mentioning the

The publishers, Insolt, claim thai:

GraForth is an embodiment of the
Forth language for use on 48k Apple II

systems having at least one disc d/ive.

GraForth IJ is a fully compiled
language. No code interpretation is re-

quired while a program is running. This

makes GraForth II faster than Basic.
Pascal or most other Forth verswns
presently available. Because GraForth
II is principally intended for education
and game applications, it. uses an in-

teger arithmetic system. Included in

the GraForth II system are a three-
dimensional color graphics capability,

text displays of any sue and color, and
music features.

GraForth /I is an excellent medium
for instruction in Forth. Although fully

compiled. GraForth II allows
immediate-mode" entries to the key-

board for experimentation and training.

Error messages are provided during

program compilation and running. The
GraForth II compiler is very easy to
use. Keyboard entries to GraForth II

are compiled immediately then
executed, so rhat the user doesn't need
to be aware of the compiler. Program
source files may be read from disc or
memory. A text editor is provided for

program development- There are three

principal Jevefs for communicating with
GraForth II. The first is simply typing at
the keyboard directly into GraForth If.

The second is to use the provided text

editor. Finally, for large pro/ectsr a
word processor such as Applewriter

any text editor that creates text

filesl may be used. Because GraForth II

is completely modular, software
routines may be developed, tested,

then inserted as needed into other
programs. GraForth II also allows the

use of long English identifying labels
{rather than numbers) so that program

documentation and maintenance are
made easy

Here is a list ol the principal features
ol GfaForth It:

I Fully compiled into 6502 machine
language for maximum speed.
2. Draws three- dimensional colour
images at high speed, for animation
effects.

3. Displays lowercase text in any sire
and colour. Text and graphics may be
mixed without limitation. The GraForth
II system includes applications
programs for the creation of 3D colour.

The GraForth If system is designed
with human beings in mind. The
language prefers words to numbers,
and permits experimentation at the
keyboard tun/ike Pascal/ for speedy
program development GraForth II has
features not available in any other
Apple II language at any price. It costs

£50,
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GRAFORTH

characteristics of Forth I should add that

neither this nor the companion product

TransForth are standard implementations
of the Forth language as recognised by

the Forth interest group.
The character graphics available with

GraForth allow the use of user defined

character sets and btockmode character

display (combining a number of user

•musical editor with simitar capabilities to

the one in this package. One unusual

characteristic of the alternative character

d •

: ' &
& © &
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Fig 2

defined characters to produce a picture).

Figure 2 shows- faces, helicopters and the

Insoft logo produced in this way.
Character plotting is a good way of

achieving powerful animation effects, but

again these facilities are available
elsewhere. The Applesoft Toolkit, a much
underrated package which provides a full

assembler, some Basic programming
utilities and a character editor, matches
many of GraForth's character graphics

capabilities at a very reasonable price.

Apple Pilot, a really powerful imple-

mentation of an accepted educational

language, also provides many of (he two
dimensional and character graphics

capabilities of GraForth as well as a

.

Ready PR I PIT.SCREEN

Ready
PRkNT.SCREEW
ReadM
PRINT -SCR
EEW

Fig 3

sets used in this package is the option to

change the size of lettering, though this

facility soon outstrips the limitations of

the screen (Fig. 3K Again this facility is un-

usual, but not unique.

The three dimensional graphics are the

usual wire frame style images with no
hidden line removal, and the facilities in

GraForth compare broadly with those in

Apple World. Images can be edited line by

line and then displayed, they can be
rotated around any of three axes and
mowed along those axes as well as being

seeled. The house (Fig. 4) illustrates those
properties, but also shows the limitations

of the wire frame technique Paul Lulus
again provides a program for rotating a
profile to produce a solid object and
illustrates this with his chalice (Fig. 5).

A music facility is better suited to

sound effects than anything truly musical,

and in addition to the usual ability to play

a note ol a given pitch for a given duration
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a voice can be selected to simulate the

buildup and fading of a note when played

on an instrument such as a piano.

The user manual provided with

GraForth is outstanding, it is ewon more
readable and contains more detailed infor-

mation than the present generation of

Apple manuals. That is high praise'

I believe that GraForth is an outstand-
ing product, but one with no very obvious

market. It is very fairly priced being
advertised at between £50 and C65. But

before you rush out and buy it you must
consider whether you need all its facilities.

I would recommond educational users to

Fig 4
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Fig 5

look very closely a* Pilot before consider-

ing GraForth, because it is a very powerful
tutoring system designed for the develop-
ment of teaching materials and has
particular strengths in text display and in

dealing with textual responses and it is

widely used in education in America. The
hobbyist might do better with the
Applesoft Toolkit or Apple World, both of

which impose far less learning overhead.
The professional games developer is

probably fixed up already, though he may
well be interested, and Irvsoft claim to
charge no licence fee and a.re clearly very
interested in selling good software - but
how many packages will that sell?

The largest potential market *must lie

with the more sophisticated and advanced
hobbyist. GraForth will provide him with
many months of challenging and enjoy-
able work.

First he will have to learn to think

backwards to deal with the notation, but if

his previous experience has been only in

Basic he will bo impressed by the wealth

of control structures and the ability to
define and use new words - a require-

ment of any serious language. He will

soon be writing games programs that

match much of the commercially available

software and deriving great satisfaction

from ihem.^



LISA . . now -the
future can begin!

LISA has arrived. And it's the biggest
breakthrough in microcomputing since

the first hand-built Apple emerged
from a California garage in 1976.

That pioneering machine was (he
blueprint from which all the hundreds of
different micros produced since then have
been based.

But now there's Lisa, so revolutionary a

concept that it's no exaggeration to say

that the future of personal computing has
only just begun,

The result of the many millions of

dollars and hundreds of man veers that

Apple has been devoting to rosea rch and
development is a giant leap forward in

making computers far more human.
Lisa is the friendliest micro ever. The

average non-user needs only 20 minutes
to understand how to get it busily under
way doing all the routine office tasks like

writing reports, carrying out financial plan-
ning, scheduling projects, drawing graphs.
And whon the boss is ready to go home

it takes It upon itself - without human
Intervention - to tidy up and put every-
thing it has been working on neatly back
into its respective Tiles until work starts
again the next day.

The secret of Lisa lies- not so much in

its processing power but in its

phenomenal 2mbyte operating system -

which is 200 times larger than the Apple
lis.

Not so much its appearance - it's smart

and well-designed, but in no way radical

in shape - but the magic it can conjure up
on its screen.

That screen is the electronic equivalent
of an office desktop. As in a well-managed
office, at the start of the day It is neat and
tidy.

The calculator is vital in the office and It

should always be at hand. So it is with

By
DEREK MEAKIN

and
PETER BRAMELD

Lisa. Its there on the left, ready to use at

anv lime, just below the digital clock and
calendar.

On the right is a clipboard, on which
you can temporarily store anything you
are working on. There's also a filing

cabinet, in which are folders containing all

(he jobs you may need to work on.
And at the bottom is a waste basket,

where you can throw things away when
you no longor need them.

Every need can be accessed by point-
ing to a little picture symbol on the screen.

You do this by using a "mouse" - a square
block of plastic that sits on your real desk
alongside Lisa. By sliding it in any direc-

tion a tiny arrow moves around the
screen

.

Say you want to start a new job. Go to
the filing cabinet and you find that in addi-

tion to various lolders it contains packs of

paper - graph paper, ruled paper, plain
paper. Tear off the sheet you need, and
get the job under way.

As your day's work progresses you are

quite likely to find that your desk is getting
rather cluttered. A spreadsheet of financial

accounts is partly obscuring your ever-
present calculator. Alongside that is part

of a mailing (ist. or a letter that you
haven't quite finished.

As i n a normal office, you might have to

break off a job to do something that has
suddenly become more urgent. That's no
problem with Lisa. You don't have to put

your present job away, find another
program disc, boot it . . ,

In fact the word program no longer
exists as far as Lisa is concerned. Apple
researchers say thai one of the problems
of introducing a computer into the office

environment is the language used to
describe the different functions. The
average office worker, they say, does not
understand computer buzzwords. So
programs are now simply called "office
tools".

The six principal built-in applications
are LisaProject (for scheduling jobs).

LisaCalc (for financial planning without
the complicated coding required by con-
ventional spreadsheets like Visicalc),
LisaWrtte (for preparing reports and
correspondence). LisaUst (information
management), LisaGraph (for creating

business graphics) and LisaOraw (for sott-

ing up presentations).

Apple say that using Lisa it is as easy to

work with pictures as with words. Com-
plicated drawings can be produced with a
wi<ie choice of shadings. Six typestyles
can be used for text, in any size you want,
and displayed in shadow, outline, italic.

bold or underlined.
When you are drawing you can make a

ruler materialise alongside the edges of

the paper, so you know exactly where
your work will be positioned.

Using just the mouse and the keyboard
you can design a company letterhead,
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LISA
• 16 bit machine using the

Motorola 68000 processor.
• 1 mbyte RAM (two fmbyte

boards).
• 32k bit-mapped screen dis-

play.

• Two built-in double sided,
double density 5^in disc
drives (861k each).

• Built in black and white
monitor.

• Mouse pointing device for

cursor control.
• Two RS232 serial ports.

• One parallel port.

• Three interface slots.

• 5mbyte Profile hard disc used
for operating system soft-

ware and user data con-
nected via parallel port.

• 2mbyte software - b ase d
oporating system incorporat-

ing scheduling, financial
planning, information man-
agement, report and cor-
respondence writing, busi-
ness graphics and drawing
capabilities (can switch
between functions at will).

• Convection cooled.
• Package includes sophisti-

cated printer capable of
producing mixed graphics
and text copy

complete with logo, typo in your letter,

add your signature and send it lo Ihe

printer. Making sure, ol course, that you

store (he letterhead and signature in your
tiling cabinet toi instant use in the future.

Even using the keyboard provided for

the UK market you can type letters in

other languages, using correctly accented
characters. The daisywheel printer that

comes with Lisa has a 1 30-character
wheel - the largest currently in produc-

tion - so it can easily cope with the

additional characters.

As Lisa is designed for business use it

does not hove any colour facility. A black

and white monitor and two double-sided
disc drives, each with a capacity ot 861k,
are built in. Also incorporated into the
system is the Profile hard disc drive

already used with the Apple I II. This stores

the operating system, which is 2mbytes in

size, along with user data.

The keyboard is typist quality with a
soparaie numeric keypad. It has full cursor

control keys with auto repeat facility and
is detachable from the main computet
cabinet, enabling it to be positioned at the

user's convenience
Lisa is a 16-bit computer using the

Motorola 68000 processor It has 1 mbyte
of RAM. which is shared between the

operating system and the user in a similar

manner to Apple III. There any similarity

biMwifen this and any other Apple product

ends.
The I mbyte of RAM is divided between

two mother boards, resulting in a modular
construction which improves reliability
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and leads to easy servicing. Convection
cooling is used. Clover design of ventila-

tion renders a Ian unnecessary.
On board I/O facilities include iwo

RS232 ports and one parallel port. How-
ever Ihe Profile utilises the parallel pod
end the printer require ;i card to be
placed in one of the three I/O slots.

As Lisa cards offer multi-port facilities

tho provision of only three slots is not a

limitation.

Those greedy lor more memory are
doomed to be disappointed. At 1 mbyte,

Lisa's memory is fully expanded.
Your view into the world of Lisa is

through a 32k bit-map screen display

This gives a mixed text and graphics
facility which has to be seen to be
believed.

The standard green, amber or black

display of most micros has no place here.

If you are writing a letter the area of the

screen which represents the piece of
paper on which the letter is being written

is while and the prim is black, Just SI it

you were using a typewriter.

This rather simple description hardly

does it justice. You can almost feel the

texture and quality ot the paper.

The LisaCalc display looks just like a

real life accounts schedule. Because the

display Is bit-mapped, resolution cakes on
an entirely now moaning,
Any item on the screen may be

changed in size or position, and a mul-
titude of items may be displayed simul-

taneously. This feature has particular

significance when you remember that

what you see on the screen Is exactly

what you gel on the printer. Hard copy for

once means just what is says.

One revolutionary feature ot the Lisa
concept is that the use ot the keyboard is

minimal, except for purposes like word
processing end the entering of original

data you want Lisa to work with.
For up to 80 per cent of your work with

Lisa you don't use the keyboard - you use
the mouse. It's about the size of a packet
of paper clips. Place your hand on it and
move it in any direction you want over the
surface ol your desk.

movement controls an arrow on
Lisa's screen which is usod to seloct or

carry out the operations currently in hand
from a variety of options.
When the arrow rests over the required

area of the screen a single button on the
top of the mouse is pressed, instructing

Lisa to carry out the command of your
choice, If it requires turther clarification it

will politely ask you.

And if you do happen to make a mis
take at any stage you won't see any of the

familiar SYNTAX ERRORS or Applesoft
prompts on the screen. Instead Lisa has a
variety of symbols available to alert you to

the problem - and tell you what lo do.

Lisa can still be used as a normal com-
puter. In so far as you can program it

yourself, and languages available when
the machine is launched in the summer
will be Pascal. Basic and Cobol. System
monitor and assembler are also in-

corporated. But there is no CP/M or MP M
capability Plans are also being made for



Apple lie

64k RAM as standard
(language card nol required)

expandable to 128k.
Improved typewriter quality

keyboard incorporating full

cursor control, auto repeat
and programmable function
keys.
True upper/lower case display

<40 columns) with lockable

shift key. (SO columns
available with lower cost,

simplified 80 column card.)

Colour system now to
European PAL standard
(colour card not needed).
Larger ROM-based operating
System incorporating self

test routine and keyboard
initiated) cold boot.

Ten times improvement in re-

liability.

Easier servicing (active com-
ponents reduced from 127
to 41).
Improved ventilation and
cooling.

Case screened against radio

and TV interference.

The enhanced Apple He

the Apple III and HI to be linked 10 Lisa on
an office nolwork.

Floppy disc access time is said lo be up

lo eight limes faster then provious Apple

floppy drives. Howevor. while it is child's

play to switch from one application to

another, movemoni between some ol the

modules on the machine we used for the

Windfall tost seemed to be slow com-

pared to the rapid manipulaiion of data

onco it was on the screen

However we wore told this was only

because of the heavy debugging and fault

tracing equipment temporarily connected

to the pre-release machine
The original Apple II was the product of

two man-years ol development. The Apple

III required 25 man-years. And in Lisa

Apple has invested a staggering 200 man-

years of development lime.

The result is a significant breakthrough

in revolutionising the office environment

and making advanced computer
technology available to the individual.

Lisa is very clearly pointing the way to

the office of the future. And while it does a

lot today that could nevor be done before,

it will be doing much, much more
tomorrow.

Software houses in Britain and the US
are already hard at work planning to

expand Lisa's capabilities in even more
exciting ways. While Lisa already copes

admirably with routine office tasks, new
gnd highly specialised applications areas

are now being developed, providing com-
panies with even more advanced tools to

be accessed by that remarkable mouse.W

II a new life

for an old Apple
TH E five year old Apple 1 1 . which ha s been

breaking new sales records every month
despite taunts by jealous rivals that it was

ll
ng obsolete - has been given a kiss of

life with the arrival of the enhanced Apple

With on improved keyboard, true upper

and lower case screen display. 64k RAM
and a built-in European colour system ii

makes a worthy flag-carrie* to ensure thai

the Apple II family, with its vast range of

add-ons and software, will survive well

into the "80s.
Easily the best-selling home and

business computer in Ihe world, with well

over half a million in use. the Apple II led

the way in expandability More than 60
companies now produce hardware attach-

ments, and an incredible 15.000 applica-

tions programs havo been developed for

(he system.
With tho He Apple have both improved

the technology thai goes into the machine
and lowered the cost of manufacture -

factors that will ensure demand is main-

tained for many years to come.
The mosl apparent - and most impres-

sive -- change is the new keyboard. This is

of typewrite! quality with regard to the

spacing and pitch ol the sculptured keys

and conforms to ISO standards.

The actual size of the characters

Identifying each key is very small and
offset lo the upper left hand corner. This

reduction in quality in the clarity of key

marking would certainly not be welcomed

by a short-sighted, one-finger occasional

user, but is unlikely to trouble the average

typist
Full cursor control »s available without

the use of tho ESC key- As with the Apple

III. there ate two programmable lunction

keys, and TAB and DELETE can also be
used as function keys. The keyboard is

able to emulate the use ol the paddles.

There is a duplicate paddle socket on
the rear of the machine which has a

standard 0B9 connector, as well as inter-

nal paddle socket identical to that used in

the old Apple II.

A cold boot - the equivalent of

switching the machine off and on again -
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can be effected by pressing three keys
simultaneously. This saves wear and (ear

on the on/off switch (although this has
also been strengthened) and Is par-
ticularly useful whan working with copy-
protected software.

The on-board ROM has been increased
from 1 to 1 6k It now incorporates a sell

lest routine which is activated in similar

manner lo the cold boot by the simul-
taneous pressing of three keys.

Only RAM is tested, and if a fault is

found the user is instructed to "contact
your dealer". Well, some help is better
than none at all, and there's no doubt your
dealer will he- pleased to see you.

The size and complexity of the mother
board has been considerably reduced. It

can easily bo removed through the top of
the machine, and the number of active
components has been reduced from 12 7
to 41.

The 1 28 character keyboard has a
standard European layout and is com-
pletely different from the one designed for

the American lie. There are now two
character sets incorporated, one with a €
sign and the other with a hash sign, and
the appropriate one is selected by means
of a small switch under the machine.
There are 2 1 keyboard variations for

different Europoan countries, available by
purchasing the appropriate character
generator chip.

The built-in colour system is now PAL
standard, allowing the computer to
provide colour on a normal PAL colour
monitor, as well as on- a domestic colour
TV via a modulator (not supplied!. The
colour performance is said to bo superior

to that achieved with present colour
cards.

The current consumption of the mother
board has been considerably reduced and
the power pack has been uprated These
two features, along with improved ventila-

tion, means that the machine is much less
prone to overheating. The Apple He »s

claimed to be 10 times more reliable than
its predecessor.

A 64k memory is now standard, and
this is achieved with only eight ROM
chips. This makes a language card
redundant, and Pascal and Integer can be
run without hardware add-ons.

There are the usual seven interface

slots. Adjacent to them Is a red light to
remind you that the power is on. It is a
pity that removal of the lid does not
automatically switch off the power. It is

still all too easy to remove arv interface
card without remembering to first switch
off - a traumatic experience which a card
seldom survives.

The case is now fully screened to pre-
vent radio and TV interference. The cable
slots at the rear havo boon replaced by a
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metal plate with pull-out panels on which
interface sockets can be rigidly mounted.

While it is good that the screen now
shows true upper and lower case, it is dis-

appointing to find that an 80-column
display does not come as standard

The new machine is still restricted to a
40 column display. However the mother
board now has a large slot right in the

middle intended for a very simplified 80
column card which is expected to cost

about half the price of cards currently In

use on the Apple II.

The simplified 80 column card contains
Ik RAM and several other chips. All the

rest of the firmware required is already in

ROM. The same slot can also be used for

a combined 80 column and memory
expansion card which will give an 80
column display combined with 127k
capacity.

The lie is aimed firmly at the business
market and the documentation provided
reflects this. Only one Simple tutorial

manual, profusely illustrated in colour,

comes with the machine, although more
technical material is available at extra

cost.

Two discs are included, The system
master is similar to the one used on the

Apple II, but it boots and loads Integer In

A key to
people's

three seconds instead of 10. There is also
an excellont tutorial disc which, with the
aid of impressive graphics, shows the way
around the keyboard and various other
features.

The lie uses the same disc operating
system as the Apple II. and it appears
there are no immediate plans to uprate
the disc storage facility in any way. The
now Duofile and Unifile disc drives for the
Apple III. reported in detail in last months
Windfall, are not compatible.

However software compatability is said
to be very good. Out of 300 Apple II

programs tested, 95 per cent worked nor-
mally. The other five per cent will require
some modification.

Specially designed software already
available includes Applewritor lie and a
version of Apple Ill's highly acclaimed
Quickfilo Other software which will fully

exploit this much-Improved machine is

currently being developed.
The Apple Me has its limitations, tacking

a real-time clock, built-in 80 column
facility, or any improvement in disc
storage, although those could well form
the basis for future revisions.
What it doos do is provide an up-to-

date version of that basic Apple ingredient
- reliability. #

open
minds..

APPLE led the hardware revolution ol the
late '70s. Now, with Lisa, it is pioneering
again -spearheading the software revolu-
tion of the '80s.

Lisa is designed as a completely new
kind of personal computer, intended for

the millions of managers, administrators.
secretaries and professionals in medium
to large organisations worldwide.

Apple forecast they are moving into an
untapped market for the personal com-
puter, aimed at the individual who dally

creates, transfers, analyses and stores in-

formation in all its forms - text, numeric
and graphic.

Today's micros require their users to

familiarise themselves with computer
techniques and adapt to the one -task-et-

a-time limitations of the machine, Lisa In-

tends to change all that - to accom-
modate to the way people deal with
typical tasks and manipulate various
forms of information.

While Apple III is an evolutionary ver-

sion of the Apple II, Lisa is revolutionary -

the first genuine personal office system.

As Apple UK's managing director

Peter Cobb puts it: We have been
redefining the marketplace Many
business people still think of the personal
computer as something to play Space In-

vaders on. We want to change that
attitude

'This is where Lisa comes in. because
it makes personal computing so much
easier. It is the key that will open people's
minds as to what computers can really

do."
Sales and marketing director Keith Hall

said: "We want the office worker to reach
for Lisa just as easily as he now reaches
for his calculator or his telephone. It gives
us a tremendous opportunity to develop a
completely new market

"

And Brian Reynolds, who will be
responsible for Lisa sales in the UK.
added: 'This heralds the second wave of
micros - a wave that will make personal
computing understandable to millions of
people.

"We can only do this by creating a
system that is incredibly easy to use - in

many ways to work as a human works.
That is what Lisa does, fj
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SNAPSHOT
NOT just another Apple bit copier

SNAPSHOT removes copy protection, and copies most
programs that no bit copier can touch - including the bit

copiers themselves!

Got the back-up blues? Is Locksmith letting you down? You need SNAPSHOT!
SNAPSHOT will copy any memory-resident program that runs on a 48K Apple II.

For example, SNAPSHOT will copy any bit copier now sold, in less time than it

takes you to read this paragraph. SNAPSHOT is a peripheral card that uses
your language card" to interrupt a running program and dump the entire contents

of 48K and registers to an unprotected, copyable backup disc.

Unlike bit copiers, SNAPSHOT requires no complex parameter changes or

trial-and-error tedium. SNAPSHOT is also ideal for debugging your own programs
or analysing others' programs. And SNAPSHOT can be used to suspend your

work with one program while you use another program. For example, you could

interrupt word-processing a letter to look up an address in a database, then

resume processing the letter exactly where you left off. Shooting down space
invaders and the phone rings? Interrupt your game until later, or tomorrow! Save
your high scores! Freeze-frame your game, print the graphics on your Epson, and
resume play!

- Repeatedly interrupt and resume any program
- Faster and far easier to use than any bit copier
- Full monitor capabilities to examine, modify, trace, single-step or disassemble
any interrupted program, or print graphics on Epson printer

Copies protected programs from 13-sector to 16-sector discs
- List "unlistable" Basic programs; Make custom modifications

- Suspend work with any program; resume where you left off

- Move protected programs to hard disc or 8" disc as normal files

- Full normal use of your other hardware and software; never
open the Apple's lid

- Backups run without SNAPSHOT present; most run without 16K card

And there's morel Write or ring for complete technical information.

PRICE: £95.00
from your local dealer or Dark Star Systems

Terms. Payment with order. Add '5% VAT P&P included. VlSA/Barclaycardi and Am Ex accepted. Dealer

enquiries invited. Foreign; No VAT, Add £2 postage to Europe, £7 elsewhere.

* One drive and Language Card/16K card required. Works with most popular cards, including Apple. Microsoft.

Ramex, Digllek. MPC. RH Electronics. Orange. Franklin, etc. Olhor brands: specify when ordering.

A*rk#At2d"

54 Robin Hood Way, Green.ord, Middlesex. UB6 7GNP
Telephone: 01-900 0104
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PASCAL POINTERS

By J. P. LEWIS

ALTHOUGH nnosi Apple users are l>v now
familiar with Iho ONERR GOTO and POKE
216.0 instructions thai help in the design
ot crashproof Applesoti prog/am
corresponding Pascal techniques have nol

yel been in the limelight. The program
given bolow is an example of what can be
clone. The main task is to open a file. As a

further chore the program then copies the

file to the printer. (Note that this pan has
not been mode crashproof.)

To help you Nap errors. Pascal his a

'compiler option" facility which allows
you to tell H»e compiler how to behave. In

the program the lines <*Sl-") and (•$!-. *)

send messages lo the compiler to switch
off 1-) and then switch back on {-) the

normal I/O erior code generator.
As a result the program will not crash if

you lell ii to do some illegal I/O operation

as it passes through the code between the

(•$!-•) and the (•$!+*): instead, it will try

Opening files

in Pascal
to do what it is told, and then return a

value In a variable called IORESULT to in-

dicate what happened. The IORESULT
will bo zero for a legal I/O operation, and
non-zero otherwise {The normal error
values are given on page 133 of the

language reference manual.) It is up to

you to make suro that your program can
interpret and handle the IORESULT in a
suitable way.

Having ensured that the attempt to

.mnol cause ;i program
tali Hi. next step is to give the operator

a second (third ,) chance. The neatest
way of doing this is to moke the routine
for opening the filo a Boolean function
lhai becomes true tt ihe file was opened
sately ,iihI is false If something went
wrong. If you do this, your calling program

v needs to REPEAT absolutely
nothing whatsoever until the file-opening
function becomes TRUE.

-
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comment . .

.

AS every good Applesoft programmer
knows, you can speed up Applesoft
programs by amoving all RtMs. Con
versaly, as every good Pascal pro
yrammgr knowr, there is absolutely no
point whatsoever in removing comma

M

lines from Pascal programs because the
text is totally redundant once the compiler

Bd its job.

Here. then, is a program which will

remove all comments and blank lines from
a Pascal program. There is. in (act a good
reason for using it. though you may not
discovei it until, like me. you become in-

volved with modifying a program which Is

extremely well commented and 200
pages long - this wasn't from an Apple by
the way

if vou do get handed such a task, you
will find that all those wonderful helpful

comments waste a huge amount ol com
piler time purely because the compiler has
10 read its way through them. Further
more, if you decide to have tho whole
program in memory while editing it, the
time taken by a simple search-and-replace
becomes enormous

This comment-stripper program,
although it uses a slightly complicated
method, is almost self-explanatory. The
input filo is read one character at a tlm.4.
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PASCAL POINTERS

with a one character delay between read-

ing and copying 10 the output buffer.

Since the instruction lo read is READ
rather than READLN It is necessary to

check 'or the end of each lino, and insert

an end-of-line token (chosen arbitrarily u
chr (2)) into the output buffer. Because ol

the one character delay, it is easy to check
for start-oi-comment '(•', then read

characters until the pair of ond-of-
commertt markers "*}' appears; following

which, it is necessary to- read two more

characters to go past the end-of-
comment.

The line is then written one character at

a time (up to. but excluding the end-of-

lino markor) to the output file. However, if

the first non-space character in the lino is

the end-of-line token, the line is blank, and
is not written.

Limitations: The program does no
error-chmikim] on I/O, and assumes that n

line of your toxt-file contains no more thon
254 characters.

proqram »trtp| wr

i

telntnut * i 1 r)

ndj
NrWl Ihlt:ch^r : bl ankl ine
thi srhar . I BStChar : ch.tr ; end;
i rt • Char :

1 iHF : irt ., C0..254J c procedure gatne.-! trhar ( var* whichchar;char) j

|ln»l« beg n
i* not (eoln < i r,4 i l ^ 1 1 then

procedure openf i Ins; Iddnf 11 e, wh ichcb
- else bpai n

• i [enamei itringl readlntinf i le> j

been n whirhcharr=NEWLi
paaetont pi end
NritvCriU to be re« end :

read J nUi len^" procedure l:i 1 1 comment ;

reset (tn*il«,f 1 lename)

:

begin
wriloln; repeat
wr

i
1 e to wr i trj 1 1_. '

"
»

:
1 a stchar :=thi ichar;

rc^dl n < i 1 snail qetnextchar (thisch.ir >
;

r e*#r i telout Flic, f 1 lename) until (Uotchar-Tf and (thisch.i*
end: end;

pro ''i Hiii i begi n
vjr NFMLINEs-chr (2)

:

counl : 1 < toger ; bl mnh 1 i ne:
bagin openf i :

for i to 234 do getnei' tchar f lactchar}

;

I in»Ccoun1 : repeat
1 i nel enq thl getnentchar (thlschar > ;

encf

:

if da»tchar = ' r > ,mcj (thlachai •

then begin
)

procedure put) "*:
i i ] i < omnwnt

;

var ' rie>itchar (I astchar ';

count : in teq*?r ; getne;ft char <t hiachar t

begin end:
COn Llneleng linel«ngth*i?
repeat

1 i net 1 inelena' stchar;
c oun t : * • i ii (last -•

1 > then
until 1 1 ineCcou'i 1

' » ; put 1 i nc?;

if <1 inelcount J-NEWLINE ' then \9&\ ) in schar
< Sdo npthi nql )

. | (.:.o« Ii ni
el se» beq i n

I l< * 1 1 n) ;

for COUrll :
"

1 to 1 i n«rl «?nqth- 1 do
«n tef out f i le, 1 l ne [count J »

;

«
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WOODLAND SOFTWAIt£

Specialists in Micro Games
Present their top ten recommendations

WIZARDRY £31.05
The very best m fantasy role-playing games. Hundreds ol

monsters and ilemi, A mos-ftive 3-D maw. Fifty spells. A
true thinking person's game that has captured the interest of

tens of thousands of players. Multiplayer tor ages 10 to

adult.

KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS C24.16
The second scenario in the Wizardry series (the third

scenario - Legacy of Uylgamyn available soon I). New
monsters and yet more items. Requires developed
characters of I3ihi level ot higher from the Proving Grounds
of the firs! scenario. Multiplayer for ages 10 to adult.

ULTIMA II £37.89
Hi-res colour role-playing fantasy game from the Middle
ages lo beyond space. Huge universe with a time travel

option. Follow up to Ultima by Lord British. Solo play for

ages 10 to adult.

GUADALCANAL CAMPAIGN £42.48
A superb wargBme that is only 284 turns long IN Even/ UN
and USN warship that participated in the campaign is rated

for speed, damage, tonpedos. guns elc. etc. Three short

scenarios also included. 1 or 2 player ages 12 to adult.

BOMB ALLEY £42.49
Simply the most realistic simulation of the Summer
campaign in (ho Mediterranean 1942. Loaving out tho

aircraft there are over 300 ships, each rated for the number
of guns, secondary guns, torpedo tubes, speed, etc. etc.

Uses the same play system as in Guadalcanal Campaign but
is only 164 turns long 1 1 1 or 2 player ages 12 to adult

GALACTIC ADVENTURES £42.49
An SF role-playing game. You start off in the space port of

a strange planet. From the streets you gain combat
experience, cash and advanced skills while recruiting

additional adventurers to join you. Only then can you hope
fi survive forays pn other worlds. You can even devis? your
own adventures and make Ihem as long and as intricate as
you like. 1 player for ages 12 to adult.

GERMANY 1986 £42.49
This Is an operational level simulation that employs a
similar game system to Southern Command. Battalions of
Soviet infantry, tanks, artillery and para* have breached the

southern centre of West Germany. The NATO forces must
repel the Red invasion, t or 2 player ages 12 to adult.

STAR MAZE £24.15
Tho object of the okorciso is to search for nine jewels on
each level of a 16 level scrolling mare and gei them back to

your stertase before you run out of fuel. Quito eosv 'ealiy.

Of it would be but for the interference of certain aliens in

their scout ships, cruisers. UF.O's and saucers - not to

mention the enemy bug train, space station and the not so

occasional meteori 1 plaver arcade game tor all ages

BATTLE FOR NORMANDY £28.69
An intermediate level wargame. 0-Day is here and now
with the ben graphics we have seen to date in any
simulation wargame. 1 or 2 player ages TO to adult

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK £28.69
Now you can follow up the coverage on Channel 4 on
your Apple with this real-time simulation of semi-pro and
NFL football i or 2 player ages 10 to adult.

NEW . . . NEW . . . NEW
From TSR Hobbies - Dawn Patrol (3-D WWI aerial combat).
Dungeon (based on a ooardgame of the same name), and

Theseus and Ihe Minotaur (a fantasy game) . .

.

ONLY £13.74 each.

All prices quoted include VAT/P&P
All our titles are disc bated - a full list of what we have

available is free on request. Parson*! callera by «ppo»ntm«nt
only - 24 hour service 7 days weak!

Tiads inQutrlat invitrd

Woodland Software, 103 Oxford Gardens. London
W10 6NF.

Telephone: 01-960 4877

COMPLETE
BACK-UP FOR
THE APPLE

PROFILE DRIVE

flC)t)
I

• COMPLETE PROFILE BACK-UP
• SELECTED FILE BACK-UP
• READ AFTER WRITE CHECK TO ENSURE
SECURITY OF DATA

• CAN BE USED AS A TAPE DRIVE FOR ANY
OTHER APPLICATIONS

The ShAcldow III comes as a complcir PLUG IN AND GO"
system and includes complult? interface, data cartridgesand

full operating software

Based on the well known 3M Data Cartridge Drive to ensure
qualify and performance, and using Data Cartridges for

simplicity and efficiency, the SHADDOW III provides a reliable

and secure beck -up for the \> Megabyte Profit** Drive.

BE SURE OF
YOUR DATA

WITH SHADDOW III

061
653
0777

D.N.C.S. Equipment Ltd., West Croft

Industrial Estate, Manchester Old Road.,

Middleton. Manchester. M24 4PJ
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Professional

THEy PROJECT MANAGERS

T1ISNL 1 1 1 1 II *.

Originally creaied for the Apple ]{. MICRO PLANNER has rapidly gained an international

reputation among Project Managers and Planners for its mix of professionalism and

interactive friendliness. NOW the specially prepared version for the Apple /// realises the

full power of this superb computer. It adds greatly increased capacity and many additional

features. Only a demonstration can reveal its full potential.

MICRO PLANNER uses the proven technique of Network Analysis (or P.E.R.T.) to plan and

control any project which requires accurate co-ordination of interdependent operations.

Every organisation, large or small, can benefit from Micro Planner's powerful features

which include genuine Resource Analysis. It is being used for:

• Construction projects.

• Research and development.
• Design projects.

• Production planning for heavy engineering.
• Organisation of exhibitions or events.
• Product launches and advertising campaigns.
• Installation of plant and equipment.

• Commissioning of plant or buildings.

Why not contact us today? We will send you
full information and specifications by return,

H
PS

MICRO PLANNING SERVICES

8 HOWECROFT GARDENS
BRISTOL BS9 1HN.
Telephone: 0272 684530

Plant breakdowns or planned maintenance.
Workload orgnaisation.

d many more applications.

To: Micro Planning Service*

Please send me detailed information about
MICRO PLANNER.

Name:

Address:

Tol. No:

L I
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BUSINESS

The Pert Apple
and Visischeduler

MANAGEMENT science is becoming in-

creasingly important as an aid to solving

business problems and applying com-
puters to management.

Notwotk analysis, belter known as
PERT (Project Evaluation and Review
Technique) or CPM (Critical Path Method).
is a management technique (or planning.

scheduling and controlling projects.

Over the years many systems with
these special features have been
developed, but they all have one thing in

common: they use an arrow diagram to
show the logical sequence ol activities

which must occur before a project can be
completed.

For small, compaia lively simple pro-

jects, time scnedulea can be estimated
manually but for projects comprising) 100
or more tasks, manual methods are time-
consuming and COStly

At this point the use ol the computer
lor network analysis becomes economic,
and when costs and resources have to be
taken into account a computer becomes a
necceesity

Network analysis neod not bo limited to

large scale projects such as missile

development, aircraft design, bridge cons-
truction, shipbuilding or motorway
truction (though these have attracted thfl

most publicity).

It is used Increasingly for installing now
plant, moving a factory, modifying an
existing product, changing a manu-
facturing process, launching a publicity

campaign, controlling subcontract work or

maintaining schedules.
Before looking tit related packages it Is

important thai any user ol Apple CPM/
PERT project management technique first

has a firm grasp of both technique and
applicability. After all. no matter how well
(mentioned, a software writer or manual
writor naturally lends towards his own pet

and thus writes in such a way that a
reader who is new to the subject tends to
naturally accept the writer n point ol view.

Tim fundamental concept m cpm/
PERT is shown in the diagram below:

1 hour

»> .

2 hours
(II)

The points A and B denote two posi-
tions or states, point A is the beginning.

point B the end. To start one job (A-B(i)l

the activity or job can begin up to one
hour later than (A B(lil) and still complete
at the same time as the latter. Similarly. i1

the first job begins at the same time as the

This now business series looks nt

the well-tried and tested manage-
ment techniques of Critical Path
Method (CPM) and Program
Evaluation and Review Technique
(PE«T).

It will also examine some of the
M'l.nud software packages now
available for the Apple. Unlike
many off-the-shelf packages,

these require on In-depth un-
derstanding of the technique
before spending from £200
upwards on n packago.

It is introduced by PETER
THOMASON who has been con-
cerned with management applica-
tion and software for almost 20
years, many as consultant in

charge of mainframe applications.

second Ihon the first will finish one hour
oarlior than (he second.

The notation below is the convention
used;

A Preceedlng event
B - Succeeding event

(i). (ii) - Uniqueness identifier

1, 2 hours - Duration

The gveni has a 'time of occurrence"
or (joini at which all previous activities are

completed. Depending on whethiM [he
analysis is calculating earliest or latest

times the time of occurrence is:

EPO Earliest possible occurrence
LPO Latest possible occurrence

The lirst step is to assess the lime
Status Of every activity, then (o use these
times to calculate EPO. LPO. and the
earliest and latest start and finish times
Thus one adds:

EST - Earliest lima

EFT Earliest finish time
LST Laiest start time

LFT Latest finish time
to the list ol mnemonics.

Lastly, in lime analysis (he calculation
will determine the degree ol latitude
allowable for each activity in the example
above. The calculation above was 2 hours

hours Duration (LP0-EP0 DUR'N)
and gives 2-0-t 1 hour for A-B(i) and 2-

0-2 hours tor A-B(ii)

This example has a "critical" activity In

A-B(ii) since any delay in its start time or
increase in its finish time will delay the
EPO ot B' For instance, if it starts hall an
hour late then it cannot finish until two
and a halt hours due to the LFT being the
start timo plus duration

(J
•?

Nevertheless the essential elemont for

resource smoothing has been established,
that at least one activity has what is called
"float". This is the term used to describe
an activity being able to move in time
between an Early Date and a "Late"
Dale.

Time analysis works In two separate

parts. These are called "forward"' and
backward' passes. The forward pass

calculates all the earliest limes and the
backward pass the latest times. The dif-

ference between tho iwo loss any duration
(igure is called "Total float

In the example above a float was found
when "working forward", ie from Ihe
beginning of the activity series, or
network 10 the completion point or end.
T/i,ii float is called tho early free float".

The term "free" refers to tho latitude per-
missible in time which does not affect any
other activity time. II can be calculated
but is not much used apart from to
calculate the EPO and LPO times

A computer program should work in

much the same way as manual calcula-
tion:

1. Specify the £P0 for the "Boginn-

ing" events (there may be more than
one).

2. Fur each activity that begins ol the

event, set the activity EST to equal

the EPO.
3. Add the duration to each EST to

tlnd ine activity EFT.
4. Find the latest EFT ol all activities

which finish at an event and set the

EPO of that event at this figure.

5. The "Froo Early Float" is the dif-

ference between the EPO set in
'4'

above and each activity EFT.

This process is continued until all the
EPOs have been set. Tho latest ovent set
will usually be the "completion or
"finish" event on the network. Now
reverse the process and lind the latest

allowable times. A similar calculation is

used to lind the latest free float. Finally

each activity "total float" is found by
TF LFT-Durn EST

At this point it is possible to look at

resources, but first a few misnarnings
found In popular literature. "Schedule"
refers to an exact positioning of an activity
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BUSINESS

in lime. In the CPM sense ll should no! be
confused with time analysis results whare
simple arithmetic and logic ate
responsible for certain theoretically
possible early and late times,

Allocation of rosources" is the accep-
tance of a resource usage should a
specific time be used. This time could be
the results ol lime analysis, resource
analysis or arbitrary timo impositions.

"Resource scheduling" refers to the
activity being considered by the program
together with all other activities as well as
overall lime constraints and resource
availabilities so to produce the "schedule"
according to decision rules to be selected
according to user decisions and program
capabilities.

Now to the practical application of
scheduling models. Each model will

represent a situation in terms of the acti-
vities involved. It will also show the inter-

relationships between activities.

Time analysis being performed, each
model should then be able to reconsider
its future schedule in terms of manage-
ment impositions, resource availabilities
etc. Having found the best schedule tho
program must produce this information In

a suitable form.

Neither Microplanner nor Visischeduler
lor example has a completely flexibly

output system, although both have com-
prehensive routines which make this job
easy for the new user. In practice probably
only longer-term and more advanced
users would need more selection and
freedom in output specification.

Small projects and businesses could
find Visischeduler useful if they have
already bought the other Visicorp
products.

Visischeduler takes up to 50 jobs (48k
Apple) or 160 jobs (64k) and calculates
start and finish dates, times for individual
jobs of a project and the overall project
start and finish times.

The jobs are allowed descriptions and
up to nine resources. Only rate-constant
resources can be used and in simple
mode. One direct cost can also bo applied
to each job,

A schedule will calculate the resource
usage and display, and a resource cost
from usage in the form of salary levels for
each of the nine types of "skills". Total
costs are thus the manpower cost of
salary plus direct job costs.

It will handle up to 999 time units
which may be days or weeks, up to 24
holidays and dates in the range 1/1/1977
to 31/12/2065.

The Visischedule program treats pro-
jects as a series of jobs, each with a name,
duration, capital cost, mix of manpower
and an associated list of other jobs thai
must be completed first. The program
uses the list o* associated jobs to link all

jobs together into an overall project.
The program generates four reports:

• The project description report, which
contains a summary of the entire project
including general description, skills, time
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and costs.

• The job description report, which gives
a detailed listing ot each job.

• The tabular report, which can contain a
listing of any job parameter. The content
and sequence of jobs is user defined,

• The schedule, which contains the time
line schedule, the manpower and total

costs and a legend explaining the
schedule.

The program was tested with 80
column cards and although there was no
interference it does not use their 80
column capabilities, which is a shortcom-
ing since viewing resource smoothing is

significantly more useful in the 80 column
mode.

The DIF format is a standard file format
that allows unrelated programs to share
data. Thus, a file created by the
Visischeduler program can be saved and
read by other programs that support DIF
These programs can be written so thai the
Visischeduler program can be integrated
into a broader sot of personal computer
tools.

Examples in the manual enable users to
write their own software and to access
Visischeduler data by independent means.
Most uses are likely to be for Visicalc,
Visifile and Visi plot/trend programs.

Visischeduler considers one manpower
resource in its resource scheduling
process, so only one of the maximum of
nine "skill" categories will ever be taken
into account during production of a
schedule.

There is no provision for changing
levels ol resource availability for such
skill regions as overtime availability.
Jobs are split arbitrarily and do not

have minimum split or non-split capability.
It is assumed thai a job requires the

same level of resource for its entire dura-
tion. This would imply that many projects
having variable resource requirements
must be depicted as a number of discrete
jobs Instead of the single job.

In turn, the size of the network or
number of jobs in the project would in-

crease and (he very moderate capacity. 50
(48k) or 160 (64k) jobs, would soon be
consumed.

ft appears odd that any programmer
can "lose" the other few hundred jobs
which are available to full disc-based
Apple PERT/CPM software Without con-
cerning himself at the restricted useful
ness of his core -based end result.

Written in UCSD Pascal - although not
requiring Pascal capabilities in the users'
Apple system - Visischeduler is so heavily
user-friendly that I wonder if the writers
weren't too willing to sacrifice capabilities

and capacity in order to please the novice
CPM usor.

Using two drives, the program disc is in

Drive 1 and the project data disc in Drive
2

The software appears to construct
what is know as a "precedence diagram''
type of network - one in which the
"events" or nodes have the data, the

arrows merely being links, job to job.

This can be explored in detail by
readers, although the biography given in

Visrscheduler isn't particularly concerned
with precedence diagrams.

Broadly speaking, *he program appears
to be overlaid with resident housokeoping.
It pulls data into core and swaps its

program modules, presumably using a
designated core area.

This is, of course, quick, but at tho
expense of the sort of facilities that the
average project manager would demand.
Even so. despite limitations, the small user
may find thai no networking and simple
fast calculations are precisely what he
wants.
When I first read the blurb on the box

which arrived I took half a dozen
headache tablets and decided to pretend I

didn't have to review it.

This was partly due to a background of
nearly 20 years mainframe experience
with scheduling models, and partly due to
what I felt to be very extravagant implied
claims - "automatic project scheduling
and costing", "the program that makes
short work of planning and budgeting pr rj

jocts ..." etc.

I was still attuned to largo company
production scheduling, although the
principles and facilities used can be
programmed for an Apple. So how could I

give a straightforward account of
Visischeduler at C189?

First its capacity - restricted. Second,
its resources and cost capabilities- dare I

say crude?
It is a very well presented package.

even if limited. The manual is well written
and takes tho user through a large tutorial

leaving him or her with the reference sec-
tion.

I would suggest that usors be careful
before they decide on its usefulness, and
the comments at the start of this article

should be seriously considered.
Provided that small project networks

aro used and detailed management con-
trols are not needed, that budgeting can
be left at a "manpower plus a single direct
cost per job" level and that a larger project
can be sensibly processed as a number of
discrete projects (unrelated sub-projects).
Chen why pay more?

However while the package has all tho
basic time analysis facilities. beyond that it

is too basic to be useful for many projects.
I hope that the program writers revise

their product to give tho Apple user more
facilities and the option of coro-based
(fast but restricted) and disc-based
(slower but much more capable of facility

expansion) selectable processing.

Next month: Logic, drawing networks
and time analysis. Plus a competition to
/mi together a simple time analysis
program in Basic. Someone who isn't ,i

programmer but who understands enough
about business management could win by
specifying the logic in a short article tor

Windfall. #



OPEN FRAME MONITORS AVAILABLE FOR OEM'S

The PRINCE'of Monitors
offers better Monitoring.

24MHz Bandwidth-ensures o clear crisp display.

Available with P4 White

P31 Green

AND LI ORANGE

OTHER CHOFTON PRODUCTS INCLUDE Computer poriphural

cquipmwru. Frame grabhar. Floppy dlih drive*. Floppy «Ji*h*.

Compulir i»o«vor tupfillm. C.C.T.V. monitor*. Uneaten nmmiott
Monitor PC.B'i. Cilliodo r»v tube*. VHF/UHF modulator*. Vuino
*vw)tchart. Vtdao dlitrlbutlon amplifier*. Cimiri homing*. Pan «n«
till unit*. Camera Ion*. Ctmorn tuboi Primed circuit board terv lea]

Scan 675 llnM/SOH*. D»«l(tctlon 110° Active rjitv ?*0«1
Bandwidth) (3dBI- 10 H* 24 MM* lat 3dB point*) Character cll*pla\

SO character** 34 llr*et. Hoiliontal lroqu.Pr.cy 15836 Ha
Vortical Ifequoncy 50 Hf Horizontal llnawrliv

linearity *- 2S Gtonmific rjiiionion ro i-oam

»t| I3(<V t Q.SkV Po*ver drain JO Watt tpprn- Volta*jv

•until v >*0V A, i :?0V AC 50 HJ/740V AC
|Q upon r«tiun«t Video Input T BNC or CINCH or

PL 259. (compoilte video) nugatlvn IV nc. inn.it 5 4*

75 Otirm x H,«y radiation, cgnlcmi lo I.6.C, Spw. No. 65. Ov«r#u
Morn 390 « 270 « 265 mm Wniijhi 7 Kg bow

»15 C.

ClfOFTOM ELECTRONICS LIMITED
35GROSVEIMOR ROAD, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 4AD
Telephone 01-891 1923/01-891 1513 Telex 295093 CROFTN G

Call Scotbyte
Computers and
print-outabigger
slice ofbusiness.

If you're making a small business larger - ora big

business bigger, call Tom Spence or Frank Wfebb at Scotbyte.

HeresWhy-
• Scotbyte know the computer market and deal only in the

latest technologies,
• Scotbyte offer the most versatile and complete computers

you'd ever need.
• Scotbyte offer a total software/hardware servi- -

• Scotbyte after sales backupensures that you're never

without the machine for the job.
• With offices in Edinburgh and Glasgow Scotbyte is ideally

placed to serve you - fast

For these and all other computer needs- 031-343 1005

Thain House. 226 Queensfetry Road.
Edinburgh EH4 2DC1
Also at Slantyre Industrial Estate.

Blantyre. Glasgow. G72 (XJP
Tel 0698823486

patriarch of Constantinople (428-43/)

Ne'storian (adj)

net (net) (n) 1 . an openwork fabric of

string, rope, wire, etc; mesh. 2. adc\ ice

made of net, used to protect or enclose

things or to trap animals. 3. a thin light

mesh, fabric of cotton, nylon or other

fibre.
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TIME SAVER

I WAS always tauQhi that it is impolite to
interrupt someone when they ore talking.

However there are limes when you may
want to do just that to the Apple.
Fortunately, like some people I know, the
Apple can carry on after the interruption

as i( nothing had happened. The object of
this articli! is to explain how lo handle in

tenrupts to achieve such a transparent
response

Interrupts are usually generated by a
peripheral that needs immediate attention
(an exception is the BRK instruction -
more of this later). For instance, the Apple
could be controlling a process in real time
and its actions initiated by interrupts from
a timer, or perhaps action is only required
for an alarm state - signalled by an in-

terrupt. The advantage of using interrupts
is that the Apple is free to be used for any
other task in the meantime.

Interrupts are hardware features of the
microprocessor and as such have priority

over normal software operations. Every-
one knows one such interruption, that
caused by pressing ihe RESET key. This
however is a drastic sort of interruption
and can hardly be called transparent
The 6502 microprocessor, the heart of

the Apple, has two other types of in-

terrupt: IRQ (Interrupt ReQuest) and NMi
(Non Maskable Interrupt). These are
Similar, the only difference being that you
can instruct (he 6602 to ignore IRQs.

I shall first describe some general
features of the 6502 interrupts and then
describe how these are applied
specifically to the Apple. Before we can
deal with an interrupt we need to be
aware of the various registers that the
6502 uses in operation. Those are

A Accumulator
X.Y Index registers

P Processor status

PC Program counter
S Stack pointer

Two bits of Ihe P register will be of
special interest

hi V B D 1 2

"— Interrupt flag

Break flag

When the 650'2 receives an interrupt it

first finishes the instruction it is doing and
then, if the interrupt is an IRQ, looks to
see if the interrupt disable flag .is set. If the
flag is 1

.
the interrupt is ignored.

For NMI or an interrupt flag of zero the
6502 automatically sets the interrupt dis-

able flag to prevent other interrupts and
stores the program counter and processor
status register on the stack. This is
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Handling
interrupts

By PETER GORRY

necessary to ensure chat the 6505 can
resume where it left off after dealing wilh
the interrupt.

PCL

PCH

- P register

Program counter

Slack following interrupt

The next step is to jump to the interrupt
handling routine whose start address is
Stored at $FFFE-FFFF for ||RQ 0I $FFFA-
FFFB for NMI. So far everything has been
done automatically and we now come to
the interrupt handling routine we must
supply,

Since you will almost certainly use the
accumulator and may use the XV
registers, it is important to store these first

so thai their values can be restored just
before returning from the interrupt, It is at

this point that we must examine how the
Apple treats interrupts.

A look in the Apple manual will tell you
th8t the start address for your IRQ routine
is stored at S3FE-3FF. while for NMI there
is a JMP instruction to your routine re-
quired at S3F8-3FD. It is thus clear ih.n

you get response "second hand" so to
speak.

In the case of NfVII this has little effect.

If you look at SFFFA-FFFB you will find

that it sends the microprocessor straight
to $3F8 as stated. This is not the case for

IRQ. An examination of SFFFE-FFFF
shows that the processor is sent into the

depths of the monitor first (SFA40 for
autostart ROM).

There is a routine here to decide
whether the interrupt originated from an
IRQ or the BRK instruction. The BRK ins-

truction behaves In a similar manner to
tho IRQ except that it also sets the B flag

Of the P register before saving it on the
stack. In ordor to be able to store the A, X
and Y registers correctly it is necessary to
examine what this routine does:
(i) It first stores the accumulator at $45.
lii) It puts a copy of P from tho stack Into
the accumulator.
(Ill)i It shifts this three times to the lefi to

check tho B flag.

If the B flag is zero it finally jumps to

Running

Program

Interr

Interrupt 2

Stack

PROG

I

Int 1

h ^

RTI1 PROG

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

_|

¥

r

1

1

1

1

V
1

1

1

W

f> 1

1

1

Prog
Rog.

INT t

Reg.
Prog
Rog.

Prog.

Reg.

Stack contents lor multiple interrupts



the IRQ routine whose address Is stored

at $3FE-3FF, as stated. The important

point here is that the accumulator now
contains garbage and the value it used to

have is already stored at $45. Thus your
response to IRQ and NMI must be slightly

different. W« can now write the beginning
and end of an interrupt handling routine:

STA S45 Use this line for NMI only

STX S46
STY S47

|
Your code

LDA $45
LDX $46
LDY $47
RTI Automatically restores P and

PC fforn stack.

$45-47 are the standard locations in

the Apple for these reolsters. As such,
thoy are used by some monitor routines,

so this will obviously cause problems if

they are overwritten by your program. You
can obviate the problem by storing the

registers at some other locations or. better
still, storing them on the stack:

LOA £45 Use tfiis tine for IRQ only.

PHA Put accumulator on stack.

TXA X-) A
PHA Put X on stack.

TYA Y-* A
PHA Put Y on stack.

Your code

PLA Take from stac*.

TAY A-* Y
PLA Take X from stack.

TAX A-* X
PLA Take A from stack.

RTI

The interrupt disable flag remains set

until the RTI instruction is obeyed. This

Will cause any IRQs that arrive during your

interrupt routine to be lost. To avoid this,

issue a clear interrupt disable CLt aftef

storing the registers. A further IRQ would
now interrupt your interrupt handling

routine, it you again store the registers at

S45-47 this will overwrite your earlier

values, but if you have stored them on the

stack everything will bo fine.

li is thus possible to return trans-

parently from layers f interrupts very

easily

The final problem is what if several

different devices can generate interrupts,

how do you know which to service? This

is usually dealt with by having a polling

subroutine as Ihe lirst part ot your routine

(after saving the registers). This must
either be capable of interrogating each
device m turn to find out which one issued

the interrupt, or the devices should set an

associated memory location when they

generate the Interrupt. The polling routine

then checks each location in turn to find

out which device was responsible

I hope this article has shown that

handling interrupts really ian'1 difficult at

all and that ihey needn't bfl .i cause of

tatbn to you or the Apple.*irr

/

SPECIAL
OFFER

©PA.Alia&

wtvpfKorfHf .vo"i-i«'*coa»«i«*c*no«rtiw»o*twii«cr»o«Be««fr«no"tH" p'<

hairs on the leaves — (vtj irritate

provoke. — neflle rash fn) skin dirorder

like nettle stings.

net'work fn) 1. chain of interconnected

persons, operations, or electrical

conductors, group of broadcasting

stations connected for simultaneous

broadcast. 2. electronics, a system of

interconnected components or circuits.
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MEANS BUSINESS
'Ormbeta' is the most powerful and versatile Database
system currently on the U.K. market - and that's a tact!

It's written in PASCAL,. . the language of the future for

business and scientific applications, and the specially

developed 'P' operating system enables it to be used
with virtually any popular Microcomputer hardware.
'Ormbeta' is already available on Apple - IBtvl - Xerox-
Osborne - Sirius. Victor and Sage. It is an Apple-
approved product, and they have recently installed

the new Beta 'Turbo' system at their European head-
quarters - what better recommendation is there!

SOFTWARE!
A typical 'Ormbeta' package comprises Beta Database.
Sales/Purchase/Nominal Ledgers. Payroll and Stock
Control. Further exclusive packages have been
developed for Estate Agents, Catering Management,
Club Membership and Golf Handicapping.
'Ormbeta' is constantly being updated and improved

to meet today's ever-changing business climate. To
find your ideal system, contact us for advice on your

nearest dealer.

I Please send me further details and advise me of

I nearest dealer.
my I

My computer is

Name
Organisation

Address

Tel.

WF/2/B3*~%a
ORMSKIRK COMPUTER SERVICES LTD.
Whealsdcul Walk. Bufscough Stroot. OrmskJrfc

Lancashire L39 2XA
Tel: Ormskirh (0695) 77043 Telex 627110 A 828702
CHACOM G Prolix ORMBETA
Accm* ft Baii-.ttyeaM wMcxne

TalktoPrestel

withyourApple
Now. with the Owllel communications package,

you can use your Apple as an intelligent Prestel

or Viewdata terminal. With Owltel. you get all the

hardware and software needed tor interfacing

with Prestel. No external modem is needed, and

the system is designed to meet British Tele-

com approvals.

And Owltel offers other prospects - linking with

private or international Viewdata systems, for

example - or even forming the heart ot an inte-

grated Apple-based communications network.

To boost your Apple's communications capa-

bilities, call Mike Gardner on 0279 723848.

Owl Micro-Communicatiorts
The Mailings. Station Road.

Sawbndgeworth, Herts.. CM21 9LY

Telephone: 0279 723848.
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GraFORTH The Apple Graphics Laneu-agi?

Mh'nK*1autnlttM"

KTdphK
|
yourAppk-

» draws 3D mag»«*co«ou». Jl f ates trvit nvifce ofwiuf^iTi

easy

• user derrwd character sets (*»y sre. cola* or tvi

• hi oemwHS on anv part olthe screen

• muse can tic mcWW n poffdms
• exccfcnt bum-m demo siwws t»v lull cap.iMittt-

sy«em

entand

any application where vntosttcMM (japrws ar*

raqured

Incredible value at £50 VAT

Send i .ish wlih order, 01 quote jroui -\" est <>< Dinen Card la

SOFTWARE
l7WiB'"iirc Street I |A

InndonWI L^-
U'I:01-SMM16

flfeippkZ goodies from SPOT

HIGH SPEED SERIAL INTERFACE CARD
With lull handshake - no more lost data Switchnblo lino lengths and

B-sud rates. DOS and CP/M comeai.We With full «*<. T75.00

PAYROLL - 2O0
Very easy lo uu Gives full calculation of all pay del

definable p.n tions or deductions which may bo pro O"
post ' Weekly or Monihh/ pay. Uses aliractive p'e-R"
stationery for Mysllps and Giro's, Full tupon of dues- (or N.I. and To*

, .11 Contoims %viih all IR Tn* regulations C295.00

.id am) i/i.o t'89.00
,;dd ('75.00

IGK RAM CJto f«9.00
CB9.95

i Hal lrt> Card I SB BE
.Card F69.00

EPHOM Reeoet Card f M.00
RGB Cole Caul iviirr iMitcti sMcubu) taxi colou'i [85.00

Dtsc* BASF SSSD on 10 f 15.00
9 5- p*r t»« of?0X»

Otltat •pactaltal wllwwn -

Bin SlOCk Coniiol (150 00
f35O0O
(650.00

EAPPLE [•- Dotf* Mo.QO

' id Potlegfl Psckmg plu* ... ". atl 0>cW* Postec
mi" o-eopt popai >

M.wv ntrwi onodiits in slack - piMte ask ta

Suppltan ot comput-ar *yaf*ma, ioIimii. ami tot all yoo> computet
>*<|uit.im*hM.

•P©¥
KOMPi im irfnMll

OEALCH ENQUIRIES WEICOMF

NEW STREET
KfcLHAM INDUSTRIAL E5TAT£
DONCASTER
«Dortcaster(0102)25l5S

Franciscus Sylvius (died 1672), Germata

anatomist, sym. abbrevfor. I. symbol

\

2. chew, symmetrical. 3. symphony. 4.

symptom.
symbiosis (n) 1. living together in

harmony of two organisms of different

kinds esp to their mutual benefit.

symbiotic (adj) — symbiotic computer

systems manufacturers of symbnel (n)

symbfile fn) {see over).

IRJUS CP/M PASCAL DOS
•IKIHHfrrn v 0**T<«W4(S0M01P>B i
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APPLICATION

Chips put the fish

in -their place
WHEN you visit a supermarket or freezer

contra do you buy vegetables, meal or fish

in "minimum weight" bags? If you do,

you've no doubt caught on co the irick ot

taking a tew bags to a convenient scale,

weighing them 10 find the heaviest, and

then buying that one
As the manufacturer rs obliged to

supply goods packaged to the declared

minimum weight there will inevitably be a

certain amount of overweight. As each
bag or box of produce is ihe same price

then clearly if you can find an overweight
one you will get more for your money and
the vendor will lose slightly as he is paid a
fined price per unit by the supermarket.

An Apple is now being used to
minimiso such losses for ihe lish. meat or

vegetable packer by controlling an In Line

Weight Grading System which weighs

and gfades each piece of produce as it

passes through the machine and allocates

it to a specific bag or box. It keeps
cumulative totals and aims to achieve the

precise minimum weight lor that bag or

fcO/X. Should an i(em take a container

By JEFF BARRINGER

"over the limit." it *& passed to one of 12

other bags being Multaneously. or

else recycled through the system to try

again.

Tha system fsee diagram) consists of a

delivery conveyor, in-line weigher, feed

out conveyor, up to 13 containers, and Ihe

Apple sub-system The latter comprises
an Apple II 48k processor, screen, floppy

disc drive, high speed anelo-gue-to-digital

convener and interfacing to ready lamps.

reset buttons, and "boppers '. The number
of graded product containers has been
reduced for simplicity

The delivery conveyor moves a product

onto the weigher piecemeal, and thu

process is monitored by a light sensor cell.

An Interrupt is generated to Ihe Apple and
then a machine code subroutine digitises

the weight of the piece via the analogue-

to -digital converter. This value is scalod to

grammes and passed to a sophisticated

algorithm in Basic which determines the

rw into which the product should

be placed. Tho algorithm takes into

account the Mai ^ead of pieces,

choosos " penultimate" pieces which may
be placed into a container but leave tho

container with a good chance statistically

of being filled precisely next time, and
"jackpot" pieces which will just till a con-

tainer. Once chosen, the destination of a
piece is taggod in a machine code shift

register along with all the other pieces on

SB WiMDifli 1981

I Iperitf Slamli
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APPLE II COMPUTER
WITH SCREEN

AND FLOPPY DISC

System schemata:

tho conveyo- at the same time.

The shift register Is clocked by pulsus

generated from ihe idler on the conveyor,
and the pulses move pointers within the

ihifl register until a given piece reaches its

destinaiion. At this point the Apple
operates the appropriate pneumatic
"bopper" to push the product into its

target container. If its a "Jackpot' piece, a

lamp flashes to alert the operator who
removes the bag and pushes a rosot

button to indicate that an empty container
is now In place. The Apple acknowledges
this, switching otf the lamp indicator.

Tho system, from Befit Inspection ot

Newbury, reduces wastage and improves
efficiency through faster grading. It is

currently installed In a frozen fish factory

in Scotland in an environment where the
temperature varies from sub-zero centi-

grade upwards, humidity is very high with

constant condensation and all equipment
is kept clean by hosing down with water.
Unprotected metal at the plant rusts

within days and so extensive use is made
of stainless steel. The Apple is housed in a
hose-proof cabinet with a transparent

door so thai the display can be seen.

Another feature of the program is a
simulator module which can generate a
prediction of how tho system would
operate with any particular commodity

A slight modification to the operating

program allows the system to be used as
a grader. In this mode, produce of similar

weight within defined limits can be graded
into containers Instead of making the

weight of each container the only criteria,

as with the Makeweight System. fl

Jell Barringer is director

of XcalJbur Computers



svmb/net. (n) (seefig 1) I. speedy

long range, local area network

system, capable of ranges 10 9km

.

utilises fibre optic cable and semi

conductor laser to transmit data;

symbnel enables user to link various

microcomputers supported by

symbfile (see below) 2. compatible

with DOS.PASCAL.CP/M; transfer

rate 50 kHZ, transmission power 800

micro W cable, fire retardanl P.V.C.

grade 32. signal insensitive to

electrical noise. •' cannot be

corrupted; system nucleus symbfile

(see below).

symb/filc (n) (seefig II) 1. high

capacity, high quality, 5f
Winchester sub-system, compatible

with most microcomputers including

APPLE 11,///, IBM PC, and

SIRIUS. Other features include 2. a

cold booting facility 3. one year's full

warranty. Also available on symbfile

top quality software including

database, word processing and

accounting packages. 4. capacities

range from 3-84 megabytes; average

speed of access 90ms, 32 sectors per

I rack; rotational speed 3600 (rpm) 5.

used al the centre of network system

— symbnet (see above).

fig I symb/net

fig II symb/file

jj-iri
Symbiotic Computer Systems Ltd.

32 Elnnwood Road. Croydon. CR9 2TX. Telephone: 01-683 1137 (PBX) Telex: 893815

APPLE IBM PC SIRIUS CP/M PASCAL DOS
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UPDATE

tamping
DOS helps your
memory along

WHEN programs are stored on disc it

•met I
iif'icuti to establish

wined oi a number of versions is the latest

|Ood memorv (human) rnav

iroblem It is also possible

nrji»t modification ot DOS to

rlote automatically

alongside any program saved lo disc.

: iu lei Ine system
jro.

I
i Provide the computet with Ihu corrtict

D Modify Appla uuS la Insert dale
nt tho line in the catalog,

i . Do a further modification lo Apple
DOS bo that when a program name is

soarchod (or. tho dato is omitted.
All of these modiMciiiiuus can be

I out hv fairly ""iv,al alterations to

DOS together with the insertion ol a patch

no "' DOS's empty spaces. Having
done i

1 "'V future discs initialised

ion of DOS will

1
1

1
v Include this feature.

easiest way of obtaining the

i
urn* I urogram which

'he user to tyi -muci dato
she disc is boo:

ih1 within DOS itsell then

ere until the machine is

,vay of achieving
:<_' a small Basic pr<

a listed here which stores
ie in eight locations within DOS.
ni ol Ito vacant locations within

DOS (obtained front Beneath Apple DOS
by D.M. World and Pieter Lechnor), are as

SBA69 to SBA95
DF lo SBCFF
rreci patch, together with

lit r,omfortdlily within the
.ill locations between SBCDF

M) locations ware 1

1

for both the small machine code program
ad anil the eighl locations storing

the current date.

Aftet some searching of DOS ii was
that •' a patch was added at SA069

name buffet had )usi

been cleared and the current program's

name was written Into tho buffer By
adding a small program which copies the

ucstiohsfrom where they wore
stored at SBDF7 upwards into the DOS

which goes from SAA7 5
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to SAA92. then as DOS continues the

resultant data will be writton into the file

name on the disc.

The final paich was to the find

routines which matched the current name
with the names in the catalogue. These
routines start at SB 1 C9 and at SB203 one
finds the suing length lo compare lo find

whether a full match has been made.
Since normal DOS contains $IE. to

allow for not matching the dato lound. this

location should bo changed to $16. To
perform these changes to the current DOS
m memory Program 2. which is simply a

series ol pokes, could be used. Any now
disc initialised with this version of DOS in

the machine then automatically uses the

dale stamping routines. In order to get the

"ni date in to the machine theft tho

Hello program should be Program 1. For

those wishing to use a menu driven

catalogue or on automatic program start

then line 55 should be changed in

program I to: 55 PRINT CHR$ (1 31;

CHRS (41; 'RUN OLD STARTPROG"
A second way of modification can be

carried out on eaistlng discs. This involves

a procodure similar to the "Master
update" procedure where the DOS on the

disc is rewritten with the modifications In

eluded. This requires a much longer

machine code program which will access

thfl Blirt three tracks of the user DOS.
For a standard DOS 3.3 system these

programs ere available on receipt of an in-

itialised DOS 3-3 disc together with a

handling charge of C6> (Send to Rosslyn.

1 4 Station Road. Benton. Newcastle upon
Tyne NJE12 9NO.)

With these modifications made to DOS
3.3 whenever a new program is saved to a
disc the date will be added at the right

hand side.

When modifying an older version of a

program the date will only be changed if

the old version is first deleted and then a

new version saved, otherwise the old date

will lie loft in the catalogue.

Programs such as FID. which make use
ol their own buffer areas, will not be
affected by those modifications, but tho

date will not be added lo files transferred

using FID.
Your own programs which load and

save text files and binary Hies using the
standard DOS routines will automatically

add the current day's dote.

Remember therefore always to include

as the Hello program Program 1.

Otherwise the dele area will be un-
initialised and odd characters will appear

in place of the date.fj

Program I

I
! HON! I YTAB I

ivw Dan,
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US SOi f'ftINT
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Monthly review of

Apple in education

By MICHAEL
HAMBLY

Reducing teacher
prompts to a minimum
THERE is a lot to be said for interfering] BH little as
possible with a child and his Apple. Many adults

and teachers new lo micros unconsciously assume
a direct involvement in a game or program where
ihoir "leaching" is secondary to their own activity

and where the child quickly steps aside to allow tha

adult to direct matters. A gentle prompt in Che
background is often all the encouragement and
help a child needs.

Board Gome is graded to cater tor first and
second year primary children, but it will appeal to

older children (and even thoso adult onthusiasts

mentioned above) who relish the interaction with a

computer.
It i;; a long program, but I have explained what I

done and where, and given a short routine

which enables a prospective user to assess the
value ot the game before committing himself to a

lengthy typing session. The gamo tasks can also be
altered to suit individual requirements and sylla-

buses.
The game can bo played by one to four people

After asking for the number of players the com-
puter arranges the playing order (an unnecessary

luxury perhaps). Each player is then asked for their

Ladybird reading level (1-6} and tlieir maths Itjvel

(1101
A '0*8 board is drawn using low resolution gra-

phics and each player plotted at the starting square
(top left) The first to reach the last square bottom
right (linos 500-11601 is the winner. The players

take turns with the computer giving the moves
12000-2 t 70). asking the player to press RETURN.
and generating a random number between 1 and 6.

it either displays this like a dice or sounds the
appropriate number ol bleeps (30O0-3250).

The player must enter the answer - an incorrect

response leads to a penalty (4000-4030). Thoso
variations make it necessary for the player to

concentrate, and movement whether forwards or
backwards is. covered by lines 5000-51 60. Sixty ol

the 80 squares require tasks to be done, but this

number can be changed it required (1200-1240).
Three different tasks are covered .it present, and

this number can be changed at lines 140 and
2120. Line 2120 is responsible for sending the

program to the appropriate task subroutine
Although there are only three different tasks at pre-

sent I have set TASKS 5 {line 140] so that tasks
can be given in the ratio 3:1:1 (line 2120) ti

greater emphasis on the first task which is spelling.

The tasks are.

Spelling (lines 10000-10150)
An array WOSI ) is fined with all the Ladybird

keywords from reading levels 1 to 6 (50000-
50130). When a player encountors this task thoy

'.'en a few seconds to view a word (how long]

depends on reading level) before being asked to

type it in.

Mnths (11000-112301
An addition or subtraction sum: For maths level

1 addition sum will add up to no more than 7. For
level 10 no more than 70. (See line 1 1000 to
change this.) Subtraction sums have a similar grad-

ing and a mst is made (11100) to make sure the
answer will always be positive.

Guess number (12OO0-1 2120)

Computer generates a number and allows a
tin number of guesses, e.g. Maths level 1

-

number between 1 and 10 - guesses allowed 4.
Maths levol 10 - number between 1 and 100 -

guesses allowed 7.

Hopefully this will encourage children to
discover for themselves how to do a binary search I

In this routine there Is no penalty for not getting the
number, hut if the number is guessed correctly

the player gets an extra turn.

ANSWERS is used as a Hag to penalise wrong
answers in a spelling or maths question.
ANSWERS CORRECT" is sot at line 2010.
However if on return from a task routine
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ANSWERS- WRONG' a backward penalty move
is generated tf 13Q).

To make each task recognisuble before it Is

given, and 1.0 make iho game a little more Inti

little linglo is played before each task Tho
music for these is contained in lines 50140-50330.
More could be done along these lines, such as
having a jingle lor correct answer and a drone for
wrong.

During the program delays are necessary to
allow players to> read messages. I've done this In

two ways:
1 Subroutine 620O0 - delay until return is

pressed.
2 Subroutine 63000 - delay depending on the

value of PAUSE which always returns with a value
of 1O0O.

As this is such a long program here is a sugges-
tion for the minimum entry requirements for
program to fun.

I

This cuts down tho program by half but is suf-
ficient to see if you find it useful.

100-570 (But change 140 to. . 140 TASKS If

670-3000 (but leave out line 760)
3200-10150
60000-63100
When you have the program fully up and running

more tasks can be added by changing lines MO
and 2120 and adding the appropriate subroutines
at 13000. 14000 etc.

To encourage children to aim for higher levels

during play, points are also awarded for each
correct answor to a task. e.g. line 10110 (higher
points for higher levels). At tho end of the game the
points ate displayed so that a child who lost on thy
board might win on points. Hopofully this will pre-
vent loo much arguing between children of
different abilities. Points can be seen during the

|>Y pressing CTRL-C, and that is the function
of line 760. Points so far will be displayed and an
option given io leave the game.

The PRINT statements In lines 400O. 4020.
10120 and 12100 also include some CTRL-G"s to
draw attention to the message when it is printed.

. .
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Demo
disc

is

ACE
value

AN interesting educational package which arrived
from ACE (Aids Communications and Electronics),

contained o demo disc with samples of ninedifferent
programs showing how the Apple can he used In the
education of the physically and mentally
handicapped. Each program highlights .1 particular

aspect of the Apple's capabilities.

Wordpictures is a spelling test with 3
difference A piclure is displayed on the hi-res

screen and as the objects in the picture are named
toy the user they are erased Irom the picture The
aim is to clear the screen.

The disc contained three sample pictures In

the Town, Shapes, end Transport. If the user

pauses for more than about 30 seconds the
program makes Hfon BbOUl WlW can he
seen and the user can then copy the word.

House and Garden is the opposite ol Word-
pictures. The aim is to draw a house and garden
starting Irom a few lines of the house. The user is

asked what is missing, and if a valid word is

entered the corresponding detail is added to the
picture

Spelling teat is a more direct approach In

which a word is di splayed for a shon time and then
-erased and the user then types the word. There are
three levels of difficulty which correspond to the
amount ol time the word 15 displayed.

Multiplication tost is straightforward drill In

the multiplication tables.

Mountain Climbing is a slightly different

approach to maths knowledge. The ust-r chooses
from addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi-

sion and also selects one of the three levels of

difficulty. The program uses low*res colour to draw
a series of steps and each correct answer advances
a little person to the next stop.

Number recognition/counting is designed 10

Familiarise the severely handicapped with numbers
and the number koys and to practise counting
There is a choice of range of numbers, whether the

numbers are displayed large or small or absent and
whether they are delayed There is also a choice of

w
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objects for counting as well as whethor [hi

displayed in a straight line or randomly on the

screen.
Flowerpower needs colour since it involves

drawing the various sections of a flower in different

colours. If the user is "drawing", the program gives

the name of the colour to be used and the user

enters this name. A section of the flower is then-

drawn in this colour Alternatively, the program wilt

draw the flower, naming the colours en route.

Etcha Sketch* allows a severely handicapped
person to draw on the hi-res screen using only two
paddle buttons. The picture can also be printed out
if o Silontypo or Epson MX80FT Is connected
through slot 1

.

M« is an acronym for "microcomputer aided
communication.' It allows the user to build up
words and sentences using only a single paddle
button to select letters from a target board.

With the disc comes a set of program notes.
These not only describe each program but also

suggest how some of them might be modified by a
Basic programmer. Although the program authors

retain copyright, the programs are not protected in

any way and the notes give express permission to

adapt them lor use by handicapped people.

There were a few problems with some o1 the
programs For example, if you enter "gale" in House
and Garden, the program draws a garden gate. If you
then enter "gate" again, you are told (hat there are
no more gates. However il you now enter "gates"

the program draws a pair of gates across the
driveway 1

The quality of the numbers displayed in

Mountain Climbing were the worst I have seen. I

tried them out on several adults as woll as a few
children and everybody had trouble deciph
thorn. Also, the delay In number recognition was far

too short to enable the objects to bo counted
before the number appeared. If this is intentional.

I'm afraid I can't see any point in having a delay. I

would also want to argue with the statement that

Flowerpower tests colour recognition.

Having said that. I must say that some
of the programs are really very good. For
example, Etcha Sketcha makes line draw-
ing very easy with $ little practice and only

requires the amount of movement
necessary to press the two paddle
buttons. Similarly, although the instruc

lions stress that Mac is only suitable for

demonstration purposes, it is a very

powerful demonstration and could easily

be modified to include print routines. I

also find Wordpictures and House and
Garden interesting approaches to spelling.

The ACE programs are distributed by
the Neath Hill Professional Workshop 1

Fletcher Mows. Neath Hill. Milton Keynes.
Bucks. As a demonstration aimed at

people unfamiliar with the Apple
capabilities. I found the demo disc - price

C7.50 - very good on the whole. It would
also represent amazing value if you are

working with the handicapped and can
program in Basic.

Incidentally, if you do modify the
programs the workshop would love to
know. As the notes say. "your adaptation
may be just what someone else needs

Cliff McKnight



save time
and money

The lime involved in developing programs

for your Apple, with a technical or graphics

content, can be cut by 90% by using

Oynatech's techwriter program generator...

and time is money.

Techwriter lakes the drudgery out o< program

development It eliminates the need for the

programmer to write all the tedious I/O subroutines

which transfer data between keyboard/disk, dhkjcote

memory. The target program is automatically

structured and interactive with many diagnostic

features built in. The target code is ready tot u5<:

within a few minutes of creation by Techwriter.

^^0 . Tedhwriter available from

> DYNATK 1 1 MK KOSt >l I WARE LTU

PWOGHAM

L
~\

TECH

I

I

I

I

Dynaiecti otter a Demg pllk «vit,h manual

lor jun C9.0O" - usual price hi £16 00
Just complete this coupon and ppsi to Qv"0<«cn Micfosoit^iirc.

Summi-i tii'ld House, Vale. Guernsey. Channel Islands CM lor

imrrwdinti* attention 'phone 0481 45934

address

Wl .

"Ralundtable oiler subsequent ordei
Wl

TechwvtttBf it a registered trademark ot Logical Computing
Apple u a registered trademark of Applir Computer Inc

I

I

I

I
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Make ft your resolution now to try these
exciting new applications for your Apple
from CPSOFTWAflE
IVL Computer-
Controlled Video
Instruction System
* For eOuirttnW o' ll

• 7piusenlalttnniodes
itrto modes

• -J DtdOChinqritQde'j
• VHSoiUmatic«deo
* Frame-accu»a(e VCH contrcJ
* Comprt*ftensrvi.' . u

rsportinfl tZ/3,SO

GRAPHIC PRESENTER
The Apple slide
projector
* For business* presentations
* DIY lt>«! slides

• #»uto(Tiniic5CTeenbu«U-ups
" Cornpalab*ty with most Apple
graphic drawing sysloms

• For point-of-sale risplay
• Speedy edit and update
* CopiBSat c*t nn

noqixiiblecost X/G.OO
DIGITALDIAnYThe
complete desktop time
manager
•

* Thing
I

* Adv<inc** Warning Syilem
-

'

CHECKOUT Multiple
Choice Testing System
• F-or use in education and Irairwvj

10 rest knowledge and
undemanding

» Mot only I» n«s
* Compri'itensive editing

£28.50 art reporting -__ n£52.50
All CPS0FTWARE product's ate menu-driven and r«qu*9 abw

nti US'" programming

CPSOFTWARE, 2\ BfiAYBON AVENUE. BRIGHTON.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Tel. (0273)564500 (24hr)

mwmm
software
now includes . . .

Apple Business Accounting Program

Apple Property Rental Management

Apple Newsc happy

. . . especially written for

Apple JX microcomputers/*
Dealer enquiries welcomed
For further information please contact:

ADAM Software Ltd..

105/107 Whitecross Street.

London EC1Y 8JD

Telephone: 01-628 3531/2 #.
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Extending stock control
WE own an Appie II with two disc drives
which we use for business purposes, and
the software we are usfng is the
Systematic* Financial Controllerprograms
on Pascal.

We wish to extend the computer
operation for stock control and. at the
moment SyStematics feel that two to

three thousand is the maximum number of
items their program can handle.

I am wondering if you can advise of any
stock control program for the Apple II

which, coupfed with a hard disc drfve. can
handle slock control of ten to fifteen

thousand items.

Any assistance or names of companies
whom we could contact would be very
useful. Meantime, congratulations on your
magazine^ which we find very helpful lor

both business and personal use. E.H.
Brooks, Douglas, Isle of Wan.

• Possible solutions are Omnis. which
has recently boon updated and has a hard
disc version, and 0«bit whose authors
claim that the number of items is limited

only by the disc capacity.

There is a free Apple publication called

"Apple Applications Index" which is

obtainable from your dealer or direct from
Apple. This lists some of the available

programs. A more detailed review of

software available is in the Apploware
directory (see Page 2 1 ).

Ensure when choosing the package
that it is compatible with your hard disc
operating system and can fully exploit the
large amount of storage available. Always
try out the package before making your
final choice.

Most dealers are happy to allow you to

do this, as it leads to satisfied customers
in the end. We would be interested to hear
the outcome of your quest, if only to pass
on your experiences to other readers.
- Peter Bra meld.

Shift/ess

Lazer
IS anyone using a Later Systems
Keyboard Plus with Applewrilor I? If so,
have you managed to get the shift key to

produce uppercase characters? The
Appiewriter patch supplied with the
adaptor is faulty, as is the copy of the list-

ing in (he manual.
I've tried contacting Stack Computers

in {tootle who supplied the adaptor, hut
they don't seem interested enough even
to answer my letter.

I've also tried writing direct to Lazer in
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operation
with the
Apple II

California, but it doesn't loo* as if they are
going to reply either.

Can anyone help me by fixing the
patch, please? I'm no machine code
programmer, so I don't even know where
to start looking to attempt to fix it myself.
Bob Mould.. Bracknell. Berks.

Simple
program
to test

memory
with an
Apple

By ALAN
MARSHALL

/ HAVE been working on the program on
pages 7112 of your September issue
(Applecart - by Alan Marsha/I) but I have
come up against a problem in that when I

run Program 2 it stops purr WBf through
with the message "break in 310".

I have checked the program entry for

this line and have played around with
some alternative character entries in case
there was a misprint, but ail to no avail.

I have limited experience in pro-
gramming and would appreciate it if you
could solve this problem for me. - R.H.
Stiorer, Halifax, Vorkt.

• It is difficult to answer a query about a
program without being on the spot, but I

suspect that I know what has happened.
Program 1 on page 71 creates a text file

with length and name supplied by ihe
user. Program 2 attempts to read tho file

bm assumes that there are 80 entries (and
incidentally that the names of the files

agree with those within the program)
There are threb ways of solving the

problem (if this is the problem!:
a Use Program 1 to create exactly 80
entries.

D Let Program 1 write the number of
entries as the first entry on the text file.

Tins is easily accomplished by inserting

the line

125 PRINT ENTRIES
Now lot Program 2 read this number

before reading the words. Insert line

295 INPUT ENTRIES
and change line 300 to

300 FOR I 1 TO ENTRIES
Q A text filo created by *he original
Program 1 could be read by the original

Program 2 using (he ONERR GOTO to ter-

minate Ihe reading of tho file. In Program
2 insert the line

275 ONERR GOTO 1000
and insert linos

1000 PRINT: PRINT CHRSI4) 'CLOSE"
1010 POKE 216.0 : GOTO 340
Line 330 is now redundant end can be
deleted.

What happens is that the file is read
and when the program finds no more data
to input, instead of crashing with ihe
BREAK message it goes to 1000 which
closes the file, clears the ONERR cons
truciion with the POKE 216.0 and
resumes execution at line 340. - Mo*
Parrott.

Matter
of Protocol
THE answer to Howard Carter's CP/M
query (Windfall, December '821 lies in the
Microsoft software manuH VoJumttt. sec-
tion headed "Support of non-standard
peripherals and I/O software.'' which gives
all the details of software protocols re-

quired to correctly interface most non-
standard peripherals.

He Gould perhaps try ottering his
software so that it can be accepted in S/ot
3.

As Apple commercial software expects



FEEDBACK

an external terminal in Slot 3 I must
assume that Mr Carter has some custom
software that has been incorrectly in
rerfaced ro the Apple. I suggest he looks
to altering this piece of custom software
so that It follows standard Apple
protocols. Then there would be no
problem with interfacing the Apple. -
Tarry Thompson, Manchester.

Refreshing
I HAVE received my first copy of Windfall
magazine. May I take this opportunity to
compliment you on a first class produc-
tion. Having only recently acquired art

Apple II computer, it is totally refreshing
to be able to relate to the magazine for
ideas, future software sources and the in-

clusion of programs - Margaret A,
Clapperton, Whiaaendina, Oakham.

One
too many
IT was with some pleasure that I tried

Allan Dubost's December Appletip. The
required effect was not forthcoming, how-
ever. until I defeted an unnecessary
linefeed Itine 210).

Overall, the ideas presented by this
simple program, and the way In which
ttiey were produced, were refreshing. By
contrast, it seems somehow depressing to
see Appletips frequently repeated. This
month again saw the familiar one about
garbage collection. - M. Green,
Plymouth.

• Point taken, but some tips are worth
repealing for the benefit of new users land
readers) as welt as for existing readers
who have improved their level of com-
petence and therefore their comprehen-
sion.

Appletips are eagerly consumed by our
readers and it is at limes difficult to satisfy
their appetites.

Sorting
subroutines
I HAVE been looking for a machine code
sorting subroutine to incorporate into
Applesoft programs which I have written
for our Apple II which runs under DOS,
using 8in discs.

There appears to be something which
may be suitable listed in the Appleware
Q2-83 book. It is called Amper-sort/
merge lA-SfMf and is distributed by S and
H Software. USA. Could you please
therefore send me their address and also.

If you can, tell me whether or not you
think this program would fit the bill? If not.

have you any other suggestions?
Elizabeth Enstone, Kent.

• S and H Software's address is: Box 5,

Manvel, ND 58256, USA You don't say
whether you want to sort strings or num-
bers or both, nor whether the data to be
sorted resides only on disc or can possibly

all be in memory. Therefore it is difficult to

advise on the suitability of this or any
other utility on the market.

Your best bet is to chat over the
problem with a reputable? dealer. Remem-
ber that if only numbers are to be sorted
Basic alone can provide the speed if the
right algorithm is chosen. The choice will

be between Quicksort and Shellsort
depending on the total number of items.

An Applesoft version of Quicksort by
J.P. Lewis and an enhanced version of

Mike Glover's machine code bubble sort
(Windfall. January '82) by Lazlo Koranyi
Bfe in this issue. Perhaps you could use
these to your advantage. - Max Parrott.

Selling
programs
I HAVE written a program for Apple II

Europlus. I have been considering to send
it for publication, and thought Windfall
was the appropriate magazine because it

is especially for Apple.
It is a space warprogram called "Space

Shoot". It has sound, plus shape teb/e
which is loaded from disc, with recorded
hits. I was wondering if there would be
any money in it, as it is copyright,
Need/ess to say. I would send all the

relevant data - Matter D.S. Briggi,
Sou tli onil on -Son.

• We would certainly be interested in
having a look at your program. If it is suit-

able for publication there will indeed be
some monev coming your way.
When considering a program for

publication we look at the following
points:

D Does it work, and has it been fully de-
bugged? This may seem obvious, but
many of the programs we receive do not
behove quite as their authors intended
D How user-friendly is the program. If

things go wrong it is possible to protect
the user from bewilderment by use Of
such features as "ONERR GOTO" which
will toll the parson using the program
what they ere doing wrong.

This is particularly important as many
of our readers are first-time users and
have little experience of the many
catastrophes that can occur when running
complex programs.
We only have a limited amount of

space in which to publish your contribu-
tion, so a nice, neat layout can be very
helpful.

Lastly, don't forget those REM state-

ments. For a reader to get the most from a
program it is important that he knows
how the program works. If you are send-
ing discs through the post always protect
them from bending by use of a stiff piece
of card. We look forward to receiving your
masterpiece in due course. - Peter
Brameld.

Making most
of big discs
WE use an eight inch disc unit to store a
large number of small files which cannot
be stored as a data base system.

The directory track on the disc
becomes full prior to the storage capacity
of the disc, thus defeating the advantage
of an eight relative to a five inch disc unit.

Can you advise if there is a simple
method of increasing the number of tracks
used tor directory from one to, say, two or
three?- V.F Com, Llewellin's Machine
Co., Bristol.

• Increasing the number of files which
can bo created on an 8in disc is not
simply a matter of making available a
larger number of tracks on which to store
file names.

As well as the actual file names there is

a list called the Volume Table of Contents
(VTOC) which contains a map of where
the data is located on the disc.

This list would also require modifica-
tion if the numbBr of files was to be
increased.

I cannot toll from your letter why you
need so many files. Have you fully

exploited the use of random access files

(Page 82 to 89 of the DOS manual)-, or is

it that this type of file is too slow?
When you buy an Bin disc system it

is usually operated from a modified DOS
control card. The firmwear held on this

card along with a modified disc operating

system is what dictates the number of
files, maximum file length etc.

Unfortunately there is no standard Bin
disc operating system for the Apple and
the actual features available are varied
from one system to another.

It does not sound as if your system is

particularly flexible, and I suggest you
approach your dealer and ask him to look
at the possibility of changing it for you.

If you require any further information as
to what is available by way of Bin disc
operating systems I suggest you contact a
specialist supplier such as Eicon Research
(0954-81825) or any other appropriate
advertiser within the magazine. - Peter
Brameld.
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PASCAL PROGRAMMING AIDS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Two new Statistical Packages 1or the Apple II

5^ S REVIEW£D^» with the Pascal language system (1.1). These

-^IN THIS ISSUE^' have been designed to give facilities comparable
lo those found on many main frame systems.

GENERAL STATISTICAL
PROFESSIONAL STANDARD DATA ANALYSISINPUT AND EDITS

TRAPPING OF FLOATING POINT
Multiple Stepwise Regression, Correlations, Chi
Square, 8arttett's Test. Poisson & Binomial

ERRORS Distributions. Transforms, time shifting &

EXTENDED PRECISION FLOATING combination of the series data.

POINT ARITHMETIC VARIANCE ANALYSIS
FLOATING POINT NUMBERS
CONVERTED TO STRINGS

Crossed Classifications and Nested Analyses.

User selected error estimates & Partial Analyses.

STRINGS CONVERTED TO FLOATING STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ClfiO.OO 4 VAT
POINT NUMBERS Separate manuals C5.50

C20 » VAT VARIANCE ANALYSIS CI 50.00 * VAT

Separate Manuals C3.75 Separate manuals £4.00

JEL COMPUTER SERVICES
3, King's Road, Cleethorpes, DN35 OAJ. Telephone: 0472 693742

Write now for full details.

(Trade lists available for Apple dealers)

" Apple is the trade mark o1 Apple Computer. Inc.

PROJECT LEADER
TIME SHEET ANALYSIS PACKAGE AND DEBTORS CONTROL
PROBABLYTHE BEST TIME SHEET ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR USE

WITH ANY MICROCOMPUTER ON THE MARKET TODAY.
Datacode's latest Software Package designed to solve all time, cost and Billing

problems both large and small. Project Leader provides full time sheet analysis and
is invaluable for Accountants. Solicitors. Architects and other professional practices.

APPLE II 51" FLOPPY VERSION C385 {300 CLIENTS) HARD DISC (SYMBFILE)
VERSION C500 (OVER 300 CLIENTS) DEMONSTRATION PACK £40.

Project leader provides the following reports at two levels:

1. Secretarial Reports 2. Management Reports

A. Daybook A Client Summarv/Statement
B. Project/Client Table B. Complete Work in Progress

C. Employee Table
D. Project/Client Weekly Cost

C Debtor's Balances

SAMPLE DATA CODE INTERNATIONAL LTD
REPORT WORK IN PROGRESS SUMMARY

CLIENTS NAME ( ---CHARGE OUT COSTS—)
TO DATE THIS UEEK TOTAL

CURRENT
DEBTORS
BALANCE

CURRENT

UORK IN PROGRESS

ABC CO LTD
HARWICH LTD

SCHMIDT IND LTD

357.00
16S2.00

1*31.00

0.00 3*7.00

154.00 1636.00
149.00 1780.00

300.00
0.00

1200.00

97.00
636.00

449.00

UORK IN PROGRESS/BALANCE 1500.00 UB2.00

DATACODE SYSTEMS (INT) LTD. 2 Leeson Close, Dublin 2. Tel: 761242
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Interface gives
instant graphics
A PLOTTER interlace program. PIK. which
allows the graphics produced by either the

Apple ll or III io be reproduced directly

onto the Strobe 100 Plotter, has been

introduced by Business and Professional

Software.

The user can perform curve lining and
trend line analysis, produce multicolour

exploded pto charts, vertical and
horizontal bar charts, or scattergrams

dot patterns in various shapes.
Existing Visicalc data files can bt 1

to automatically display tho quantitative

daea in the user's choice ot formats. The
resulting graphs can then bo simply

directed to the plotter.

Tha software allows all Apple business
graphics to be drawn to the full 150

points per inch resolution of the Strobe

100 which accommodates standard Ad
paper, transparency film for overhead pro-

joctions. o* high quality materials for

reproduction as colour prints or 35mm
slides.

Two discs included In the package con-

tain drivers for all popular printers and a

manual details how to install each driver

on the business graphics disc ThB PIK- ktt

tor both the Apple It and III costs £86.25
from Data Efficiency. Tel: 044260155.

All the news
on one page
THE first full page, hi res, black and white

display for the Apple II is The Genius from

Micro Display Systems of Minnesota.
it displays 57 lines of 80 characters

with fully formed descenders, and
enhances word processing, software
development, financial analysts and data
entry applications,

The display unit interfaces to the Apple
through the installation of a single printed

circuit board. It has 8k memory
Features include an expanded Ascii

character set (128 characters) with both
reverse video and flashing characters

available. Factor/ options include av.t-

of international character sets.

CP/M and Pascal-based software is

compatible with the display, as is Word-
star and the Executive Secretary
packages. Other packages are being

modified lo utilise the lull-page
capabilities.

Tin' unit can also be operated fn Ihfl

ii naiivo mode displaying 24 lines

by 40 characters and enabling it to he
used with unmodified soltware packages.

The Genius Is 41cm high 33cm wide

and d3crndeep. ll costs from St, 795. Tel:

(OlOt) 612 437 2233.

A II-Apple
network
A LOW-COST, entry level local computer
network which supports both Applo 1 1 and
III is available from Zynar.

ELF is based on the Cluster/One
network already Installed in over 450
locations worldwide. Apples are linked

together and share common resources

such as hard disc storage and printer

facilities. Each Apple on the network is

Enhanced word
processing from
the Genius

eiiher a user work station or a network
server station

Examples o! a server include the

Network File Server, which manages
access to shared mass-storage discs, and
the File Transfer Server, which enables

users to exchange liles between networks
both locally and romotely.

ELF consists; of a mini Winchester hard

disc drive with a choice of 5mbyte or

lOmbyte formatted capacity: Network
File Server software which supports both

the DOS Basic and UCSD Pascal operat-

ing environments; an interface card and a

Clock cafd for tho Network File Server sta-

tion; and Network interface cards for the

Apple II and III work stations and server

stations.

Options include a CP/M operating
system to run with the Network File

Server software as well as an in-house

Viewdata system and electronic mail

system. Several communication facilities

<iso available including telex, file
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transfer between networks and dial-in

capabilities, from remote Apples.

ELF can easily be upgraded at low cos!

lo a full Clusior/One network -with the

addition of a 40mbyte disc and extra

network software.

All software which runs on ELF can be
transported to Cluster/One, and the mini

Winchester can be used 'or extra storage
ELF costs C5.500 (tor a basic 3-Anple.

5mbyto svstom) or C6.600 (for a 5-Apple

lOmhyte system.)

Teeing up for

club admin
A SERIES of specialist software modules
each taking care of an aspect, or linked

aspects, ol golf club management and ad-

ministration has been released by Twig
Systems.

The company says Ms Twig Golf

Administrator package is a combination of

modern controls for general management
and the specialist capabilities peculiar to

golf.

It was Inspired] by the prospect of

chantjes in the British system ol handi-

capping to bo mado this year, and is laid.

to cater for these regulations as well as
automatic billings and subscription

renewals, membership, handicap and
results listing documented histories of

members' playing achiovonionts, hole-by-

hole leader boards for competitions, in-

dividual performance averages on a hole-

by-hole basis, members records and direct

mailing. The package runs on an Apple III.

Modules Include Stocktwig (to monitor

bar stocks). Managetwig (for budgeting

and forecasting). Paytwig (catering for

w/age and salary calculations), Clublwig
(membership listings and details, and in

voicing) and Tigertwig (records details of

individuals' rounds, with performance

analysis). There are also competition.

handicap and scoring capabilities.

The whole system costs €1.842.50,
although modules can be bought
separately. Tel: 0296-623965

Apple III

systems
MORE than 120 software packages for

the Apple III are now available in the UK.
Among them are the Accsys Sales Ledger
and Purchase Ledger from Microtechntc.

Both systems will run stand-alone or as
pan of an integrated business system in-

corporating stock control, purchase/sales

order processing, and general ledger, and
both require an Apple III and a 132
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column primer,
Additional disc drives or a hard disc are

needed if integration with other modules
is required. Both modules caler for up to

5.000 accounts and the number of

transactions is limited only by disc storage

capacity.

Reports printing can be interrupted and
resumed later, transactions can be
batched or processed immediately, there

is an audit trail report with on screen en-

quiry option, mailing labels capability and
automatic housekeeping routines are

executed whenever the keyboard is Inac-

tive,

Hia systems, produce all common
ledger reports and cost T250 per module.

Tel: 0642-771501

More
program space
A SERIES of memory boards for the Apple
includes a 16k RAM board, a 32k RAM
board and a 1 6k board which is user

upgradable to 32k.
The AP-32 from ftflPC Peripherals and

distributed by Computer Applied
Technology Is supplied with software lo

relocate DOS and Imager, thus allowing
over 46k Basic program space, and has

six LEDs to indicate board status.

In common with the other two boards

its features include RAM selected/RAM
write-enabled and a switch selectable

2716 monitor socket. The boards are slot

independent (subject to software require-

ments) and are compatible with the Apple
language card and all existing programs

that operate with It.

The monitor socket on the boards is

Six colour plotter

from Amdek

designed to allow custom monltoi
routines such as an interrupt drive I/O.

getting default input from a custom key-

board), putting default output to an 80
column card. An EPROM version of

Apple's old monitor can also be utilised

from this socket.
The 32k board costs £107.65, the 16/

32k board €90 60 and the 16k board

€73.55. Tel: 0262-73036.

Six colour
plotter
A SIX colour plotter introduced by Amdek
is compatible with most porsonal com-
puters including Apples and features hig.h

pen speed, automatic pen retrieval and
002in resolution tor fast, accurate plots.

The microprocessor-intelligent Amplot
II rocoives Ascii commands and built In

software permits additional one alpha

character commands. Eight-bit parallel

and RS-232-C operation is standard.

Effective plotting range is 10in x 14in

and six fibre tip pens are provided lor

plotting on ordinary paper or film. Chart

hold-downs and a dust cover are also

available. Price is $1290. Tel: 01 01 13121
364-1180.

Property
package
ESY. from Prodala. is an accounting

system for estate agents supplied in three

modules - Accounts. Property Manager
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and branches. Th« former is a comprehen-
sive estate agent's accounting system-

Each can. be used independently in

practices having only one branch, while
multi-branched businesses can operate
mem at a central administration office.

The modules are written in Pascal and
run on an Apple III with monitor, using a

Profile hard disc and a 132 column
printer. Features include the rapid record-

ing of all expenses chargeable to

properties and payments received.

E-penses can bo automatica liy

ana lysed into up to 1 different typos a nd
management reports analysing
expenditure produced at any time, includ-

ing a lis-t ot nil expenses incurred to date
on any property, a detailed monthly report

for any branch and a monthly summary of

all expenditure on any chosen expense.
Prodata say the system was developed

with the help of loading estate agents and
says that it can easily be mastered by

average clerical personnel. Tel: 0928
35T10.

Binary
answer
COPY-protected software presents tho

user of non-standard disc formats with

two- major problems,
Firstly it the user cannot copy a

program from one 5jin floppy to another

he can scarcely transfer the original

program to a hard disc drive.

Secondly, oven if ho could, it would ho

a major undertaking to alter the software

so that on booting from the "new"
environment it continued to recognise the

existence of a non-standard DOS.
Elite Soltwaro is marketing a hardware

copying device, tho Wildcard, as a

possible solution. It converts protected
software into standard binary tiles which
can readily be transferred.

Also, because the files are accessible,

the primary entry points of DOS can be
located and modified. If necessary it is

possible to completely replace DOS The
card costs T99. Tel: 01-572 0453.

Storage
A USEFUL innovation trom Poto and Pam
is -Stilts" - logs for the Epson MXSO
printer which raise it enough to provide up
to 3 in of space for paper storage.

Tho stilts slot easily into each ol four

holes in the base of the printer and

provide a sturdy support. They are made
of colour-matched polypropoleno with

protective plastic leei and the set costs

£5.95. Tel: O706-22701 I

AN emergency power backup unit the

heavy duty EPU 1000. has been added to
the Microguard range ol constant voltage

units. It is designed to maintain ii

Stabilised voltage and reduce the effect of

fluctuating mains transients to all equip
ment operating from an AC mains supply

It keeps an Apple going when the
power fails, fades or surges. The 1.000

watt output unit, connected between the

Apple and the power supply, switches to

battery power when required,

It can also bo usod as a remote power
unit where there are no mains available.

Prico: CI .295. Tet: 0905-21541.

Share a
Winchester
VOLUME production of the ICE Mul-
tiplexor started last month.

The unit is an intelligent micropro-
cessor controlled device for the Apple II

which allows multiple users to share a

Winchester subsystem and primer.

It is a free standing unit containing
power supply, a Z80A processor control

card with 64k dynamic RAM, and
between one and eight multiplexor chan-
nel cards, each ot which supports eight

users.

The system can be configured for

between eight and 64 users in increments

of eight.

Use of the Rodirne R0208 40mbyte
Winchester disc drive allows up to

80mbytes of formatted storage.

ICE claims its multiplexor has a data
transfer rate of 200k a second, which is

fast enough to eliminate most of tho con-

tention problems experienced with a

network approach.
The unit costs £620 and the interface

kit for each Apple is CI 00. Tel: 07842-
4727].

A REMOVABLE 5 Jin Winchester hard
disc cartridge forms the basis for a new
product from Rohan Memories and Peri-

pherals.
TheSStOR has a capacity of 10m bytes

removable, format ted storage and costs

C2.395 The system incorporates two Sy-
Quest Technology half-height drives in a
package only slightly larger than a
standard Apple floppy disc drive.

At the top end of the now range is tho

SS 1 5R which provides tOmbyte fixed and
5mhyte removable formatted capacity,

and which the distributors claim provides
an integrated solution to the problem of

hard disc backup h costs C2.60O.
All the systems are provided with in-

tegral controllers, power supplies and host
adaptors for the Apple II and III. Tel:

020488-6977.
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Fibre optics

interfaces
A SECOND UK company ts marketing

fibre optics products tor the Appte. U-
Eleclro Optics has developed fibre optics

interfaces that otter either- single duplex

channels or eight duplex channels and
standard lengths of 10 metres or 26
metres.

Each interface occupies a single Apple
slot and can be used (or Apple to Apple or

Apple to other device communications.
Maximum cable lengths of 400 metres or

2km are possible dependent on type of
cable.

With fibre optics links computers can
be sighted without restriction in factory

environments. Cabling can be laid in exist-

ing ducting alongside mains cables if

necessary and no shielding is roquired

because the components are immune to
electrical interference.

Other products include fibre optics line

drivers and digital fibre optics evaluation

Mis. Tat; 0925-54 It 7.

PACE
enhancements
ENHANCEMENTS to the Apple II version

of PACE estimating software have been
made by High Technology Software of

Oklahoma. Trie package, a flexible general

purpose estimating product for use in

almost any industry, has been made
Corvus bard-disc compatible.

This increases the maximum number of

estimates that can be stored from 1 00 on
floppy disc to 500 with the Corvus.

The package can now store and
retrieve information regarding the com-
ponent make-up of up to 2,000 items as

well as information on individual com-
ponents that make up the estimate item.

The floppy version stores information on
400 components-

PACE, which costs $395. is also avail-

able for the Apple III, Tel.OIOl 1405)478
2105.

Code
generator
AUTOCODE I is an automatic pro-

gramming system for CP/M
microcomputers which generates
programs executed directly by the dBase
II system.

With the package the user enters
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directly to the screen an image of the

document to be used in maintaining files.

Autocode I requests interactive

responses to set parameters for the

system, such as key fields, variable

ranges, menu and sub-meng creation and
report formats, before producing
programs to run under dBase II without

further effort.

Manufacturers Stemmos say that a

user with no programming experience and

no knowledge of dBase II can produce
programs within a fow hours.

Users with a working knowledge of

dBase II can link up their own processing

files in the menus, producing complex
systems generated in code already

optimised by the system. Automatic docu-
mentation for each application is

provided.
The package is available from Pete and

Pam for £120. Tel: 0706-227011.

Fast central

data file

A RECENT entry Into the networking

arena is the Fileserver from Micromite.

Designed for use with CP/M basod
machtnos, the system incorporates a high

capacity, high speed central data file-

It can lie shared by numerous micros,

with none of them tied up acting as a con-

troller station, and features a filo lock

facility This ensures that only one user

can access a particular file at any one
time.

The lOmbytc unit costs C4.250. while

the top of the range 40mbyte model with

2mbyto tape streamer back-up costs

re.450
Interface cards for each Apple on the

network cost T150. Tel: 0703-24071.

Pascal aids
to editing
A PACKAGE of Pascal programming aids

is available from JEL Computer Services.

The Units 1 Library is a set of three Pascal

units which provide keyboard entry and
editing of data with full character by
character validation.

The programmer has control over the

width and position on the screen of the

input/edit field and, for numerical data.

can specify the range of values which will

be accepted.
When handling string data the

programmer can specify those characters

which may be entered.

The left and right arrow keys are imple-

mented to give true editing facilities. The

cursor can be stepped forwards or

backwards over the data already entered

to allow individual characters to be
changed.

Each disc is supplied with com-
prehensive manual and demonstration

program. Price: C20. Tel: 0472-693742.

Diary with
a difference
IT is hardly a pocket diary, although the

Digital Diary, which requires a 48k Apple

II with twin drives and optional printer,

does generate comprehensive print-outs

to provide an up-to-date "take away"
copy for the businessman on the move.

The package, from C.P. Software, is

described as a complete desktop lime

manager. Its features include a one year

appointment diary on call at any time, a

separate "page" for each day, automatic

diary entries for regular events, advance

warning of important events coming up.

and a 'things to do' file in priority order.

Jobs left undone are automatically

highlighted, you can add, delete or change
entries and security features allow you to

keep you diary to yourself.

Digital Diary costs C28.50. Tel: 0273-
564500.

CORP update
THE CORP program generator has been
up-dated and modified by manufacturers
Dynatech Microsoft ware.

The package contains a disc of sample
programs to illustrate precisely how the

generator works and improvements have
been made to the instruction manual.

The new package costs £249 and in-

cludes a master disc, demo tutorial, two
utility discs and a diagnostic disc. All

items are available separately, lei: 0481-
45934.

128k bubble
RELIABLE non-volatile memory storage in

a hostile environment is provided by a
128k bubble memory module, Plug-

compatible with Apple, the XBU81 unit

may be used either to replace a floppy

disc or in conjunction with a disc to hold

files that are frequently accessed for

programs or data.

Manufacturers Xcalibur say (he bubble
memory unit is very reliable, immune to

heal, dust, grease and grit, and executes
DOS read or write three times faster than

disc. It is supplied with utility software
and a two year warranty for below £500.
Tel: 0604 21057-4.



Developer
The DEVELOPER is a powerful program

development aid for programmer* wjiiing in

APPLESOFT.
DEVELOPER speeds up the program development

cycle by providing facilities to make rapid local and
global changes to program text DEVELOPER
consists of 4 modules, each of which is accessed by
typing the ampwan '&' followed by a single

command letter and a line number or siring of

characters DEVELOPER is designed to operate
either on its own or in conjunction with the

RENUMBER utility present on iheDOS3.3 SYSTEM
MASTER or the APPLESOFT PROGRAMMER'S
ASSISTANT supplied with the DOS 3.3 TOOL KIT.
Once installed DEVELOPER is completely transparent

and does not interfere with DOS or APPLESOFT.

The 4 modules that comprise DEVELOPER arc

A Line Editor offering rapid cursor moves, insert

and delete

* A Global Editor allowing all lines containing a

specified, string to be listed and an optional string

substituted for it.

A Lister with forward and reverse list, single step

and suspend list.

A System Variable Dump displaying much useful

information on memory status.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DEVELOPER
requires a 48K APPLE II- with APPLESOFT in ROM
or language card and at least one DISK II running

under DOS 3.3.

£19.95 * VAT

STATISTICIANS
ENGINEERS
SCIENTISTS
need MATRIX and ARRAY inslructions

normally found only on Main frame
Computers.

NOW available for your Apple
] [

(Complete ANSI BASIC including INVERSE)
by D. A. Armitage B.Sc, Ph.D.

1 5 2

1 1 7

$ 3 4,

1 S 2

1 1 7

3 4

I

26

-4

-3

-1

The routines include:

INSTRUCTIONS
MAT INPUT, READ. PRINT

FUNCTIONS
Z/:«. CON. IDN. TRN. INV

(also calculates DET).
OPERATIONS

(Scalar expJX, +, -,x.

£29.95 + VAT

lOEifliM
computer centre limited
67 Regent Road, Leicester LEI 6YF

Tel: 0533 556268

Apple Books
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S.B.D. Software rnfi il

CALL AP.P.LE. MAGAZINE
...... ..

.-.,.'.
'OwD/ICf Of

Your subscription .,|h in

198/

Single back l»u«
kinrj

I S8D Software. FREEPOST. 1 5 JOCELYN ROAD. RICHMOND,
SUR,REYTW9 1 BR. Telephone 01 -948 0461

1 24 hours)

Please send me the following Kerns.

Product O* Pme Total

Add 75p lot Postage- &P.- 0.75

Gti nd Jotal t

Q Pi" 'ipnonfoi CAR APPLE

Q I2i«ufs@£2l00
M

' " D24mue'.@M000
Q Europe Ai< Mail pmi.^r - SMJDpcrtj.Mum

(
' 10

5BD Software tori

Please debtlm.
. I Number

Ml E.B D*e

Nd"te

J10
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NOW GIVE YOUR APPLE
GRAPHICS CAPABILITY

WITH
•"* H . ::-: ;. •

:

s :;.-«.

— -

1
<!* ::: :e: M as

•••• i• •*<
•a • Mi

;;_ ::;; •M?
52! gp~53"ST5JS3

=2 =r =sr =se :ar
!!!:IKS! 15!:

DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSIONS

•EOBL' Sm.ES CPHOOBCS0-. I9SI - 1912
«ne hio«t conPAMT, i*<

3 « I

fTQKTMS OF THE TEA*

FQBnULfli T JCI - ID

«*LWE5 C«\.CVL«'(0 «itm n«THtn«IC

-li -A -*

VALUES PLOTTED OVtO RRM6C -!• 10 10

"UDLIC OPIHlOf- POLL IJ*1B-B now 19B?
•VNmlU BlkAkOM It QPIMC A -CBEOI JOB

ETBOMCLI

01S««*££

a-KHCE

»co«

KUT1

SIBOMSLTBtBEt

J Creates graphs and charts in seconds . .

.

~| On its own or interfaced to Visicalc*.
1—

' MatheMagic or any DIFR file

J Fast, flexible, user friendly

J Store and recall data and graphs from disk

^1 Full colour

"| Add text to anywhere on graph with
'—

' Hi-Res accuracy

AVAILABLE ON

Apple II & II+,
SOON ON
IBM PC, CP/M 2.2, NEC PC

£69 + VAT Dealers welcome

Overlay graphs

J Supports most popular printers

GRAPHMAuW

See your dealer for a demonstration

or contact

fc 111

International Software Marketing
Unit 683, Armadale Road.
Feltharn, Middx.TW14 0LW. Tel. 01 751 5791

- limited only by user imagination,
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Micro-
Watch
real time clock

card and

Electronic

Diary
software for your

Apple II Computer

Deafer Enquiries
Welcome

Applications
Scheduler with audibly alarm for the office, factory, hotel, college, bom*
Examples include matitings. apnotntmvntt. conlBianeefi. (unciioni, projects
maiirii»n,im:p schedules, service duo. accounts due. annivorsnrios. room
Mrvh a

Real limu daIt lirgging and control BpplicntkinB for Ousinass industry,

lflbo*(MQrifls. schools, colleges and (he home

Displays (or hotels, lounges, reception areas - using the large lorn*, easy to
read massages can be displayed in colour at selected timi*» and on $q lei;ted
day or dam
Automatic printing ol the date and/or tim« on memo's, loiters, invotCft,

reports, programs
. . .

Timing events or series 0* events using the stopwatch program E*amplen
include: Time and rnotlon studios, sports events or any time logging
application

Blanmire Electronics Limited
128 Oliver Plunkett
Street, Cork, Ireland.
Tel: 0002 500418/821518
Tftchnical Enquiries Tel: 0002 502428
Tolox 75444 CollbqcK CTT CEI

into ih« game

The- Miciu W.ilnl.
•1 I >,*mgly compact card, only one IC using the lale:

A. i uraM 111
|
itnsurod by Qua'ti Crystal.

Maintains- month. d*iy. date, hours. rninutf*s and seconds
Automatically adjusts tor number ol days in a month Pint.

I/O socket.
Includes e«tenslon socket . which allows simultaneous uso ol game paddlo*

"ly low power consumption.
Include* nickel OavJlufn battery which automatically tveha'g** while power is

on.

Battery remains charged lor up to one yeni wilh Micro Watch removed Irom
(he Apple- ot wnth the Apple II pawn' utf

Fuiiv prObscUd against incoirect insertion into (he gome I/O socket
Easy to program - no PR nr IN commands, lust e simple CALL

:
.ii 'ly pijiou ihmuoh hoio PCB with solder matt on both sides.

The Electronic Diery
Enables Immodtlll ind practical use-age ol micro>watcn.

Id use. m*nti driven system.
Updaieoblo diary ol event* wuh alarm, arfvanco warning alarm (mlnules to

""I B ^O1 character description lor each «vont.
,»nd visual indication when events occur.

Events can bo mi lot day. date, month, hour* jnd minutw.
Printout Incilitv to otitain hardcopy list lor events of one day or all events in
the diary

Incorporate* HIGHER TEXT by Synergistic Software Inc. giving lower case.
varmble character .

i
choice ol 'ants

Si« dtH Hi lor Analog. Digital and Oav'Oaie display*.
Utilities lor using Iho Micro watch with your own or other programs-
Sample Applesoft programs 10 ant user programming

PASCAL SOFTWARE IMOW AVAILABLE
•n CMW '"

GLANMIRE ELECTRONICS LTD.

j
Name

I Address .

.

Please send me 1 time kti (n C59 +

I enclose choque/PO lor E6O.50
Please allow 14 days lor delivery.

Tel:

fl.50 P&P ^SEU
My Ac cess/Ba relay/Visa No

Let us take stock of the
situation for you

RADIAN STOCK CONTROL SYSTEM

Keeping track ofyour stock doesn't have to be a task of I lerculean

proportions.The Radian stock control system is a menu driven programme with a part

code of 13 characters allowing you access toall the necessary information as fast as you
can key in your requirements. Included in this programme are an automatic calculator
tor pricing, facility ((M-putvh.NtMinl sales transactions, provision, forstock divisionsand
a full audit trail. It also provides price lists and extensive management reports

-In fact, itdoesthe job for you!

rhe Radiiin 5 ttvm isavailabteonS 1
i' .mil ieitisc%ysu*m*and i* written in PAS< A I Forfurthei information d

O.th. Electronics Ltd.. 111 Lr Georges St.. Dun Laognaire. Co. Dublin. Phone (01) 803358 802423 Telex 92171 qth ei
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FORMATTING

II
1

: [till ftlDIQI : on 1

1 TO BIB1 UNO 10.41 "'

1 1 mi
I TO BIG

1 1 ror. k • 1 TO BIO - Ji If

i
1 TMEU TEMP -

AOTMAt 1) tA<| - >

Tf.rtP

HEX1 i HEX! 1 FOR 1 - 1 TO HI
E. PRIMT ftd l ; «FtT

r. r&TNT

1" BIG i

inn «ibig>
FOB - l TO BIG

nil | nun 0-41
NEXT
FOR .1 • 1 !H BIG - 1

FOR i * 1 to BIG .1

IF 00: V AH .11 THEN
TEMP - Oit |

A IK J -

A<l . u -

2o NEXT

FOR 1- I TO BIO
PRINT A

Qhscure Applesoft clearer when formatted

EXAMINf THE two-lino Basic program
above and see how long it lakes you to

decide what it is supposed to do; then
have a look at the same program as re-

formatted on the right. I think you will

agree that it is rather easier to

comprehend.

H is unfortunate thai, the Applesoft
program written for maximum spaed also

tends to be written with minimum clarity,

Since I am frequently called upon to

debug such Applesoft programs, I have
written a utility to make my task easier by
reformatting the listings In- the style

shown above.
The program itself Is rather long ( 1

1

pages of EDASM toxe) so this article is not

going ro reproduce It Instead 11 will

attempt to give you some idea of its

design and structure, and ihe problems it

: so thai you may write your own
version if you want lo.

The first step is a rough specification of

the requirements, as follows
1. The program should be similar lo

the LIST command in use, syntax and
speed.

2. The program should not interfere

with the current Applesoft program in

memory (or vice versa).

3. Format: Line numbers should be
right- justified; commands should be split

one to o line: contents of FOR . . . NEXT
loop should be indented; consequences of

All is revealed
in formatted

By J.P. LEWIS

IF . . THENs should be indented; subrou-
t.nes/ENO/STOP/REM/ should be empha-
sised; optional ly print key-words in lower-
case.

The next stage is (o sketch in details

and relevant ideas. The paragraph num-
bers correspond roughly to step 1 above.

1. Use CTRL-P and CTRL-L to trigger

the listing. This allows for simple inter-

ception of the KEYIN routine (e.g. Mike
Glover's Screendump, Windfall, Oci 81).

This article outlines a method of improv-
ing tho readability of Applesoft listings

by modifying their format. Space limita-

tions prevent a lull listing of the machine
code routine described, but sufficient in-

formation is given to guide the reader in

the construction of his own program.
The reference to lowor cose letters is

normally only applicable to printer

output unless you have installed a lower
case chip in your Apple.

For those unfamiliar with machine
code programming, a brief explanotion

of some ol tha phraseology used is

necessary: The numbers preceded by a J
and containing letters as well as num-
bers (eg $B7) are in hexadecimal form

and refer to locations in tha Apple's
memory. The nearly understandable
words in capitals, e.g. EOL (end of line)

and GET CHAIR, relate to machine code
subroutines and are roughly the
equivalent of REM statements in Basic,
a» they convey some due to what func-
tion the subroutine performs.

Anyone wishing to experiment with
machine code might first consult the
Apple Reference Manual. (Don't be
scared of it - you can't do any damage to
your machine,, but if you ore playing
about in the monitor, do remove any
discs from the drives.) Also of interest is

Mike Glover's "Introduction to Machine
Code" (Windfall August, 81 - February 82).

Note that the first thing the program
should do is disable its own catling

routine.

Allowing that all the usual "LIST para-

motors are acceptable. USfl
GETLNKSFD6F) to get a parameter line

and GDBUFS(SD539) to prepare it for

interpretation by LINGE TlSDAOCl.
FNDUW($D61A) which will find which bit

of the actual memory you want to

examine
Judicious use of CHARGOT<$B7) will

do any error-trapping for illegal syntax
horo. Don't forget to check that the listing

doesn't end before it begins.
After each line processed, examine the

keyboard for a CTRL-C to exit or space-bar
to singlestep.

2. Get the program into memory by
BRUNning, and have the first bit of it set

HIMEM and tho KSWHS3B-E39) pointer.

3. Use a 256 byte buffer to build up a

line; reserve the first five bytes for the line

number.
Have a tab-count variable, initially set

to the seventh byte of the buffer,

Have a buffer-pointer variable, initially

set to the tab-count value.

Have a pointer moving through
memory, pointing at the current byte to be
copied, or decoded, to ihe buffer

Whynovar the memory pointer hits a

or E OL (end of lino (or whi ch Applosoft

uses a 2oro) or if the buffered line reaches
the limit of the output device, use COUT
to output the buffer: then clear the buffer

and reset the buffer pointer.

If the lasi output was caused by an

WINDFALL FsWunry 1983



C/WP HAS ITS WAY
WITH THE DAISIES

£399 + VAT

Ifyou want good quality print, clean and crisp
as a lettuce leaf, you need a daisy wheel printer.

Butyou pay for that quality Or at leastyou did,

until C/WP. which shrunk Apple prices had
its way with the daisies. Now, thanks to

C/WPyou can afford the smartest
print in town.

OLIVETTI PRAXIS 30, baby of our
range, not only prints superbly
from your computer, but doubles as
a portable electric typewriter with

automatic erase ribbon and 10
character memory. It's slow (11 character a second or around

5 minutes for anA4 page), but what quality. And only £399 + VAT,
Others advertise the same printer for £480 + VAT.

£1895 + VAT

£499 + VATTheTEC STARWRITER is an even bigger bargain
atjust£499 + VAT. It prints bidirectionally and
impeccably at25 characters a second (just over
2 minutes a page) and responds to all the
commands Wordstar throws its way. A really
professional, heavy duty, thoroughly
reliable daisy wheel, which has never been
sold at such a low price.

Fbr those who are only satisfied with
the best, C/WP offer the QUME SPRINT 5 -
the industry standard, normally sold for

£1800 or more - foronJy£1295 + VAT SPRINT 5 eats up your printing at
45 characters a second ( about 75 seconds a page) with unbeatable quality, no fuss and not too

ghastly a noise. Or ifyou prefer a printer with a
keyboard, to use as a typewriter when you want,you

have a QUME SPRINT 9/35 KSR < 35 cps)
for only £1045 + VAT.

Take your pick of the daisies, and
remember ours bloom the whole year
long. Most dealers offer you only 90
days warranty on daisy wheel printers.

C/WP thinks this unacceptable.
All our equipment, including daisy
wheel printers has a full year's
guarantee covering parts and labour.

OUR PRICES TURN
OTHERS GREEN
108 Rochester Row,
London SW1.
Telephone: 01-828 9000
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EOL (you will need a Hag J. then do the

next line, ie check thai you haven't gone
as far as required, check that CTRL-C and
space aren't being pressed, decode the

next two bytes as -a five-digit line number,
then (or otherwise) carry on as above.

Every time you hit a FOR . add! four (savl

to the TAB-COUNTER
Every time you hit a NEXT, subtract

four from the TAB-COUNTER.
Every time vou hit an IF, add lour to the

TAB-COUNTER, and got ready so put in a

fake ":" (ie newllne) after the next THEN.
After STOP, RETURN, END. REM, put

in ar« extra blank line.

Step three of the process is 'problems

arising."

How do you decode ApplBsoU tokens?
Use the Applesoft list of reserved words,

stored in DCI fflrrYi (last byte has bit 7 Set)

at SCO DO. Use a lookup table, referenced

by the value of the token, to tell you where
the word starts-

Wow do you gel lowercase? Set a flag

at the start to show that it is wanted (this

explains the CTRL-L option) and add 32
($20) to each letter of a keyword before

putting it into the buffer.

How do you handle tines like IF . . .

THEN WO? Chock if the thing im-
mediately after the THEN is a digit; if so,

take a dummy step back and slip a GOTO
token to the decoder.

What about IF ,
. . GOTO 10? Messier.

n,.- rout inn to nnt Ihp nr»-il th««ct»i Iron the program into the
.»[ .1 i*i ii a1 CM* i« ori < modify* no nd . atiMlw to

levnfl , -

: .j(.. i tart of tr>o

- 1 1 ion of your 1 1 -iting.

Br* OF TOUT

R | J

rh» niiim lOCfp 9

C or apace.

1

1

U I
I

.. .
.

k f
•'., .• .,, t-

i urn v i io> t hf> prOQTM to the "ooi nter ' i i n»'
i no number *)ter the am

les tt»o For the whale tnim).

OUT ne to leave th» program neatly.

indJing a command line section.

jsr oi n iii the hi Hn«'
ENTI net output buffet

.r-ber

DO" 1 -ISR CI.EftRBUf
1

1

1
. . ..•-. OlO Mipi

1

n
Eft* J

BEO 1
(End o* buffer a^ signalled t.

JSR 1 |

JMP POTC
,)SR C 1

LDA COI ' i S . ! r'.ni t EDI . and
due postern Fan a CO—ind separating colon.
LDA «" : we *u»t have * new flpp? . n».

OUOTFLC >ote count, and

PEC NEWL INE
:rou0r«0 Itir- t..iB». cauaod t>V IT'S.

JSFT DFX 1 idicreaH thi rfftB-CQUNTEH Fay >
CLR1FS

but similar. Set a flag on hitting an IF.

which must be cleared at the next THEN.
If the flag is set the next time you hit a

GOTO, step back and slip in a THEN
What if TAB-COUNTER becomes

greater than the available fine-width?

Check it every time you empty the buffet,

and do an orderly exit with a message it it

gets too big.

How do you get the indentation correct

on;

/a) NEXT X.YJ.Q? After the NEXT, count

how many commas appear (this needs
another variable location) before ih« next
":" or EOL

ibi Multiple IFs on a line? Keep a count of

the number o( IFs in the lino (another vari-

ab\e), and detab that many times at EOL
(c) More NEXTs than FORs /legal, but
nasty/? Have a counter increment for each
FOR and decrement for each NEXT. Com-
plain and reset it (and the TAB-
COUNTER) if it goes negative.

roV Mote FORs than NEXTs? No solution

without a lot of syntax checking.

How do you handle COLONS inside

quotes? Keep a count of the quotes in the

line. If it is odd. a colon is genuine; if it is

even, a colon is a command separator.

Remember to reset this counter at each

EOL
Whore do I find all the necessary zero-

page locations to use as flags and
counters? In the SEO to SEA region

reserved for the hi-res work; and a few

more hear $FF.

At this point, feeling that I have a clear

idea of all the problems, my usual neat

step is lo write out the piogram in ,i

Pascal-like way. eg:

sol or Bu**eJ longli

t »pn begin
«•( enl '1*01
rl»*r QtiOt*<l>QI
Elivint t>.it» 1 ' -t*b*

..nO

en (It

With this design pattern laid out
clearly, it becomes quite easy to translate

the problem into assembler virtually on a

line by line basis. This avoids long, con-

voluted pieces of code and makes it very

easy to slot in any changes at a later date.

I don't havo room to present the entire

"pseudo- Pascal' program so I will finish

up with a few extracts from the final

assembler program (see left.)

I hope that this article will be suf-

ficiently useful to help you develop your

own forinani'i If. however, you don't have
the time to write your own program, you
may like to know that the one I wrote for

myself is now being marketed under the

name of Pretly Print, bv Roconjl
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GOODBYE TOFLOPPIES

Q/WfINTRODUCES
AHARDDISCFOR&99S.

C/WP have done it again.We proudly
announce the C/WP CONTOUR, a range of
British-made high technology 5-inch
Winchester discs at prices starting below
61000.

Suddenly your micro-computer has
come ofage. One little box, not much larger
than a floppy disc drive, stores up to SI
million characters.That size costs £1995
and stores the equivalent of more than 160
floppy discs, or 35 full-length books.And in

a maximum ofaround a fifth ofa second
the C/WP CONTOUR finds any piece of
informationyour computer asks for.

C/WPCONTOUR is available now for

yourAPPLE II, IBM Personal, Sirius,

Superbrain and many other CP/M and S1O0
machines. On APPLE theC/WPCONTOUR
supports DOS 3,3, Pascal and CP/M
operating systems.

Write or telephone for full details of
this great price breakthrough. Now you can
afford the luxury ofa Winchester.

C/WP CONTOUR PRICE LIST

3Mb { formatted

)

£995
6Mb C formatted) £1195

12Mb ( formatted i £1595
21Mb< formatted

) £1995
Tape streamer backup ( 21Mb 4min ) £1495

All prices exclude VAT

C/WPFORBIGVALUE
INHARDDISCS

C/WP
C/WP Computers

108 Rochester Row. London SW1 1JP
Telephone 01-828 9000



syMBfile
5 1/4 WINCHESTERS FOR
IBM PC, SIRIUS, APPLE H,

APPLE ///, ETC . .

.

Contact us for all your Winchester requirements.

.,-u -

Ki
Symbiotic Computer Systems Ltd.

32 Etmwood Road, Croydon, CR9 2TX Telephone: 01-683 1137 (PBX) Tele*: 893815
APW.CJ1 mill APPLE ATare trademark* of Apple Cwnputetslne



The Fulcrum

Centre, Slough,

June 3-5,

1983

..the BIG Apple event of the year

and thisyear its bigger than ever/

Looking back to msSstiii
If you took pan in Apple '82

,
you won't need reminding just how successful it was.

The major Apple event of the year exceeded alt expectations - even ours - both by
the quantity and the quality of visitors which it attracted.

The people who came lo Apple '82 had real buying power - and many of them
were prepared to use it on the spotl

Any doubts about the use of Slough as a venue for a national exhibition were swept
away by the comments of delighted standholders.

"Our only regret was that we could have used twice the space."

Kevin Hawkins — Pete & Pam Computers

"Exhibiting at Apple '82 was the best single thing this company has done."

Rodney Cox - Symbiotic Computers

Looking forward to I
#«*£*&?

To make this year's exhibition even better, we have responded to standholders
pleas to make it even bigger.

So for Apple '83. the whole of the Thames Hall complex - that's the two upper
floors of the Fulcrum Centre - will be devoted lo the exhibition.

This has enabled us to offer a more attractive arrangement of stands - one which
allows visitors to really circulate.

The number of Apple users is growing all the time, and 1 983 will see a tremendous
amount of publicity given to the new Apple computers.

Add these factors to our success in 1982 and you'll soon see why Apple '83
means more stands, more visitors, more profits.

Contact John Riding on 061-456 8500 for up to the minute news of stand
availability.

Build on success with Apple 383
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Memory Loss is

Now Just a Memory

COMPUTER APPLIED TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

Scarborough House, Scarborough Road, Bridlington

Easi Yorkshire Y016 5NS
Tel; (0262) 73036 Telex: 52572 CAMLOK G



KIHGSTDn
COMPUTER APPLIED
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

86 CARDIGAN ROAD, BRIDLINGTON,
EAST YORKSHIRE Y015 3JT.

Telephone: (0262) 73036
Tolex: 52572

~\

MPC
PERIPHERALS

Apple II Bubble Memory Module
SPECIFICATIONS

• One Mtflibi! II78K bfin» ot NON-VOLATILE dm itotige uung rugged,

solid stale bubble memory lintel 71 101

• High Oita Storage Reliability is designed into the Intel Bubbls Memory
Module. In led. data taxability is over 1000 limaa thai ol lapti and diic*.

MTBF (Mean Time Between Failuiff is p*ei 10 ytenj for (hi 1 megefrit system
hi places whaie oilier types ol man itorego have tiouDIa operating it all

• Quiet, not affected by environmental hazards such as heat. dust, grease, grit

All the tortures that make industrial data storage a perilous |ob Immune la the

pollution and vibration that destroys other storage dffvlctl.

e> The Bubble Memory Module can execute a cold boot to DOS 3.3 utilising an

on board PROM
• Execute* 00S Read or Write commands 3 tiroes laaler than the standard

'loppy due drive

• Supplied with utility software

• Slot Independent

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The Apple II Bubble Memory Module it 128K byiei ol

nonvolatile memory end is ideal lor use as a fist psaudo disc in conjunction

With I floppy disc to hold files that ate Irtquentty accessed lot programs or data

In addition Id the time savings gained by utilising tha bubble, it alio increases

the lite of the floppy disc media The "stand alone" capabilities provided by the

onboard boot PflOM provide the Apple user with a non-volatile mass memory
that is more rugged than a floppy and is completely portable The Bubble Memory

Module is a MUST foi Ihoie who need highly reliable mass memory in a hostile

environment Retail Price (466.00

AP-16 16K Memory Board (or Apple II

SPECIFICATIONS

• IflK 411(3 70ONS Prime RAM
-t Four LEGS to indicate full board flatus. Ram selected. RAM mite enabled, lit

4K bank selected Holdback). Monitor addressing

• Switch selectable 2718 socket to enable custom monitor routines

e> Oparatas in any slot (subject to software requirements).

• Fully compatible with the Apple language card

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The MPC AP-16 is a 1 OK RAM expansion boand (or the

APPLE II computer, tt is designed to be compatible with all existing programs

Thai operate with the language Card including APPLE PASCAL and FORTRAN.

CP'M. DOS 3 3 (enables use ol both INTEGER and APPLESOFT) VISICALC. USA
70. or any other application requiring additional data spare The monitor tockoi

is designed to allow custom monitor routines such is en interrupt driven I/O.

netting default inpul from a custom keyboard, putting default output to an 80
column caid. etc An EPROM version ol APPLE'S old monitor can also be utilised

1rom che socket. RtiiilPrla £'3.55

AP-32 Memory Utility

The AP-32 Memory Utility regains the memory thai DOS consumes by moving

that operating system into segment one ol the cerd. In addition the alternate

language. Integer in the cau of an Apple II plot is loaded into segment two of

the AP-3? Other leeiuin ol this software are al Alter e CATALOG, the free

sectors remaining will be shown b) A long CATALOG may be aborted by hitting

"ESC" cl The disc may be modified to install Program Line Editor

ReUilPntt E13.M

AP-32 Diec Emulator

The AP-32 Oisc Emulator software is a program which modifies ihe standaid

Apple II DOS 3.3 so that the Apple will think ihet the one or two MPC AP 37

32K Memory Expansion Modules which ere installed are logically equivalent to a

leal disc drive Tha "new" disc duva may be used to store programs and files in

exactly the same manner, as il a real disc diive weir being used The key

difference, however, is that the speed ol all InpuiOutput operations is

dramatically increased since no mechanical due drive operations need be

performed Retail Price £13,90

VC-Entender/80
VC-EXTENDER/80 it a pre boot disc thai will modily Visicalc versions

VC-193B0AP2. VC202BOAP2. VC 208BO AP? so thai they will recognise the

additional memory available on the MPC AP 32 Memory Expansion board In

addition to recognising additional memory, this software elso supports the Vide>

VidMterm 80 column board Retail Price C56 SO

AP-16/32 16/32K Memory Board for Apple II

SPECIFICATIONS

• I6K 41 IB 20QNS Prime RAM
• User upgradable to 32K
• 5u LEDs to indicate board stilus NAM setectedfiAM write enabled, lit 4K
bank selected Holdback I. 1 0K Bankl/8ank? selected. Monitoi addmiing.

• Switch selectable 7716 monitor socket

• Operates in any ilot (subject to software requirements}.

<• Fully compatible with (he Apple language Card

• Optional software available

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The MPC AP-16/32 it a I6K RAM expansion board tor

he APPLE II computer. Il is designed to be compatible with all suiting programs
that operate with the language Card including APPLE PASCAL. CP/M. 00S 3.3

(enables use ol Both INTEGER and APPLESOFT BASIC). VISICALC. LISA 20. oi

any other application requiring additional data space The MPC AP-16/32 can be
upgraded at any time to a 32K board by adding 8 41 IB RAM. The monitor

socket is designed to allow custom monitor routines such, as an interrupt driver
\t0. getting default input from > custom keyboard, putting default output 10 an

80 column caid. ale An EPROM version of APPLE'S old monitor on elso be
utilised from this socket Retail Price t'90.60

PROM-IT Eprom Development System for the Apple II

SPECIFICATIONS

• Programs BK_ I6K and 32K EPROMS such as the 7508. 2516, 2716, and

2732 wiih the simple change ol a personality module.

• Teitool Zero Insertion Force socket and EPROM power down switch for

convenient remove! end insertion of EPROMS without powrring down ihe APPLE II

• Powerful disc-based EDS software to manipulate memory blacks, disc files,

and (PROM code providing a HeiiBle EPROM programming environment

• Memory mapped space allows use of EPROM foi machine coda routines

executable by the APPLE* 650? micro-processor Switch selectable write protect

feature insures EPROM code stability

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The PROM IT EPROM Programmer is Ihe answer for

thole) use* who own an APPLE and need to program tPROMs EPROMs can be

used lor creating custom character generators, custom system monitors (for the

MPC AP-1B or MPC AP-321. tor cuilom drrvei software, or applications outside ol
the APPLE such as EPROMs for other microcomputei or prototype systems The
PROM IT comes with oil petionality modules Retail Price E7355

AP-SIO Serial Input/Output Card for the Apple II

SPECIFICATIONS

• Crystal controlled baud rates switrli selectable Irom 50 to V9.2K.

e> Uses industry standard 6850 ACIA
• Fully compatible with all Apple opera ling systems

• Oa board lirmwere with switch selectable serial driver options

• Serial communication protocol jumper block lor various handshaking

UJI.llillll.il. SU
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION The MPC Al' SHI is an asynchronous serial input/output

interface card lor the APPLE II Computet The driver firmware tallows APPLE'S

peripheral convention to insure plusj-m compatibility with all present and luturo

operating systems Switch sriecreblt lirrnwere options include eulo If/no IF.

delay/no delay after carriage return, half/full duplex, and lower to upper case

convemon/no conversion The Serial Communication Protocol jumper block

eliminates nonstandard cables and lumpeied circuit boards- Considering all

leatuoes at the AP-SIO N is the most versatile and compatible serial interlace on

the market today. Retail Pnce (73.65

AP-flO Apple II Parallel Primer Card
SPECIFICATIONS

• fawmblid and lasted

• Fully compatible with All Apple software, graphics dump routines. Epson.

Qkidite and Centronics

• Defaults to 80 column/punter only

• Eliminates the need lor CTRl 1 BON
PROOUCT DESCRIPTION The MPC AP 80 is a parallel printer card for the APPLE
II Computer It n designed to be compatible wilh ALL ousting software and

accepts all standard APPLE parallel control codes It is configured lo operate
Centronics compatible printers such as Epson. Oludata. IDS etc. The |umpet block

can be easily modified to operate any parallel prmte' Default values have been
present in software so that on power-up the AP BO defaults to 80 column width.

output to printer onty These defaults can be modified it my time using APPLE'S
CTRL I convention The AP-BO is supplied with a Centronics conligured jumrjer

Block. 4 tool cable and connector Retail Price f&OBS

AP-32 32K Memory Board for APPLE II

SPECIFICATIONS

• 32K 41 IB 700NS Prima RAM • Supplied with software to relocate DOS

and Integer in the AP-32 allowing over *6K basic program space • Su LEDS to

indicate board status • RAM selected/RAM write enabled 1st OK bank selected

Holdback!. 16 segment l/segment 1 selected monitor addressing • Switch

selectable 2716 monitoi socket • Operates m any slot (subject to software

requirements! • Fully compatible wilh Ihe Apple language- Card

PROOUCT DESCRIPTION The MPC AP 32 is a 32K HAM expansion board lor ihe

APPLE II compulrer. Il n designed to be compatible wilh ill aiming programs

that operate wilh ihe language Card including APPLE PASCAL and FORTRAN.

CP/M. 00S 3.3 (enables use ol both INTEGER and APPLESOFT BASIC). VISICALC,

LISA 2 0. or any other application requiring additional data space With 48K
APPLE and the MPC AP-32. you have BOK bytes ol storage available. The monitor

socket n designed to allow custom roomier louimes such as an interrupt driven

I/O. geitinp default input from e custom keyboerd. putting default oulpul to en

80 column card, etc ftn EPROM vertion of APPLE'S old monitor can alio be

utilised Irom this socket

Retail Price 37K board C107.SS J
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4^

Versatile

Fasl

Easy to Use

Now You Can Back-Up Your Protected Software

COPY II PLUS

The Ultimate Utility for the Apple* II

Back-up Vbli ill wd all your Vhfa,PPS and Comprehensive Includes all the Me handling
cis Report! and mjuv.

< )ml\ -11 '.(•( units lii* I ,isl I i i|n

Lesslhan Irninulesfoi Bil ( op>

Menu driven for easeol use. Full

instructions on bau king up dozens, ol

populai programs.
Besl Value

and DOS utilities you will evei
nped
• change booting program
• copy Of remove Di »5

• verify and compare files for differences

• analysedlsks with the nibble tsditor

• check disk drives

All this ai a price which makes Cop) HPIui
bellCi value ihan evei

Send cash nviih orderjOi quoicyourAi cess or Diners < ard lo:

HSHmnaH

Dealer EnquiriesWelcome

l7WignYiore SIreel

London Wi
l.-l (H--.UO "HI..

•»
Amazing Value ai

£35 +vat
Why Pay More ?

rrenl < opy II Plus ' Kvnet* Sendyoui original <i«--k with £i> - VA1 loi an update lo Version -i

We only handle top quality hardware and software

ilfiii

'.rcoa-pu.or Jilig||,^|( !
P.I I J J

VISION-80 SO column card
for Apple

Features 9 t 1 1 rtol cliaiaciii's. automatic source switching of graphic*, lull impiemumalion ol Apples mil window as Well
as MGR. TEXT. HOME. INVERSE. TAB CP/M and Pascal fullv compatibio. Work* wild 2AHDAX. SANDV i WP.WORDSTAR APPLEWRITER II. EASVWRtTEP. LETTER PERFECT and new FORMAT 80. Communicat-ons facility rxesoni in
hardwaie on the board RRP £196 . VAT

SCREENMASTER 80
Similar io Viskid-80 in jofiwara and hardwa/a 9 i 10 dot characters and antra character tot as standard 3 scrolling
speeds, unique on screen editing commands Con dump screen ciiniBnta lo Primer. Lacks on board communication software
RRP £186 * VAT

80 COLUMN VISICALC
Pre boot utility lor ait versions ol 16 sector Visicalc, Simply the. Mai vlsiulc 80 column display - InyfJfM ind llBSTtina
characters as standard (or VISION-80 Of SCREENMASTER 00. RHP £29. SO * VAT

HO COLUMN VISICALC EXPAND
Pro-boot utility which give* 136K mermuy wMi Vrticelc end 80 columns when using 1 28K RAM card* will* your
VISION-80 RRP £39 + VAT.

80-COLUMN APPLEWRITER II

Pro-boot utility Irom PVNWON SOFTWARE, giving a beautiful display will APPLfWRlTER II lot Eho VISfOW-BQ OfSCREENMASTER 80 - the resultant display is bolter than an Apple III tunning Applewritor RRP £18 * VAT

ROSETTA
DOS'PASCAL utility this (Upaft) Austrnlian program is written in PASCAL and allows movement of any sort of DOS 0'
PASCAl programs in any direction A library unit called QUASiDOS is included (or in« user lo link to other PASCAL
programs so PASCAL can rend end writ* lo DOS discs- RRP £35 * VAT.

PVNWON SOFTWARE MOLDS WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS TO THE ABOVE SOFTWARE DEALER AND
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTOR ENQUIRIES INVITED

Distributor in UK:
PYNWOIM COMPUTER SERVICES
Laurie and Elizabeth Boshell, 1 7 Watermill Lane,
Edmonton, London IM18 1SU. (01, 884 0879
The people who put the extra byte mg
hock into Apple 11 and VisiCttlc Jk
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village
computer
services

WORD PROCESSORS
Screen Write/ II C75.0O
Super-Te*! II £85.00
Vi<WApplewrlterllBootOisk CI5.00
Applowriierll £75.00
Letter Perfect C100.00
Dan Paymar LCA2 C39.O0
Zdrda« C15000
Wordstar* £14500
Mailmerge* €65.00
PieWriter £87.00

BUSINESS/UTILITIES
Ormboia Database*. £195.00
Vldex/VlsiColc 80 Column Disk £35.00
VisiCalc* £12000
Visidex" £120.00
Vlsifilo" £140.00
Visile*™* £78.00
Visiploi/Vlsitrend* £140.00
Data Factory £98.00
Ramex 16KCard £75.00
32K Saturn Ram Card £130.00
128K Saturn Ram Card £340.00
VC 80 Expand C6S.00
Virion 80 £19500
Epson Buffer Card C99.0O
Locksmith4.1 £65.00
E:«peditof II £75.00
U-280Cartl .. £85.00
Master Diagnostics , , £45.00
TascCompilor
Vtdex Videotetm
Mat he Magic
T G Joystick

Super Disk Copy

£100.00
£180.00

. £55.00
£33.00

£20.00

Systematics International Lodger
Systems* P.O.A.
Vlasak Orbit' Ledger Sysiems P.O.A.

GAMES
Choplrttur 1 18.00

BugAnack £14.95
Wizardry l £26.00
Wizardry 2 (needs 1 1 £22.00
Time Zone £54.00
Wizard & Princess £17.60
Zork II* £22.00
Raster Blaster £16.00
Flight Simulator £21-00

Apple Panic El 5.50

KabulSpy £19.00
Epoch £19.00
Hadron £19.00
BtMJfRun £1550
The Prisoner II I 15.50

Casile Woltensteln , £15.20
Pursuit ol the Graf Spee £31.00
Snack Attack £15.50
Safgonll £20.00
Firebird £15.20
Olympic Decathlon £15.50

* Also available 'or IBM Personal Computer

Postage and packing FREE - please add IS%
VAT to your order.

We stock the lull range ot Apple related

books.

Tawala's Last Redoubi . £15 50
Sneakers £17.00
RuHkiDucfc .:..... £18.00
Pegasusll £14.95
Tigers in the Snow £22.00
Threshold £20.00
OO-Topos £15.50
Genetic Drill £15.50
HorizonsV £19.00
Adventure to Atlantis C24.00
Soil Porn Adventure £16.50
Escape FromRungisian £17.00
Cannonball Bllu 11700
FlvWors £16.50
JellyFisn £18.00

£18.00
£ 1 9.00
£2000
£19.50
£18.00

Mouskattack
MicroWave ...

fl.mdits

Ulnotaui
CyclorJ

~
M,

MONITORS
Philips. 12" Amber Monitor £130.00
Kaga 12 _ Green £110.00
Kagn RGB Monitors from £25000
Strobe Plotter £576.00
Zenith 12" Green Monitor £10500
PRINTERS
IDS Prism BO , , £650.00
IDS Prism 132 £840 00
Epson MXBO III FT £350.00
Epson MX100FT £450.00
Olivetti ET121 £73000
Centronics P.O.A.
Plus Interlace Cards and Buffer Cards

This is. just a small sample of what we have
in stock please ring or write for price list

and further details. We also sell Apple II

carrying/flioht case.

Wu art Consultants -lor small businesses.

Dealer avMUfMtj welcome

& 6 Pavilion Parade, Wood Lane,
London W12 OHQ. Tel: (01,-743 9000

FORMAT-80
WORD PROCESSING SO ADVANCED ANYONE

CAN USE IT!

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE //e AND THE |[

What you see is what you get.
Formal-80 performs virtually any editing and
formatting function you can imagine and
displays on the screen the text exactly as it will

print out paragraphs, underlining, justification.

Simple to use.
You edit and format text with single key
strokes. 'D' for delete. 'E' for edit, T for insert

'J' for justify, etc. Easy to remember
commands because they make sense.

Includes a sophisticated mailing list.

Stores and retrieves names and addresses
which may be printed on labels or merged into

documents. Powerful 'logic' commands allow
you to select only those records which match
specified criteria.

Tutorial and Reference manual included.

'For once no criticism of the manual'

Review of Format-80, Micro-Decision. Jan '83

It supports all printers.

Compatible with the Apple. Shadow printing.

boldfacing, proportional spacing, sub- and
super- scripting are all available.

Price £199 + VAT

Available from your local dealer or contact:

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY
2 Almorah Road, Heston
Middlesex, TW5 9AD.
Tfll; 01-572 0453
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Catch up on the articles you
missed by sending for earlier

issues. And when your collection
is complete, keep it in one of our
attractive binders. You can order
by mailing the coupon on the right

-or by phoning 061 -456 8383and
quoting your credit card number.
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Logo
T-Shirts

ONLY £3.29

r

/indfall

MGat ONLY
hirts £6.29

Logo Sweat Shirts

only £6.29
test additions to our popular range are Windfall sweat
ins, with mini-Apple motif in six brilliant colours. Now
ailabte in two child's sizes, and with red or blue
'Ckground colour. Our original logo T-shirt and sweat
iris sport the giant-size Apple logo on a white background.

:ollowing
ronnendous

Jemand from
*Vppte users

/ve can now
iMsr these
jltraclive

lectdaces with
jilt and
anamel
lendants
lisplaying the

Apple logo.

Special

price

£4.99

Get tied

up in your
Apple!
Luxury woven ties,

with Apple logo in

six brilliant colours
exclusively created
for Windfall by
Macclesfield
craftsmen.

£4.99

tuaty '981
ntt *# M•nh Hi

1** G'iphict a"0 "

mo D»mj"i -G*
i(JMl a Mil Piincofi

j i $> paoo guHMt
miinv»v irottga 4

»
j

'.ill 111.'

mo-v. UB» ham c-mt*. fl'K
ilup mini WinthtHor

.-. Apple dllvpll W*tl
,iw. % "HON G'Bt'
low tmiailing Wwtl
linn** Cii«ti (low Wit" '.

PiHM (ovioih intciiriivc

W-MWlWW. P«t tl PIUS
* mojb» «' GwipiicocM and

.. .

Giam eye-catching poster

depicting (he distinctive Apple
logo in six colours, on a black

background.

Size; 749mm
x 48 1mm £1.50

ORDER FORM
Allprice* ifKlurlf PQ1{QQQ

SUBSCRIPTIONS Please .tntm rtumba
f4>quitod inbai

t

UK £12
EIRE C13
EUROPE tie

USA - Sulfate moil f 15

USA - Aii mail f25
fi«M i>4 wo-kl Surfac** mail CI

5

Hast ol workl - Air mull E30

1

BACK ISSUES
i i u*t El :-b

Rest of world
Surtax CI. 50
All mail C3.W

19Bt
JULY
AUG
SEPT
OCT
NOV
DEC

Ifl i?

JAN
FER
\-,\t>.

APRIL
MAV

19B2
JUNE
JULY
AUG
SEPT
OCT
NOV
DEC _19 IT

JAW

TOTAL

T-SHIRTS
C3.29
(UK ft Oversea*}

Small
Medium 3B- SB-

SB' 40*
E*iro Urg« - 40" -4?"

TOTAL

SWEAT SHIRTS
C6.29
(UK & Overseas)

Age 6 8 26'

Ago 10-12 30--32-
Small 34-- 36-
Mudiom 36'3B*

H--40*
E.na Large 40' 42

Windfall Logo

Kml Blur Whltl

N *, -, A

W/A
J A

TOTAL

NECK LACES
C4.99
<U». ft Ovo'stiasl

total

POSTERS
CI .SO
(UK & OvetgoaM I 1

TOTAL

tits
C4.99
IUK l\ On-

Navy

IOTAL

BINDERS
UK C3.9B
Ovirtaat t 5 00

TOTAL

PaV'««'>t: please inclicato method
(
•/

' ipean

Card No.

. D-aie.

TOTAL

1 ) Cne<iu(.'/Po micta payable to Windfall

Name.

Addn ss

Signod

Send to: Windfall, FREEPOST, Europe House, 68
Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 SNY.
(No ttti : if posted m u>Kj

'. phonn
I card numb*'

061-456 8383
9sm - 5pm
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3WAYS TO
GET MORE FROM APPLE.

1
HARDWARE
We have a range of New Products

lot Apple, a low are listed below.

1 XADVIowcost Analogue to Digital Cooyorter

4 channels analogue. 05V. I2bit

a io*cl relay outputs
Real Time Clock All few £99.00

2 XAD2 low coat Analogue to Digital Cofwe<to»

3 channels analogue. OoV. 12 bit

^channels programmable gam
analogue

2 teed ifllay outputs All lor £99 00
3 XBUB1 Bubble Memory Module tor APPLE

Non vnlntlli*

H«jn reliability

Fast
Cold Bool (mm Apple .

only €495 00
4 XROM 'PROM System lor APPLE

Put your BASIC Programs into ROM
Cold Boot IromAPPlt
I'O laciiiliesonca'd

b XCOUNT* channel pulse counter/timer

4 counters up to 500kHz
2 up lo 4M

-upCat ove'llov.
Frequency Comparison £120 00

2 SOFTWARE
We can provide a high degree ot

programming support lor all Industrial,

technical and professional

applications, trom machine

code through to high level

3 SYSTEMS
Xcalibur is a systems house

specialising in the application ot small

computers lo Industrial and ^
Technical areas. Weare

^
able to provide lull systems

.{ Wll
support on Apple and other "Mr Ym
small computers. )

(

P

WITHOUT THEM YOU'VE ONLY
GOT HALF AN APPLE...

apples grow on
For further information
contact.

Xcalibur Computers Ltd.

Spencer House
3 Spencer Parade
Northampton NN15AB
Tel:<06O4>2tOS1M Tele*: 31612^jg^jj^

coordcoright 757
. .chatteF. .

.

The new report processor from NUMBER
ONE COMPUTERS; designed specifically

for the Centronics 737, it takes full

advantage of the printer's facilities in a

way no other system in this price range
can match. Mix elongated, condensed.

enhanced and proportional characters

underline. right, left or centre justify.

ORDER CODE 015 €49.95

New low price on 16K RAM card.

ORDER CODE 011 £71.50

the apple corp:>

Designed to bring together the pool of

untapped talent amongst Apple users

and the peoplewhocould use this talent,

THE APPLE CORPS is a register specif-

ically for Apple people. If you have trie

expertise, in Applesoft, machine code
or VislCalc, you can register completely

free of charge until the end of January
1983.

If you want services from THE APPLE
CORPS, an Initial fee of £25 brings you
details of the six moat appropriate
registrations. Subsequent enquiries

cost only £18.

nrjs thai tins ha pprtnnu'd
-XPPI.K CORI'S i-

-'.!> have I pi -of t-

>t hnrj>*jr.'. that la BUltebl-
-I they h-ivi' not marketed. Trur first

vl thcac, WWUWKKitlT 737, la Icaturoij in
Ihlo .id vim - *nd .it •.

. o
hardware

n - hUl "
I

' ..- rmi neBth.
you yciu fiiwc aof twiti-.. hardware oi
]u»t an lilr.i . do contact ua - it could be

'ot both of m.-. . Ln i ol rut *.

till lunt not tlaw to ree-
nter free, *o ring or writ* tor a i

lairotion for» - -and for potential U»aca>,
. now open (or bualneaa. ato'vi- Ttill

got bom supervision pad
,95, including v.ft.T., thov i.

nood value - sb Arc our niGlTEK 1*.K RAM
boards, at til. to
(!u' ..Kn'.'i' of ttw pound against the Swiss

lo, we've It.id lo increase the pi Ice of
the jetstf m

.•v.y other Ian. Ab .ilwayo,
• ltd

V.A.T. ACCESS and VISA welcome by '

phono or nail -
i

' Wi '"

por t on

Incomplete Records

for £115?
Written by an accountant, the NUMBER
ONE COMPUTERS INCOMPLETE
RECORDS system allows the production

of final accounts with the minimum of

complicalions. The data entry programme
can handle up to 5000 items— and retrieve

any One for amendment. A summary of the

entered data is passed to a VisiCalc

template which produces the profit and
toss account, balance sheet, and source

and application of funds statement The
system runs on a minimum configuration

of a 48K Apple II with Applesoft Basic

and one disc drive, making it very suitable

for use on client's premises. Full instructions

and a sample set of nominal codes are
Included. The price of PUS includes

postage and V.A.T. OR0ERC0DE0O5

jct>trcam-thGFcin SUPCr\?DIOn
Tnere wasn't much point m showing a picture o' *« Aoplo II f«f»*Tnere wasn't much poml m showing a piclu'O 0' a" Apolo
titled *tth a JETSTREAM tan. It fits ins.da the case, aoyou
cant seen Vou'd nave (rouble haaiino.ii too. as it iaa> moat
silen* in operation Vnucanlit II In Insn ll»anamin»lo. and
you won! nji.oflny B.tia »*itc"i*fi The tan moduia <s Svnsv
maflo. ar*(3 moves 220 Mr«» ol ai' every minute Whats
mo-e. it suckaair Through the computer, keeping it cleaner

than blow"*

ORDER CODE 001 £3295

A combination of speed) and capacity—

a

Visicalc compatible key pad to increase

your entry rate, and a 16K RAM card to

double your model size. Our price of
£149.95 offers a saving of over £60 on
the normal price. ORDER CODE 002

number one computer^
Francis Street, St. Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands.

telephone (0534)77268

98 WINDFALL February 1983



IF YOU'VE GOT AIM APPLE
YOU NEED OUR CAT!

48 pages pocked full ot owerything you rnj-vri !<» your Apple, (ill ivilh
lull doiaiis and dosc/ipitonis and all at very attractive prices.

Our fonao covers everything Iron- floppies lo Winchesters, from
memory board* In keyboards, (torn businoss sofiware to o,.

And noi just hardwnru ami software, but con Huma bios too l <Kk

mailinp. labels trot" f 1.95/000 (and tho< s lot .1 quantity ol just one
bo«i). And pru printed stationery Including typesetring ana dolivory
(torn fl 9.95.-000 tor 5.000 II" * 9.5" SnaolU

Evan mem described in detail with almost 50.000 words telling you
all about ins things you need lor your Apple.

And .t itoesn t stop there. The Mo*»lo<ii section includes other
laniasitc prices like Iho Prince 12" QroBrt •woen lor just 199.9b"
including carriage, or m the Daisywheei Printers section mora is trie
Oume Sprint 9/45 at £1.485-00*

And the-in'* >* vary special offai In (ha Dfsa Drives section - how
about an Apple compatible 5j" floppy rjriva Ikof just CI99.50'

But now the bad rmw*. Thero are many who Mill want our catalogue
)ust for rolornnco. so it will coal yoni CI. 00 including VAT. The good
news is thai we will refund vour CI.00 on your first omler.

So drop us a line (and a pound! fiflht now oi grv* us a ring with
your Accosa/Barclavcard number, and wo II send our cat by return of
post

Better still why not drop In end see us - we'i- open 6 days a week
9O0-6.O0. and our new retail show/room is lull of Apple HI and Apple
III fjquipniont.

Ail our prices |o*cept plain stationery) are postage and packing tfo»
AM VAT ui tlto curiam rate

''•' OT Apple l-trviH l Oealers and TABS .-,, radhM Dh I

[
V

]

THAMES VALLEY
SYSTEMS
GREYS HOUSE,
7 GREYFRIARS ROAD,
READING. BERKS.
RG1 1NU.
Tel: 0734-581829 (2 lines)

Add toyour

flgcippkz computer
with....

woodcipc
No longer need an Apple system look like
a plate of spaghetti!
Woodapeei. an allraclive

teak veneer cabinet, hides
and ptolocls all Ihe cables
and blends with office and
home decor
Wooflapeel suppoilsan

Apple, two disk drives, a
twoivo-inch monitor and
provides storage for manuals.
The solid construction
ensures everything remains
connected as yo u move
from dead let desk or

olticoiohome
Order your

Woodapeei, now —
C43.00 plus VAT.

Guaranteed lor on* year.

PERSONAL COMPUTER PALACE
I

4-6 CASTLE STREET
READING, BERKS
Tel. (0734) 589249*

,^*^

:

"*-*

-

'

-»>-
4^,

V^tN* CCp" ' CJ^ ,_a^
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V ^ we can type^we can typeset
direct frorngj

v"»ii M Kar>i>ie disks

wilh full printing and binding facilities also available

H Charlesworth& Co Ltd
2&4 Deinhion Rrt Hmldeislield HDZ 1 18341

The microspeed language system

Mlcosyood is <• complete Forth Language System lor the Appl» II,

Vtiry last processing speeds ate Obtainable by (be use of en
.irithmctlc processor card. This card has tho additional benefit thai

be used lor APPLESOFT owl PASCAL programs

Fofflh yoducM very eompect eMt which is compilM Info verbs
Ihc extension of those varus into a library can drastically 'educe

programming lime.

Camp/eh! Fatlh manual wilh Oiscs mnd processor curd

£295.00 + VAT
DATABASE

Suite 1. 147 All Saints Road, Newmarket. Suffolk.
Telephone 0638 667311
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SAVE TIME AND MONEY
PROGRAMS FOR APPLE II 48K

DOS 3.3

STOCK CONTROL from £99.00 inc.

RENTALS (TV etc) from f 109.00 inc.

COMPREHENSIVE & CUSTOMISED DEMO DISC
C5.00 (refunded against order).

Futl details from:

AIMGLI A COMPUTER SERVICES
66 High Street, Heacham, Norfolk.

Tal: 04853 33351

COMPUTER SERVICES
108 Margaret Street, Coalville. LE6 2LX.

Lutterworth Payroll, the leading Payroll

Program £169.00
Mailer The Mail oifder management program .... £175.00
TEC Starvvritor Daisy Wheal Printer £499.00
12" Green Screen Monitor £110.00
Apple Compatible Disc Drives £210.00
16K Ram/Language Card £61.00
80 Column Card £110.00
Parallel Printer Card £56.00
R5232 Printer Card £54.00
Disease 60 Storage Case £19.50

Mail Order only. All prices exclusive of VA.T. Piease add
carriage af £2.00 on orders under €100 and €5 on

orders over €100.

COPPICE
SOFTWARE
Software for the serious

APPLE user.

MSI Software:
GALE - Global Applesoft Line Editor - £27.95
Directory Master - Disc/Catalog utility - €20.95
Ampersoft — Increase the power of Applesoft
using the ampersand command set. Includes Print

using. Sort, matrix handling and more - £34.95
VIP-II - Print out formatted reports of your

spreadsheet data - C20.95

All software requires 1 disc drive and 48K of RAM
with DOS 3.3 (Ampersofl also requires memory
expansion card). Documentation provided with disc.

Please add 15% VAT * £1.00 postage and
packing.

NIBBLE Magazine
1983 orders for this most useful of magazines for

the APPLE user still being taken. 8 issues per year
(the first one in March) for £20.80 inclusive.
Some back copies of 1982 issues available while
stocks last at £2.50 per copy.

Coppice Software, 7 March Street, Kirton in
Lindsey, Gainsborough, Lines. DM21 4PH.

Telephone: (0652 648550)

100 WlNDFALl February 1983
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Completely Redesigned.
Now, the Grappler*.
The original Grappler was the
first graphics Interface to give

you hl-res screen dumps from
your keyboard. The new
Grappler + with Dual Hi-Res

Graphics adds flexibility with a
side-by-side printout of page 1

and page 2 graphics.

Interfacing the Grappler + to a

wide range of printers is easy

as changing a dip switch. 4K ol

exclusive firmware makes the

Grappler* the most Intelligent,

lull-featured Apple' Printer

Interlace made. And. the
Grappler + is Apple III compatible*

The imitations are many, so
insist on the #1 Apple Graphics
Interface on the market. Insist

on the Grappler* . Available
now at most Apple dealers.

*R*«Uram •oawmai tMtmtit dmw

fcCtUAl AFTlt nl>«INTOlJTUSINOGflAPPlEH AND'

WHhThe

Grappler+
Printer Interface

CM isafeQ»ie'L>otiaaemtiikoiDt9iiaiResM'rJi inc
AppWriJl registered InxtpmA'k nl AppteCumpm.

Or«no» Mlco. Inc. 1M2

The Grappler + Features:
• Dual Hi-Res Graphics • Printer

Selector Dip Switch 'Apple III

Compatible* 'Graphics Screen
Dump • Inverse Graphics
• Emphasized Graphics' Double Size
Picture • 90° Rotation • Center
Graphics 'Chart Recorder
Mode • Block Graphl cs • Bell

Control • Skip-over-peri • Lett and
Right Margins* Variable Line

Length Text Screen Dumps.

The Grappler + also works with
Pascal and CPM.

The Grappler + Interfaces will

the following printers:

Anadex • Centronics • Datasouth
•Epson" *NEC'C-ltoh'OkkJata"
The original Grappler Is available for

DS 460, S60. Prism. Mlcroprtsm.

J§Orange micro

1-100 North Laka View.
Anah*n>, California 92807
U.S.A.
Tel: (71*» 630-3620

Ttlox; 183511 CSMA
For*>gn Oca let mquirt** Welcome



LET US INTO YOUR APPLE II

Memory Expansion Board using latest 64 K Ram chips
ilieii complete with Disk Emulation and Memory

Management System lor Apple OOS.3.3.
ory Management System uses up to two existing 16K

Is in your computer configuration.
ii?' Applesoft firmware cards fully supported,
.'ergecourt Super Expander Software package allows
ijmea 1?8 to display VISICALC WITH 136Ka\ memory
.s times can be increased by as much as 300% in Disk

lianon Mode. -^

DltVCM lot Appli-

unns of this product currently available in either

two. three or four pack configurations.

C- B22K, 933K and 1244K bytes.
* Maximum file sizes have therefore been increased to 31 IK

• Integral switch made Power supply unit for much
improved reliability

B Board and Cable assembly included.

led for IBM 3470 in 76 tracks
Conversion capability between Shugan. Teac and Pelec
single and Double Sided
Drives

Software
* Super Expander — using I28K Ham Board expands

Visicalc to 136K usable memory
* E«pander — using 2 - 16K Ram Boards expands Visicalc

to 50K usable memory
* Consolidator — to consolidate your Visicalc worksheet?
* Manager — fos relocation of DOS onto a second 16K. Ram
Board

* Locksmith — bit copier to take back-ups ol your vital

programs.
* Inspector — selection ol nocessar.

* Watson — the I nspectors assi stani with
additional utilities

Ramex 16

« The f.rst 16K Expansion Board for the Apple to incorporate
onboard Bam refresh

• Language card capability to run Pascal, Integer, 56K CPM
etc.

• DOS Relocation capability using "The Mangger" software
by Vergecourt leaves approximately 45K of Motherboard
Ram available.

• Over 7000 sold worldwide and available through all major
Apple dealers

• Easy installation as no strap and header chip need to be
connected

• Multiple boards can be used dependant upon application

Visicalc is the registered trade mark or" Visicorp
Apple II is the registered trade mark o' Apple Computers Inc.

Vergecourt ltd
r~J~l DDP RESEARCH & MARKETING

Reg Office 17 Nobel Square.
Basildon. 6sse> SSI3 I LP
lelephone: 0268 728484
7etex 995323



MIOS- mightier
performance for Apple
1-25 Mb (formatted) for only £899

New from Vlasak — the most powerful disk drive for Apple
microcomputers at the most competitive unit cost to be
produced this year. With years of international systems
experience behind us, and on the strength of our long-

standins relationship with Apple microcomputers, we have
designed and manufactured a disk drive which leaves all

others standing. The MIOS disk module — a five-inch trim disk

drive for Apple II and /// which holds 1 .25 million characters

and matches- the storage needs of most small to medium-
sized businesses. For an incredible £899. This means that by
paying only £100 more than for two Apple drives, you get

a capacity five times larger.

That's a powerful reason for buying MIOS. Find out more
by completing the coupon and posting to the address below.

Fully compatible with: Apple i(

Apple )(

Apple ///

DOS 3.3

Pascal 1.1

SOS 1.1

The most powcrful/disk drive
for micros to emerge this year
Training facilities are now available for new dealers

Vlasak Computer Systems. Vlasak House. 8 St uarc Road, Hi#i Wycombe, Bucks HP13 6AG
Tel: 0494-4+8633.

would likei further Infcxmanon on MIOS

a demonstration by my local dealerLI

Vlasak
Computer
Systems

would nk*; (o become a dealerD
Nome

Company

red No


